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MIXING CONSOLES

l-

Pretty
Impressive
Over the past couple of years our
Series 2400 studio mixing consoles have
been impressing more and more people.
So many, in fact, that over 200 consoles
have been irstalled already in studios
throughout the world.
Studio cwners have found that the
28/24 version of the Series 2400 is the
most cost- eFective way to get 52
equalised inouts during mix down.
While their clients love the flexibility of
the split console design, with its logical
format aid easy to follow signal paths.
All sound professionals are
impressed by our attention to functional
detail. Li <e the three solo modes, two
programmaDie mute buses, six cue sends
and of course semi -parametric
equalisation on input and monitor
channels. Ard the new optional
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Soundcraf Electronics Limited,
London,

England. Tel:

EC1 V OBX,

{

Great Sutton ;freer,
-253 6988Tel -z: 21198.
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Sounccraft Electronics USA, 1317 20th. Street,
Santa Mcnica, California 90404. Tel: (213) 453 4591. Telex: 664923.
Inc_ 1444 Hy-nus Blvd. Darrol,
H9P 116. Tel: (514) 685 1610 Telex: Q5 822582.

Sounccraft Canada

Quebec Canada
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SoundcraftAutomation system makes
Series 2400 even more versatile.
Richard Elen of Studic Sound recently
described the Series 2400 as "a ve -y
impressive console that is o pleas. re to
use * Which is praise indeed.
SD it's no surprise tha- the Series 2400
is the most popular 24 track studio console
in Europe. And that's a pretty impressive
achievement -even for c Soundcroft.
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Graham Gouldman has
recorded in the world's
best studios.

(That's why he recorded his latest album at home)
Graham Gouldman, as a leading member
of 10cc, has recorded in many world famous studios, and certainly knows what
makes a good recording, and also when
he's achieved one. "But;' he says, "I've always
felt that the most creative recording environment is at home, in one's own space and in
one's own time:'
When he bought a Fostex B16 %2" 16 -track
recorder and an Allen & Heath System 8
16/16 mixer, he decided to put the system to
the ultimate test and use it to record his
current album. 'Andrew Gold and I soon
found that the sound quality far exceeded
our wildest dreams;' says Graham.
"The Allen & Heath mixer provided all
the facilities I needed and produced quality
to a standard beyond its price.
The Fostex B16,despite using Y2" tape,
was silent and accurate; the guys at
Fostex really have master -,
ed head technology, and
the Dolby 'C'noise reduction
really works a treat. All this
for around £5000 ?!"
"For mixdown,we had anticipated
having to transfer to 24-track -but when the
time came, both Andrew and I agreed that
the B16 sounded better.
You can hear the
results for yourself on the
A
new 'Common Knowledge' single 'Don't Break
My Heart; on Phonogram
Records:'

made things easy for me by providing all the cabling free of charge (which
"HHB

they do for everybody), as well as an
informative demonstration, sound advice
and a reliable back-up service to complete
the package:'
"I can thoroughly recommend this low cost, high -performance multitrack system:'
For further details about Fostex and
Allen & Heath, and all other recording products, contact Martin Westwood by phoning
01- 9613295.

FOSC2X 1HB

illillb

Dolby is the registered
trademark of Dolby Laboratories.
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HHB Hire and Sa1es,Unit F, New Crescent Works,
Nicoll Road, London NW10 9AX.Tel:01- 9613295.

DITORIAL
EDITORIAL
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This month's comment from Keith Spencer-Allen

Little or large - -the soft choice?
In recent conversations with a number of well known studio
designers, the topic of equipment within the control room
and its effect upon the room's acoustics has come to the
fore. It is a problem that has grown in magnitude as,
progressively, the other aspects of acoustic design have been
brought under the designer's control. There are of course
certain items that can be removed from the control room
with no problems such as power supplies, computers, power
amplifiers, etc, although this alone would have little effect
other than removing fan noise. The current interest is in
removing tape machines for both acoustic and noise
reasons. The effects and signal processor racks have to stay
but they are fairly easy to deal with acoustically. The
biggest challenge is a large mixing console and outside a
little creative crystal ball gazing there seems little
immediate possibility of removing that.
During the mid '70s there was a `groundswell' movement
against the increasing size of mixing consoles. Up until the
introduction of 24- track, the average mixing console had
about 18 or 20 channels plus a few dedicated returns for
the echo plates. Based on a 2 in channel width, with about
2 ft for the master section, group sends and monitor section
there was little need for a console to exceed 6 ft in length.
Twenty -four track increased the minimum channel size to
28. This increase led to the popularisation of the in -line
concept for space saving reasons.
Apart from in -line concepts there were other designs,
mainly from custom manufacturers where the ergonomic
requirements were considered. This appears to have now
been almost forgotten -when was the last time you saw a
new wrap -a -round console or even a split L? For the most, I
think it was partly that it was often impossible for the
producer to sit near the engineer in such `ergonomic
designs' and partly the proliferation of automation systems
that meant that all the channel faders did not have to be
within reach all the time, that has led to their
disappearance.
Any hope of a move towards compact consoles is I think
now completely lost in the combined influences of
synchronised multitracks and greater amounts of channel

AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

STUDIO SOUND is published on
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month. The magazine is available
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signal processing. Increasing the size of the console to
include 4- or 5 -band parametric EQ on each channel and in
some cases noise gate /compressor/limiter on each as well,
does reduce the amount of such outboard gear that needs to
be within console -bound reach and leaves the space for
processors such as delay lines, flangers, etc. With the
decreasing cost of chips suitable for delays, how long will it
be before a delay line becomes standard per channel to
allow effects and `panning' within a stereo image using a
method other than level? This will of course create even
greater pressures to increase console size. I see the standard
analogue audio console becoming even more of a mixer with- integral- processing as this will actually become the
most cost effective way of achieving the degree of processing
being required. The only problem is that an increase in
sophistication that leads to an increase in console size is
bad news acoustically.
In the past 18 months there have been quite considerable
developments within digital processing and control that
allow assignability of facilities as they are needed (and
hence a significant chance to reduce console size). To
contain comparable facilities a standard analogue console
channel would have to be 5 ft long with its own patchfield.
There is something very aesthetically pleasing about a
large console and I feel that until the advantages of
reducing console size using some form of assignability
become blatantly obvious, I don't believe that we will see
any form of `groundswell' opinion heading in that direction.
It will have to be a case of show us the advantages and we
will consider it.
So where does this leave us? We have a console that is
increasing in size and becoming even more of a `studio
processing system' as more and more external functions are
taken on board; we have the studio designer who is trying
to remove the equipment from the control room as it
reduces his possibilities of improving the acoustic; and
finally no positive requirement from the equipment
purchasers for a way out of this contradiction in any
direction.
An acoustically soft console anyone?
subscription enquiries, including
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in writing and preferably including
an old address label or at least the
7 -digit label code) should be made
to the Subscription Department,

Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
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5,821. Overseas: 8,104. (ABC
audited).
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International and Beat
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DIGITAL SEMINAR
BAFTA THEATRE
PICCADILLY, LONDON
2ND

MONDAY, 29TH OCTOBER 1984
An opportunity for Audio Engineers, Record Producers,
Studio Owners & Managers to hear and discuss the latest
development in Digital Technology with leading experts.
For Booking Information contact:
APRS

23 Chestnut Avenue
Chorleywood
Herts WD3 4HA
TEL: 0923 772907

Asomfor

Complete Cassette Production

The new semi -automatic WINDER 2005
compliments the ASONA line of loop bin /slave duplication systems.

Approximately 950 C -60 cassettes can
be produced per shift with one winder.
The winding and splicing phases are
fully automated, enabling two winders
to be operated by one person, or five
machines by two persons.
Length preselection is provided for
blank tape, automatic cue -tone detection for recorded tape.
Robust construction, with a minimum
of moving parts.
Low maintenance requirements, low
personnel costs.

We can

ASONA

Winder 2005
The WINDER 2005

designed for
universal installation. Completely self- contained; may be plugged in
wherever needed. No compressed air or external
vacuum required. Compact size; easily tray: " o
is

tailor a cassette production system to your needs.
Write or call for a proposal.

ASONA is manufactured in West Germany by AUVIS ASONA KG, Stollbergstraße
Tel.: (0)89- 225057. Telex: 522084 AUVIS D
6
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A dozen reasons for Otari from Turnkey
Terry Britten Top song writer's private
Advision The most recent major London
studio to update its multitracks to the newest production studio studio chooses an MTR90
MTR90 from Turnkey.
Multitrack Hire A pair of MTR 90's
supplied and backed by Turnkey is hired for

from Turnkey.

the most demanding applications.
Trident Their first MTR90 from Turnkey
proved so successful, that within weeks, a
second one was ordered, delivered and
installed.
Complete Video London's most advanced
post production suite chose a pair of Otaris
from Turnkey to run the highest quality audio
alongside video.
Livingston North London studio upgrades
once, then for a second time to the Otari MTR
90 twenty four track from Turnkey.
Genetic Demanding, busy pop studio
chooses Otani from Turnkey to master their
chart successes.
Paddy Kingsland Speciality studio,
responsible for tightly written and produced
film scores chooses Otani from Turnkey.
Wessex Long established London studio
upgrades its multitrack to the MTR90 series
from Turnkey.

MTR90 from Turnkey.

Surrey Sound Top producer's commercial
studio upgrades its multitrack to the Otani
Silk Sound Providing an unrivalled service
for the radio industry, Silk Sound's production/mastering studio uses Otani from
Turnkey to provide the widest range of
facilities.

Madness Within months, this private
production studio has upgraded its original,
basic multitrack to the newst MTR90's from
Turnkey.

We can help with finance, upgrade, and of
course our full studio supply and design
service is also available.
For full information on the thoroughly
recommended range of Otani from Turnkey,
call Garry Robson now on 01 -202 4366

WI key studio systems
Brent View Road. London NW9 TEL. Tel 01 -202 4366
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IAC

turns the radio on...

More and more radio stations are turning to
IAC guaranteed performance studio
facilities to bring them on the air fast and
with no compromise in meeting the
highest acoustic specifications.
Supplied on a full `turnkey'
responsibility basis, our recording
and broadcasting studios come
complete with guaranteed
Ph,
acoustic performance.
11Unlr,
And space saving, lightweight

Based on our 30 years' experience in
worldwide acoustics we can supply a wide
range of accessories including silenced
ventilation and air conditioning systems
to keep levels down to NC15
or lower.

HEREWARD
RADIO
RADIO
GWENT
4.IlUq,

....an on arid on.
modular
construction
means rapid
delivery and easy
eV 11
installation even
in existing buildings.
Acoustic performance is designed

-

to meet current BBC and IBA
specifications. IAC studios offer
reverberation times of 0.2 sec to
0.1 sec in audio range and acoustic
and structural isolation of 37dB
to 93dB through the octave
bands.

omit

,fqII

RADIO
MERCURY

it

qllp 'w'Dllqrml;lUl,pll

INVICTAj
SOUND

Finally, to make an IAC
studio a real home -fromhome, we offer a
selection of finishing
options to ensure a
relaxed visually
pleasing,
acoustically
INVICTA
right
SOUND
environment.
The rest is up

¡

SOUTHERN
SOUND

to you!
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"Total Service in Noise Control Engineering"

Industrial Acoustics Company
Walton House, Central Trading Estate, Staines, Middlesex TW18 4XB.
Phone: 0784 56251 Telefax: 0784 63303 Telex: 22518.
THE STANDARD OF SILENCE

1160 Commerce Avenue, Bronx, New York 10462. Phone: 212 -931.8000 Telex: 12 -5880
Garden Grove, CA 92643, 10971 Garden Grove Blvd. Phone: 714-636-5440
4055 Niederkruchten (Dusseldorf) Germany. Phone: 02163-8431, 8432 Telex: 852261

FOR THE CLEANEST AND BRIGHTEST HIGH BIAS SOUND AROUND

BA

..

FSUPERCHROME
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II

BULK PACKED
CASSETTES

ALL CASSETTES FEATURE 5 -SCREW STATE OF THE ART SHELLS
GUARANTEED FOR LIFE AGAINST DEFECT AND BREAKDOWN IN NORMAL USE
1000 & over
250-999 pcs
50-249 pcs
C5 -C9

C10 -C 19
C 20 -C 29
C 30 -C 44
C45 -C 59
C 60-C 69
C 70 -C 89
C 90 -C 94
Library Cases (extra)
Labels (each) (extra)

30p
31p
33p
34p
40p
44p
56p
6Op

6p
2p

29p
30p
32p
33p
39p
42p
54p
58p
5p
2p

28p
29p
31p
32p
38p
41p
52p
56p
4p
2p

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT. TERMS: NETT CASH WITH ORDER.

SALES DESK
P.O. BOX 19
STRA TFORD -ON -A VON

0789 68579
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PANGBOURNE MUSICAL
DISTRIBUTORS
NUMBER ONE IN MAGNETIC
TAPE DISTRIBUTION

Good News
for everybody between eight and sixteen
It's not just the twenty four track customer

that wins out on the latest technology. The
many applications of professional eight and
sixteen track get their fair share of innovation
- particularly from two market leaders in
both consoles and recorders.

Facing the reality o a highly competitive
market, Soundcraft's most budget 200 Series,
is equally suited to stereo, four or eight track
recording. And in particular, it's a firm favourite with AV producers. Stepping up, the 400
Series expands on the basic features.
Various module
options are readily
available to customise
the console to exact
I requirements. And
finally the highly
acclaimed 1600
' Series, which cater
for up to twenty four
track.
In combination with
Soundcraft recorders,
we offer Producer
packages. Matched
systems that can be delivered and installed
rapidly.
There's choice for mastering from two
track up to twenty four from both Otani and
Soundcraft.
Both companies have recently upgraded
the basic transport for their recorders, and
it's worthwhile comparing bot specs and

prices closely.

,'

The Mark 3 5050 Series from Otani comes in
two, four and eight track versions - tough
workhorses for the most demanding studio
applications. There's also an economy sixteen track on one inch - details as we get
them.
nnx5050.nnKE8
G

£gM Chaxxw

RnCCrdwv

Soundcraft offer budget eight, sixteen and
twenty four channel recorders, plus a new 2
year limited warranty plan.
Of course every product can be supplied
alone or in a package - that way, you can
negotiate the very best price.
Full information or any of the brochures
shown are a phone call away from Turnkey.
We are the experts at Soundcraft and Otani
supply and installation.
Nobody knows the business better.

Wrukey studio systems
Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL. Tel 01 -202 4366
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TRAD
FOR SALE
£9,750
£10,500
£8,000
£8,500
£3,000
£2,000
£1,400
£1,500
£1,500
£1,400
£450
£900

LYREC 24 -track

3M M79 24 -track
STUDER A80 16 -track
STUDER A80 16 -track
STUDER A80 RC stereo
LYREC stereo
PROLINE 2000 stereo
STUDER A67 stereo
SCULLY 280, 8 -track 1"

TASCAM 30/8, as new
TEAC 32/2B, as new
ITAM 805, 8 -track on '/2"
Please
Several AMPEX recorders to clear
EMT 240 Gold Foil reverb
EMT 140 TS remote plates
MASTER ROOM MR3 reverb with DC2 control
URSA MAJOR 8 x 32

enquire

£2,500
£2,000
£950
£2,700
£6,000
£3,400
£800
£1,000
£1,400
£1,200

....

NEVE MELBOURNE 12 -2
HELIOS 16 -8 -16

STUDIOMASTER 24 -8
ACES 16 -8 -2
A &H System 8, 1616, new
DECCA built 12 -4

TRAD

£80
LAMB 4 -2
SPECTRASONICS 24-24, ex-Eddy Grant Hit desk £6,000
£1,350
AUDIO DEVELOPMENTS 007, 12 -4
£350
BEL noise reduction 8 -track
£150
BEL noise reduction 2 -track
£4,680
AMS RMX16
POA
AMS digital delay
£290
ROLAND RE201
£6,000
DOLBY M16
£375
DOLBY A361
£335
DOLBY A360
£350
DOLBY A301
per pair £500
KLIEN & HUMMEL OY monitors
£300
URIE 27 -band graphic
£850
KLARK TEKNIK DN360 30/30
per pair £250
TANNOY T145 speakers
per pair £450
JBL 4320 speakers
EMS Vocoder
CROWN DC300A amps
WEBBER test tapes
SECK 16 -8, in flight case
BEYER DT100 headphones, new
The above prices do not include VAT

£750
£450
POA

£500
£33

ELECTRONICS SALES LTD

149b. St. Albans Road, Watford, Herts, W02 5BB, England
Tel: Watford 47988/9
Telex: 262741

AD. [lady produce high dynamic radio equipment for handheld
\° microphones, instrument pick -ups and communications.
SYSTEMS

on
UKDìstr
Rental a Se 'ce

(

::In:: :: (11

11111461

Hardware House
New Address: West Works, Chalgrove Road, London E9 6P5. 01 -986 6111
10
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Spend a day with the latest in multitrack,
in the privacy of a silent rock'n roll studio
More than anyone, we know the importance
of hands on evaluation when choosing multitrack. And in particular, when there's a new
operating concept involved along the way.
In their latest advertising, Soundcraft invite
you to take a closer look at their newest inline console. The TS24 offers a very
organised way of working. All the many
advantages of in line operation without the
complication. A thoroughly British way of
adapting an original American concept.
We would like to make that invitation a
reality for any engineer or producer who
may be considering an upgrade to twenty
four track.
It so happens, that there's a studio in the
City of London that's equipped with both the
TS24 and the very latest Mark 3, Soundcraft
twenty four track. An installation which truly
represents the very latest technology.
Control room acoustics were designed by
Andy Munro of Turnkey Two, so we can
safely say that you will be listening to the
whole truth. Master dupes are available for
you to mix. Once we've shown you the way
around the TS24, we'll leave you in peace
and you can take your time to discover the
broad possibilities.
This new development from Soundcraft is
offering a console that's a simple pleasure to

create with.
No brochure or word of mouth can equal
the chance for such a hands on evaluation.

TAKE A CLOSER LOOK AT
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY
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Soundcraft
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY

Call Garry Robson now to arrange an
appointment at the studio.
There's no obligation just the chance to
discover this latest Soundcraft twenty four
track system. What's more, lunch is included,

ft

mnkey studio systems

Brent View Road. London NW9 7EL.Tel; 01 -202 4366
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you are one of t e mcreasmg ri' m e
people who have used an A.M.S. digital
processor in a professional studio you will
probably understand why owning such a unit
is rather special. Not only are you complimented
on having made the best possible choice
for sound quality, versatility and ease of use by
your mix engineer or visiting producer your service department will enthuse about the
quality of design and ease of repair should ever
the unit fail - even your accountant will
have a smile on his face when he realises you
could have spent twice as much and been
less happy.
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Ratios 1:1 -20:1 (continuously variable
Separate Limiter Threshold
Side chain access

Computer control mute input
Threshold down to -SOdBm
Log/Lin release selectable
The 531 Compressor /Limiter is a dual
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A separate feed -back PEAK LIMITER can be
moved by an indexed 20 position pot- over a
range of 20dB from OdBm to +20dBm. The Limiter
has an auto attack and release function and
operation is indicated by a single red led.
The feed forward compressor has linear
RATIOS that can be continusouly varied from I:1
to 20:1. The THRESHOLD is an indexed 20 position
pot and can be operated from +12dBm down to
-50dBm (ideal for very soft slopes, 1.2:1 etc).
RELEASE time can be switched to a LOG or UN
response. ATTACK time can be varied by a three
position switch. 1.03mS1F): 2.5m5(M); 25mS(S).
MAKE -UP gain is a 20 position indexed pot
which will compensate for gain reduction from
unity to 30dB of gain. The SYSTEM can be
switched IN or OUT as well as the side-chain (SCI
being routed to an extrenal equaliser. Gain
reduction is indicated by a twenty segment
orange led column with a range of indication
from 0 -6048. Other features include a
MASTER/SLAVE option which is switched onboard but with status indicated by front panel
leds. This allows any one unit's MAKE -UP GAIN
control to vary several units that are linked to it;
thus simplifying stereo or four -channel operation.
Control volt linkage for stereo operation is
achieved by selecting STEREO link on the board.

These latest modules up date

U.S.A.
Harris Sound (Los Angeles)
For Nationwide Sales, Rental or Service Tel: (800) 637-5000
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function unity gain module which incorporates
several new features.

530

Tel: (0282) 57011 Telex: 63108 AMS G

LIMIT

UNITY
RATIO 2

S31 COMPRESSOR /LIMITER

...

England
Advanced Music Systems

PEAK

5dB steps.

If

it's a time when more people are realising you
don't have to cut corners to own the very best.

°L_r,

Computer control mute Input
The 530 Expander /Gate module sets a new
standard in flexibility and quality This module
offers precise SLOPE control from I:1 through the
expander range (51.2 to I:3) into the GATING
range 1:4 (soft( to 1:20 (hard).
The RANGE control. whilst being manually
set, will also vary automatically with the slope
selected, according to the theoretical maximum
for that RATIO. In the GATING modes a maximum
of 60dB attenuation will be possible reducing to
some 12dB on a slope of 1:1.2. The THRESHOLD
can be varied from +12dBm down to -50dBm. In
addition the SIDE -CHAIN can be pre- emphasised
by up to 12d8 in the HF or LE
The ATTACK time has three switched
positions giving O.OImS(F); 5mS(Mi; and 40mS(S).
The RELEASE time has a unique anti -log auto
mode which speeds up as attenuation increases.
The standard RELEASE ranges from 25m5 to 4
seconds and incorporates hold facility which can
be varied from out to 2 sec.
EXPANDER attenuation is indicated on a
60dB green bargraph with the first I00B shown in
single steps. The second ten segments working in

ST.Lf(.

GATE

Log /anti -log release network
60dB attenuation range
Pre -emp side chain
Keyabie
Variable Expander /Gate slope
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what was the first comprehensive

modular signal processing system. SCAMP sets the standard that others
emulate.
Other modules in the SCAMP range include: Gates, Compressors,
Equalisers, Dynamic Noise Filters, Pan Effects, Auto Double Track
and Time Shape modules, De- Esser, Distribution Amplifiers,
Microphone Pre -Amp, Jack Bay, Power Supply and a VCA module.
Full details are available from your nearest SCAMP distributor.
ready for tomorrow's challenges by making the right equipment decisions today.
Audio Design Cairec Ltd.,
PO Box 182,
Reading RG2 98A,
England.
Tel: Reading (0734j 861088
Telex: 848722 ADR UK
Audio Design Calrec, Inc.,
PO Box 786, Brementon, WA 98310, USA
Tel: (206) 275 5009 Telex: 152426 ADR USA

Top of our list of the latest rack technology
is a compressor that uses valves
There is little doubt in the minds of many
engineers that vacuum tubes possess a unique
sound quality and there is technical evidence
to support this belief Such equipment is said to
have a Warmer' more 'alive' sound. The
Drawmer 1960 is a dual compressor amplifier,
using vacuum tubes in conjuction with
semiconductors. Features include 'soft knee'
characteristic, variable threshold and switchable attack release. Equalisation is provided.
Drawmer already lead in dynamic control
with their conventional products, this new
device is already in great demand. Full range
available.

Stereo from Mono The effect is a generation
beyond simple left/right, bass/treble splitting.
True comb filtering with variable modulation
and chorus effects bring stereo spread and
sparkle to any source. An ingenious device
from Studio Technologies in the States. Demo
tape available on request.

Computer controlled delay MIDI is upon
and this new Yamaha product shows just
how far the music manufacturers have
advanced. Fully programmable obviously,
with up to a second delay at 18kHz bandwidth.
Each of its 16 memory banks can be remotely
selected from a MIDI keyboard or other MIDI
equipment. Stocks expected in October.
us,

Reverb in a rack from MXR. The 01 digital
reverb is still the price leader for stereo space
without side effects. Programmable pre -delay,
decay, and damping plust nine factory set
simulations ranging from a tight plate sound to
a large hall. About the only digital reverb at the
moment on sensible delivery. All MXR studio
products available. Normally from stock.

Short term digital recording is the most
desirable effect in the studio today.
The AMS system is the most advanced product in the market featuring modular design,
full loop editing and nodulatiuon for all the
popular effects. We are South of England
distributors for AMS. Call us for a demonstration of their studio reverb.

Introducing Stargate Another addition to
our very wide range of reverb supply. Wide
range of programmable parameters with full
simultaneous display of settings. (Engineers
who are already famniliar with plate or spring
reverbs will find the Stargate especially easy
to operate. Demo on request.

Controllable excitement from EXR. Until

recently, the psychoacoustic effect known as
'aural excitement' was only available as a black
box with a knob marked 'effect'. Now the EXR
Projector offers a degree of selection of effect
quality. This is an impossible unit to describe,
call us for a demoloan or demonstration.

ft

r key studio systems

Brent View Road, LONDON NW9 TEL Tel; 01 -202 4366
I.S

The N °1 System
Get the full facts on the most creative modular system

in

the world.

Rebis Audio Ltd., Kinver Street, Stourbridge, West Midlands, DY8 5AB, England.
Tel: 0384 71865. Telex: 335494.
Australia; Audio Mix Systems, Sydney 264 -6817. Austria; Bauer Sound, Hinberg 02235- 89298. Belgium; S.E.D., Bruxelles 285 -0040. Canada; Heinl Electronics Inc., Ontario 727 -1951.
Denmark; Kinovox A/S, Lynge 02 18 76 17. Finland; Studiotee, Espoo 514 133. France; Lazare Electronics, Paris 285 0040. Germany; Thum & Mahr Audio, Leverkusen 2173 -41003. Hausmann
Concert Electronic, Berlin 4336097. Hausmann Electronic Starnberg 8151 1031. Studiotechnik Jurgen Klever, Hamburg 6901044. Greece; Sun Sound, Athens 6433424. Hong Kong & China;
Audio Consultants Co. Ltd., Kowloon 3- 7125251. India; Kapco Sound, New Delhi 43718. Israel; More Productions B.P. Ltd., Tel -Aviv 454003. Italy; Stanek Bologna, 21 10 63. Jamaica;
Audiofon Systems Ltd., Kingston 926-2569. Japan; HibinoElectro Sound lnc., Tokyo 864-4961. Netherlands; Special Audio Products B.V., Amsterdam 140035. New Zealand; Maser Communications,
Murrays Bay 479-5304. South Africa; Tru -Fi Electromcs, Johannesburg 838 4938. Spain; Mike Llewellyn Jones, Madrid 445 -1301. Sweden; Tal & Ton, Gothenburg 803620.
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in 1973 we brought
you OTARI...
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STOP READING..S1ART RECORDING
When he finished the Ambisonic surround -sound
production of Gilgemesh, Ted de Bono (BBC) wrote:- 'My
appetite has been truly whetted particularly with
regard to the tremendous aural punch surround sound
could give within the context of rock-music."
Ambisonic equipment is now available to enable you to

.u,n

^'

-

,

produce stereo compatible surround -sound recordings
from multi -track masters in your own studio. Audio +
Design have developed the complete professional add-.
on
for Ambisonic surround sound pp{ZmúïLMat,,,,
'Ambisonic mixdown invol
either difficult ortime -c'
`8rm, ez-,
equipmentip'notexpensive
_withrtgocigrr'1 orvr,_
outboard gear and adds an impres '1c. :' -- dimen iep.
to stereo, let alone, su
nd- sound, to ev7
averagely- equipped tudio
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Richard Elen- Studio Sou

With a TRANSCODER and DECO
start mixing AMBISONICS today.

Be ready for tomorrow's
challenges by making the right
equipment decisions today.
Audio Design Calréc Ltd.,

Audio +Design
The Hit Sound in Audio Science

f

PO Box 182,
Reading RG2 96A,

England.
Tel: Reading 107341861088
Telex: 848722 ADR UK
Audio Design Calrec, Inc.,
PO Box 786, Bremerton, WA 98310, USA
Tel: 1206) 275 5009 Telex: 152426 ADR USA
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PORTABLE. POWERFUL. PROFESSIONAL.
The TOA MX106 Self- Powered
Mixing System

EVERYTHING YOU NEED STARTS
WITH THE INPUTS.
Six inputs accept either balanced or
unbalanced sources: low or high
impedance mics, guitars, keyboards,
you name it. On
drum machines
each input you get three band eq., a
trim control and peak reading detection
circuitry. Goodbye overloading and

-

.rat POWERED NIXES
,

o

0

2

distortion.
The internal power amp is rated at
300 watts into 2 ohms! It's short -circuit
and overload protected. And a specially
designed rolled aluminum heatsink
guarantees excellent heat dissipation
for maximum system reliability.
Want to know more?
Then please send for further details to:-

e

TQAi
Cornmur,icat,e,

TOA ELECTRONICS LIMITED

Crafted in Japan
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Authorised TOA suppliers and
service operations are located
throughout UK
For further details contact

Professional Sound Division
Castle Street, Ongar, Essex
Tel: (0277) 364333
Telex: 995554

,

00.0.6.61.611610600.:

Then in 1980 we brought you
the OTARI MTR-90...
17
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Yamaha's new S250X PA speaker is
about to shatter the present standards of

sound reinforcement.
The heart of this compact unit is a
2 -way Bass Reflex design, incorporating
dual 8" bass drivers with especially
developed Carbon Fibre Cones for
maximum response and definition, These

---
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INN
information
Please send me furth
on the new S250X PA so >aker.
Name.. ............

Address

Mil

MIMI

BIM

NINE

Ella III= INN

efficient 97dB 1W /1M level.
And that means loud!
Designed as a multi -purpose PA
speaker, compact, portable and built for
rugged reliability,
Combine it hang it, stack it, or stand -

mount

it.

hear more about th is breakthrough
in sound, fill in the coupon today
To

OYAMAHA

Kemble Yamaha, Mount Avenue,
Bletchley, Milton Keynes, Bucks.
MK11JE.

'

are linked to a newly developed wide dispersion horn tweeter.
A system that accepts 250 watts of
continuous input and pumps it out at an

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
MOUNT AVENUE, BLETCHLEY MILTON KEYNES, BUCKS. MK11JE
(0908) 640202 24hr Ansaphone (0908) 649222
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And in 1984 we brought you
AMEK consoles.
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RADIO MICROPHONE SYSTEM

M

RMS.12

AUDIO

SB S
Mùtt/v

Sound
Broadeasti n g
Equipment
show

An informal show of
sound broadcasting
equipment and services.
Thursday 29th
November, 1984
Albany Hotel,

More compactmore versatile more dependable and more than 20 years
specialised design and manufacturing knowhow behind it
Instant slide -on
battery pack
Optimum quality
under most

difficult
conditions

For more than 20 years we've been supplying
our radio- microphone systems to key TV, radio and film
organisations throughout the world. Now comes
RMS.12, a sound engineer's dream come true. With so
many desirable new features built in, you cannot afford
to overlook RMS.12. Its for delivery NOW, so contact

Audio Ltd today!

oes,gnt',1 ,,nr1 made -n tl r b
AUDIO LTD. 26-28 Wendell Road
'4:3
London W12 9RT

h'

9352

Birmingham
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ONLY

available from any exhibitor or
the sponsors
Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd.
FREEPOST, Pangbourne
READING RG8

1

BR

SPY \BORED BY

BROADCAST
and

SOU\D

Audio +Design

...listed in the
ffD,

FUTURE

P.O. Box 3DG,

A POINT PROMOTIONS EXHIBITION
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Telephone:

114

1984 FFD Catalogue.

ALM DEVELOPMENTS

Wardour Street, London W1A 3DG, England.

01 -434

3344 & 01- 4371892. Telex: 21624 ALOFFD G.

Cables: Allotrope -London Wl.

If you're building a
new multitrack facility or

upgrading an existing
one, the combination of
an Otari 24 track and an
Amek console has
probably already
presented itself to you as
one option.
The Otari MTR90 -II
is now firmly established
as the world's bestselling, as well as the
most advanced analogue
recorder. The many
advantages of the MTR90
are best appreciated with
the machine in
continuous hard use,
earning its keep, but
among those most often quoted are its brilliant
sonic performance, its
excellent ballistics when
synced to video and the
stability of alignment.
The Amek range
has been extender
to include the
versatile Angela
console. The
Angela is built
to an unus-

ually high mechanical
standard and offers an
extremely musical eq
section.
Careful consideration at
the design stage to the
requirements of a variety
of multitrack users has
resulted in a console that
allows great flexibility in
operation.
ITA can supply you

with both an MTR90 and
an Angela but that's just
the start. We specialise in
putting together
complete systems for
every application. This
can include monitoring,

®p:

PL'"

®.®tattbtiftbikeszWevcie,isatis
11118MRIMEffeanteffik
1111.11116880 BM

Eft Elao

lldlíli'>.

all outboard effects,

foldback, microphones
... indeed, everything
down to hardware and
accessories.
The ITA service

doesn't end there.
Included in every
systems package is full
installation, all studio and
control room wiring and
the kind of service
backup which can only
be offered by someone
with 12 years'
experience as the U.K's
leading systems
specialist.
And even that's not
all. If you require, we can

provide a
comprehensive design
service for your studio.
This can include
structural alterations as
well as acoustic
treatment if
necessary.
Amek and Otari
are just the start
call us for
the rest of
the story.

-

it gook r. great deal of thought to
come up with a package for 1985.
INDUSTRIAL TAPE APPLICATIONS
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS DIVISION
1

Felgate Mews, Stuc, and Street, London W6 9JT. Telephone:

01

__
.

m sw
Ai'11

-748 9009. Telex: 21897.
21

WHAT CAN YOU GIVE A
COMPANY WHO SHIP ALL
ORDERS WITHIN THE HOUR AT
THE U.K.'s LOWEST PRICES?...
FERR0GRAPH.

Millivoltmeter.
ACOUSTITILES.
Aerosols.
AGFA
A

.

Flangers.
Frequency counter.

Function generator.
Gaffer tape.
Goosenecks.
Graphic equalizers.
Head cleaner.

A.K.G.

ALICE.

AMPEX.
Amplifiers.
Audio Osc.
AURATONE.
Bantam Plugs.
Bargraph display.

Microphones.
Mic stands.
Moulded leads.
Multimeters.
Multiway cables.
Mu Metal Shield.
Musiflex cable.
MXR.

Head Demagnetisers.
Headphones.
HIGH- COM.D +R REBIS
KEITH MONKS.
LEADER Instruments.
Leads audio + video.
Limiters/ Compressors.
Lubricated tape.

Noise gates.
Oscilloscopes.
PAN test meters.
Patch cords.
Patchpanels.
PENTAGON.
Plugs audio + video.
Power supplies.
PZM.

BELL
Bulk Erasers.
BULLDOG Leads.
Cables.
Cable drum.
Call blockers.
CAPITOL tape.
Cassettes.
Cassette duplicators.

QUAD.
Racks 19".
Razor blades.
REBIS.
Reverberation.
REVOX.
SE NNHEISER
Speakers.
Splicing accessories.
Stackracks.

Chinagraph.
Compressors.
CROWN.
Data cassettes.
DBX.
De Magnetisers.
D.I. Boxes.
Digital multimeters.

D+

Studiflex.

TANNOY.
TEAC.
Test tapes.
Test equipment.
Wow + Flutter meter

R.

DRAWN! ER
Editing

Trade counter now opens 8am to 5.30pm
Phone for free 50 page fully
illustrated catalogue
Camden Town Station 1 minute's Walk
Orders 01 482 1692
Administration 01 485 4908

16

Stucley Place Hawley Crescent Camden Town London NW 6NS
1

NEUMANN
Manufacturer of sophisticated Disk Cutting
Equipment of worldwide reputation.
TELDEC DMM-Technology, accepted worldwide
and realised by the Neumann system, has
established a new Quality Standard for the Long
Playing Record.
Cutting into copper for direct production of the
mother eliminates three stages of the previous

processing sequence.
The Technology: TELDEC DMM
The Equipment : NEUMANN VMS 82 Cutting Lathe
SX 82 Cutteriead
SAL 82 Cutter Drive Logic
For DMM Licence Agreement, please contact
Teldec Schallplatten GmbH, Heussweg 25, D-2000 Hamburg 19

741

AUDIO EXPORT GEORG NEUMANN &CO GMBH
Badstra8e

Washington St., New York, NY 10014
(2121 741-7411

AUOIO CORPORATION

Postfach 1180 D-7100 Heilbronn Tel. (0 71 31) 8 22 75
Telex 7-28 558 audex d Cables Audioexpod

14

West Coast Sales Office
12131 841-1111

F.W.O.

Bauch Limited

49 Theobald Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01-9530091, Telex 27502

COMETO
OPTEX
FOR AKG

Studio House, High LaneVillage, Nr Stockport, SK6 8AA. Telex 665721 SOTA.
PROFESSIONAL & HOME STUDIOEQUIPMENT, SUPPLIES & SERVICE BEST PRICES. BEST AFTER SALES
SERVICE. 24hr. INSURED DELIVERY PART EXCHANGE ENCOURAGED BROKERAGE SALES SERVICE

WHICH DESK

IS BEST

TANNOY OR

WITH THE B16?

JBL

;:oorty,

\. 4

.r

!r.ÿï;i
ANB 2416
RSD 1616.2
SOUNDTRACS 2416
DYNAMIX 3000

DIGITAL DELAY

DIGITAL REVERB

AKG

AMS RMX 16

URSA MAJOR STARGATE
BEL BD 80

There's an AKG microphone that's right for every
application in sound recording and transmission
superbly engineered, they are practical and perfectly
faithful to the original sound unbeatable for quality,
range and reliability.
For AKG and your other sound equipment requirements
studio or location contact OpTex for the finest sales
and service and practical advice.
OpTex (Optical & Textile Ltd)
22 -26 Victoria Road, New Barnet
Herts EN4 9PF, England
Tel: 01 -441 2199 Telex: 8955869 Colcin G

_':.1
MXR

II IB II OI

0

1

Bilinlifin
Bill

III

AKG

SENNHEISER

audio-technicá
reasons

why you can't buy
a better vocal
microphone!
There's one other reason why
you'll put the ATM41 first in vocal
microphones. Listen. Our sound
blows them all away! Try it today
at your Audio-Technica sound
specialist.

EV

06632 4244

a4
7

10

OBERHEIM
ROLAND (MOTHER BOARD)
YAMAHA DX SERIES

1

2
Acoustic
foam filter.

Three -layer
Precisiont t
machined body protective
grill.
of materials
selected for
perfect balance,
shaped for
comfort.
Aluminium

3

High- output
moving coil

dynamic
cardioid capsule

4

Zinc Alloy.

Felt dust cover.

0

Acoustic phasing
chambers.

9

10

Grille screens soldered (not glued).

Armourized anti chip finish.

R s

connector
connects directly
to element. z
3 -pin

6

-- --

Two shock mounts.

FREE

LITERATURE

wow

COMPLETE THE COUPON AND SEND WITH

A

MN

M

-

STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE

'
'

Name.

Address:

A41

E:

RAP inc. V AT

U.K.

24

II

& Co.

Ltd.

Salem House. Garforth. Leeds 1325 1PX. England.
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Off the peg synchronisers suffer from trying to
be all things to all people.
At Studer, they have a no- comprcmise
approach: the tailor -made TLS 4000
synchroniser. After all, who knows the needs of

Studer transports better than Studer?
The advantages of this intimate knowledge
are immediately apparent:
Economy.
The TLS 4000 costs less than a 1/4' Studer
tape machine.

Versatility.

Performance.

supplied as an integral part of the
A810, or as a rack- mounted option for other
Studer transports.

Resolves auxiliary references: pilot frequency,
video frame pulses, film bi -phase pulses,
move pulses etc.
Write or 'phone for full details.
Studer TLS 4000. Cut to perfection.

It can be

Choice.
Available as a simple chase lock synchroniser
or with a sophisticated local control unit.

Flexibility.
The TLS 4000 will resolve two SMPTE time codes of any standard. There is also a RS -232
serial remote port.

STUDER
..
-

CH-8105 Regensdorf Telephone (01) 840 29 60

STUDER REVOX AMERICA INC Nashville Telephone (615) 329 -9576
STUDER REVOX SARL Paris Telephone 533 5858
STUDER REVOX CANADA LTD Toronto Telephone (416) 4.23 -2831

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobalo Street, Boreham Wood, Hertfordslire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01- 953 0091, Telex 27502

Fender Microphones:
Performance Beyond
Specifications
When we set out to develop the industry's most
advanced line of stage microphones, we insisted that
every mic be able to stand
up to brutal spl's without

distorting or changing tonal
characteristics. We demanded the same ruggedness and
reliability that have made
Fender famous. And we
wanted every microphone to
sound better than the popular competitors in its class
plus deliver unbeatable
value to boot.
After thousands of
hours of critical testing and

-

refinement, we're satisfied
that we've achieved our goals.

D -Series Dynamics
Designed with singers
in mind, the D- Series mics
feature the special warmth
and presence of a fine dynamic, with carefully controlled directionality that
minimizes leakage and feedback. Smooth off-axis response and effective shock
mounting and blast filtering
make them shine in handheld applications.

P -Series Condensers
A microphone breakthrough that combines the
ruggedness and high spl tolerance of a well- designed
dynamic mic with the precise, wide -range response
and open, uncolored sound
of a condenser. Among the
select few studio - quality
mics that can stand up to
the rigors of the road.

M-1 Miniature System
A whole new approach
to microphony. The finger-

tip -sized condenser element
combines ruler flat response
with ultra -high spl capability
to handle the most difficult
tasks. A wide range of optional accessories extend
the M-1's versatility.
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D -1 Dynamic Microphone
The exciting new D -1
directly challenges the most
popular vocal mics on the
road today -and emerges
the clear winner in price/
performance comparisons.
Features a well-behaved
cardioid pickup pattern,
smooth off - axis response,
and superior shock mounting -plus the presence lift
and bass proximity effect that
enhance vocal reproduction.

D -2 Dynamic Microphone
The satisfying heft of
the D -2's satin gunmetal
case and the smooth, seductive sound it lends to vocals
place it a step above other
dynamic mics. Its low harmonic distortion and high
spl capability tell part of the
story -but specs alone
can't convey the D -2's natural, well- balanced, exceptionally musical sound
quality.

Typical Frequenc, Response
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hand -with an elegant,
slimmed -down case and a
response curve that's carefully shaped for warmth
and smoothness. And the
thin profile doesn't sacrifice
directional characteristics or
ruggedness. A stunning
new combination of great
looks, sound, and value.
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D -3 Slim -Line Dynamic
Finally, a great performance mic designed specifically for the smaller
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The Truth Comes Out.
M-1 Miniature Condenser
Microphone System
A brilliant bit of Fender
applications engineering
that opens the door to a
whole range of innovative
microphone techniques. The
high -performance cardioid

150 + dB spl. This gives
you the freedom to get as
close as you like to any

sound source. Special, optional application kits let
you mount the M-1 to a
drum stand, an acoustic
guitar, a headset or eyeglass
frame. The possibilities are
limited only by your imagination!Accessory mounting
kits are priced separately.

Road Hazard"
Protection
No matter how careful
you are, your stage mics
are eventually going to get
dropped, bumped, and generally knocked around. Because "real world" mics
can't afford to be fragile,
Fender backs all D-Series
and P-Series models with
our 1 -year Road Hazard
warranty. (See your dealer
for a copy of the complete
warranty.) It says that if

P -1 Condenser Microphone

P-2 Condenser Microphone condenser pickup fits vir-

This superbly accurate,
multi -purpose mic uses
Fender's breakthrough technology in permanently
charged condensers. It can
reproduce blistering sound
levels of over 150 dB without overload. Four switch selectable response options
allow tailoring of frequency
response for virtually any
application. External phantom or battery powered.

With the same advanced element technology
as the P-1, this economical
mic offers much of the same
great performance. Consistent on- and off-axis sound
and amazing ruggedness
make it an unbeatable all around stage mic with studio- quality sound. Like the
P -2, the P-1 as covered by
Fender's 1 -year Road
HazardTM

Typical Frequency Response
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withstand an incredible

Typical Frequency Response
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warranty.

tually anywhere. The M -1
features a pocket-sized pre amp box that's packed full of
features. Its notch filter
(tunable from 50 to 320 Hz)
increases gain before feedback at least 6dB in acoustic
guitar applications. There's
also a music /voice switch
for reducing breath blast
and excessive proximity ef-

the microphone fails to operate for any reason, Fender
will repair or replace it at
no charge.
You can see and hear
our exciting new line of
stage mics now at your
Fender Pro Sound dealer.
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MASTERING AND EDITING

DBX 700 - DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSOR
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WITH 40 YEARS' EXPERIENCE IN THE DESIGN AND MANJFACTURE OF
SEVERAL HUNDRED THOUSAND TRANSFORMERS WE CAN SUPPLY:

AUDIO FREQUENCY TRANSFORMERS OF
EVERY TYPE
WE MAKE IT!
YOU NAME IT!
OUR RANGE INCLUDES
Mic-ophone transformers (all types), Microphone Splitter /Combiner transformers. Input and Output transformers, Direct Injection transformers for Guitars,
Multi- Secondary output transformers, Bridging transformers, Line transformers,
Line transformers to G.P.O. Isolating Test Specification, Tapped impedance
macching transformers, Gramophone Pickup transformers, Aucio Mining Desk
trarsformers (all types), Miniature transforme-s, Microminiacu-e transformers
for PCB mounting, Experimental transformers, Ultra low frequency transformers, Ultra linear and other transformers for Valve Amplifiers up to 500 watts,
Chokes, Fil:er inductors,
Inductive Loop Transformers,
Smoothing
Amplifier to 100 volt line transformers (from a few watts up to 1000 watts), 100
volt line transformers to speakers, Speaker matching transformers all powers),
Col,jmn Loudspeaker transformers up to 300 watts or more.
We can design for RECORDING QUALITY, STUDIO QUALITY, HI -F1
QUALITY OR P.A. QUALITY. OUR PRICES ARE HIGHLY COMPETITIVE AND
WE SUPPLY LARGE OR SMALL QUANTITIES AND EVEN SINGLE TRANS FO2MERS. Many standard types are in stock and normal dispatch times are
short and sensible.
OUR CLIENTS COVER A LARGE NUMBER OF BROADCASTING AUTHORITIES, MIXING DESK MANUFACTURERS, RECORDING STUDIOS, HI -FI
ENTHUSIASTS, BAND GROUPS AND PUBLIC ADDRESS FIRMS. Export is a
spe= iality and we have overseas clients in the COMMONWEALTH, E.E.C.,
U.S.A., MIDDLE EAST. etc.
Send for our questionnaire which, when completed enables us :o post quotation by return.
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for hire; £I 75 per day
New, latest model. Free delivery &
collection. Operators available,
musical or non -musical

SOWTER TRANSFORMERS
E.

Manufacturers and Designers
A. SOWTER LTD. (Established 1941), Reg. No. England 303990

The Boat Yard, Cullingham Road, Ipswich IPI 2EG,
Suffolk. P.O. Box 36, Ipswich IPI 2EL, England.
Phone: 0473 52794

&

0473 219390. Telex: 987703G

01-267 4680
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DIARY
DIARY
Events, addresses, agencies

Are you
DEAF?

aid children with hearing
problems.
Applications for tickets are
now invited, as are silly
Probably not, but you should
nominations for awards and
be on December 21 at the
awardees. If you have any
London Hyde Park Hilton
ideas, you should address them
when the annual
to Ken Townsend at Abbey
Distinguished Audio Engineers Road. To give you inspiration,
Federation (DEAF) Awards
here are some past honours:
dinner is taking place.
Gritty Groove Award (Malcolm
This year there is a new
Davies, PRT, 1976); Brown
team of organisers, taking
Trousers Award (Roger
over from Jackson Music's
Cameron, 1976); Hello Sport
Malcolm Jackson, the man
Award (Dave Hawkins,
who has been the prime mover Eastlake, 1978); Last of the
in setting up this hugely
Lemmings Award (Barry
enjoyable and worthwhile
Ainsworth, Mobile One, 1980);
event since its inception. The
and the Pain in the Butt
new team consists of Roger
Award (Phil Guy, Studio
Cameron of Advision, Dave
Sound, 1982). The organisers
Harries of AIR London, Ken
will pick the best of the bunch
Townsend of Abbey Road and
(as long as they are assured of
Brian Whittaker of FWO
indemnity against libel
Bauch. As always the aim of
actions!) for presentation on
the dinner is to make plenty
the big night.
of money for charities which
There will also be the usual
have relocated. The architects
Address
and acoustic consultants
partnership is now at 1
Coleridge Gardens, London
Uher Sales & Services Ltd
NW6 2QH, UK. Tel: 01 -624
have moved out of London to
6033. Telex: 28356. The
Leighton Buzzard. The new
separate mechanical services
premises incorporate a fully
unit is now at Haughdell
fitted showroom/demonstration House, Park Road, Banstead,
room, and modern warehouse
Surrey SM7 3EL.
and distribution facilities.
Alphaton Elektroakustik,
Uher Sales & Services Ltd,
the West German
Unit Q1 (The Marley Estate),
manufacturer of Haufe
Cherrycourt Way, Leighton
transformers and the Alphaton
Buzzard, Beds LU7 8UH. Tel: range of products, has set up
(0525) 383277.
an office to market its
products within the US proComfort Sound Recording
Studio has relocated at 26
audio market. The full address
is Alphaton, 506 Indian Creek
Soho St, Suite 390, Toronto,
Ontario, Canada. The new
Drive, Roanoake, Dallas, TX
facility was designed by Terry 76262. Tel: (817) 430 -3351.
Medwedyk and covers an area
The National Association of
of 2,000 ft'. New facilities
Music Merchants (NAMM)
include an SMPTE videolock
has relocated and since
system which means that
August 1, 1984, has been at
Comfort can now offer full
5140 Avenida Encinas,
audio post -production for
Carlsbad, CA 92008, USA.
video. They have also added a Tel: (619) 438 -8001.
synthesiser suite. Tel:

changes
b

593 -7992.
Midcom Inc of Dallas,
Texas, have moved to their
new headquarters in the

Contracts

As part of an overall
contract for the new dubbing
Dallas Communications
suite at Television South West
complex. The new 5,000 ft'
(TSW), FWO Bauch have
premises brings the company
supplied a Studer 900 mixing
nearer many of its clients and console. This is a specially
developed `hexmix' version of
the extra space will enable
them to embark on many new the 902/8/2 which has been
fitted with a 24 -track monitor
projects.
Three Dallas Communications mix in a very limited space.
Other equipment supplied
Complex, Suite 108, 6311 N
includes a Studer A80 //VU
O'Connor Road, Irving, TX
75039 -3510. Tel: (214) 869 -2144. multitrack, an A810 machine
with timecode tracks, ITC cart
Sandy Brown Associates
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range of highly desirable raffle
prizes (including, it is
rumoured, something not
unrelated to Compact Discs).
Look out for the ticket
application form in the
December issue of Studio
Sound, and if you can't wait
until then, further information
may be obtained from Ken
Townsend at Abbey Road
Studios, 3 Abbey Road, London
NW8 9AY, UK.

Woodgate
consultancy
J M Woodgate

& Associates is
a recently established
electronics consultancy in
design, standards and
marketing. Equipped with
computing and document
processing facilities as well as

an electronics laboratory and
prototype construction facility
machines and EMT turntables.
The Digital Entertainment
Corporation has supplied a
Mitsubishi X-800 32 -track
digital recorder to Burbank
Studios for their scoring stage
No 1; and an X -800 to United
Western Studios, Los Angeles
for use in their three studios
as required although it will be
mainly based in Studio 3.
Theatre Projects Sales have
announced the sale of a
quantity of Court Acoustics
GE60 graphic equalisers to the
Italian broadcasting network
RAI, and 19 to Clair Brothers
for use on the Michael Jackson
tour in addition to the 20 that
were purchased last year.
Theatre Projects have also
recently supplied BGW power
amplifiers to PRT and
Lansdowne Studios, London.
Viewplan have taken delivery
of a further batch of BGWs for
their hire department.

Agencies
ACES have announced the
appointment of two new
dealers for the UK. They are
Michael Stevens & Partners,
The Homesdale Centre,
216 -218 Homesdale Road,
Bromley, Kent BR1 2QZ. Tel:
01 -464 4157; and KG Music,
18 -42 Charlotte Street,
Wakefield, West Yorks. Tel:
(0924) 371766.

Both dealers will be able to
offer full sales and service for
the full range of ACES

the company can offer
specialist advice and services
in many areas including
consultation on British and
International standards;
marketing; applications;
technical writing, translation
of technical copy from
European languages into
English and prototype design
and evaluation.
J M Woodgate & Associates, 3
Bramfield Road East,
Rayleigh, Essex SS6 8RG, UK.
Tel: (0268) 747839.

Forthcoming
events
November 21 to 24
13th Tonmeistertagung,
Munich, West Germany
November 29
Sound Broadcast Equipment
Show, Birmingham, UK
professional sound products
including in -house studio
facilities for the demonstration
of equipment.
Talk Studio, manufacturers
of the DIGI -ATOM 4800
analogue -to -MIDI interface,
have appointed the London
Rock Shop as their UK
distributor. The London Rock
Shop is at 26 Chalk Farm
Road, London NW1. Tel:
01 -267 5381.

Harrison Systems of
Nashville have appointed
Otaritec as their new dealer
for Harrison products in
Japan.
Souriau, manufacturer of
electrical connectors have
appointed two new UK
distributors: Trident Micro
Systems of Redhill, and PSP of
Middlesex.
Sound Technology of

California- manufacturers of
Audio Test and measurement

equipment -have appointed
The Professional Recording
Equipment Co as their UK
and Eire distributors.
Midcom Inc recently became
a regional dealer for the Otari
Corp. Midcom will now handle
all sales and service for
Otari's MTR-90 series of
professional multitrack tape
recorders. Midcom offers sales
and service rental of over 65
lines of audio equipment. They
also offer live sound support
equipment, and their remote
audio truck offers a 48 -track
facility (see Address
Changes).

THE OTARI MTR -12 SERIES

The Super-analogue Mastering Recorders
The fully microprocessor -controlled MTR -12
Master production recorders are now available in
all professional 1/4" and 1/2" formats including the
new 1/4" two -channel with time code SMPTE /EBU
centre track configuration and Nagra* compatible mono
and stereo Pilotone* versions.
Based upon the advanced design of the acclaimed
MTR -10 recorders, the new MTR -12 Series feature
expanded 12.5" reel capacity. Interface provision for
time code based video editing systems, tape machine
controllers or synchronizers have been augmented to
now include an optional plug -in resolver module
(Model EC -402) for film and video applications. In

1983

Orari Ele,tr,c (LK) Ltd.

addition, a DIN head version and 10 memory, full function autolocator are available.
To receive comprehensive data and price details, or
to arrange a demonstration, ring one of our authorised
dealers now or contact us directly on 0735- 822381.
Otani Electric (UK) Ltd., Herschel Industrial Centre,
22 Church Street, Slough SLI 1TP, Berkshire
Tel: 0753- 822381 Telex: 849453 OTARI G.
Authorized Dealers:
ITA 1, Felgate Mews, Studland Street,
Hammersmith, London W. 6. Tel: 01- 748 -9009 Telex: 21879
TURNKEY Brent View Road, London NW9 TEL
Tel: 01-202-4366 Telex: 25769

MGR
Technology You Can Trust

*TM Kudelski S.A.

Otani Corporation, Belmont, California (415) 592.8311 Telex: 910.376.4890. Otani Electric Co., Ltd., Tokyo, Japan (03) 333-9631 Telex: OTRDENKI J26604.
Otani Singapore Pte., Ltd., 294.5370 Telex: R5 36935. Otani Electric Deutschland GmbH, Neuss, F.R. Germany 02101-274011 Telex: 41 8517691 OTEL D.

NEW PRODUCTS
NEW PRODUCTS
Equipment, modifications, options, software

Audio + Design new products
Audio + Design have recently
introduced two new products.
The first is the AD-MIX
digital fader which consists of
a rack mount processing unit
with an optional plug in fader
unit on a flying lead. Should
there be a fader on a console
capable of supplying 0 to 10 V,
this can be used as an
alternative input to the rack
processor. Designed to work in
conjunction with the A + D 1 +2
modified version of the Sony
701 ES, the AD-MIX will
allow level control of digitally
encoded material so that fades
and level correction can be
provided without transfer to
analogue 1610 format. Also it
is possible to produce
overdubbed recordings in the
digital format by replaying a
digital recording whose level is
controlled by the AD-MIX
while the new programme
level is controlled by the 701

compression, expansion -gating
and peak limiting as the
original model but gives an
extension of softer ratios and
thresholds to -60 dB below
normal operating levels.
Compex 2 is available as a
single channel unit and the
makeup-gain of both channels
when linked for stereo being
controlled from the master
unit. The new design is also a
unity gain system rather than
Models 874 and 875 are two
the previous variable gain.
new power amplifiers from
Other new features include a
Protech Audio Corp. They
choice of LOG or LIN
deliver 60 W and 125 W
compressor release times plus
respectively. Both units
an AGC 'auto' release
characteristic operating over a provide an 852 and a 70.7 V
transformer isolated output.
long period of time allowing
Rack mountable (19 in),
gain to gradually increase
during long low level passages. manufacturer's specification
On the expander section, the
ratio control extends from
1:1.2 to hard gating 1:20.

Protech Audio amps

input attenuator or external
input and recorded with the

Audio + Design Calrec Ltd,
Unit 3 Horseshoe Park,
Pangbourne, Reading RG8

combined signal on to a second
video recorder.
On the analogue side, there
is now a new version of the
Compex limiter known as the
Compex 2. It offers separate

WA 98310. Tel: (206) 275
5009. Telex: 152426.

Compex

7JW, UK. Tel: 0734 861088.
Telex: 848722.
USA: Audio + Design Calrec
Inc, PO Box 786, Bremerton,

2

Denon CD test disc
Denon have just released a CD
test disc that will fulfil a very
wide range of uses. Denon
Audio Technical Disc C39.7147
is a mass produced disc at a
cost not much greater than
that of an average CD disc.
Aside from the more consumer
orientated items such as
channel identification and 20
music tracks that allow
various parameters to be
checked by ear, there are 79
other tracks that contain a
very wide range of test signals
that are computer generated.
It is suggested that a CD
player with this disc is capable
of replacing some items of test
32

equipment within the
workshop although this is
open to interpretation. The
music references are from
Denon digital recordings.
Nippon Columbia Co Ltd,
No 14-14, 4 -Chome

Akasaka, Minatoku, Tokyo
107,

Japan.

UK: Hayden Laboratories Ltd,
Hayden House, Chiltern Hill,
Chalfont St Peter, Bucks SL9
9UG. Tel: 0753 888447. Telex:
849469.
USA: Denon America Inc, 27
Law Drive, Fairfield, NJ
07006, USA. Tel: (201)
575 -7810.
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includes 30 Hz to 20 kHz
±1 dB frequency response and
a 1.5% max @ full power
distortion figure.

Protech Audio Corp,
Flowerfield Building

1,

St

James, NY 11780, USA. Tel:
(516) 584 -5855.

Digital editing for
Fl PCM and CPDM
German audio specialist Peter
Strueven has put together a
system that will edit
recordings made with dbx 700
(CPDM) and Sony F1/701
(PCM) processing using
standard Panasonic VHS video
recorders. The editing
procedure is similar as for
video, ie accuracy is within
'/-5 PAL and ' /,a s on NTSC
which is apparently sufficient
for many applications. The
system consists of one
Panasonic AG-6200 VCR, one
Panasonic NV-8500 VCR, one
Panasonic editing computer
A V-500; and for CPDM editing
one dbx 700 Series processor
or for PCM editing two Sony
Fl or 701. The system will be
available for sale at a price of
under £7,000. Only one dbx
700 is necessary as they have
found that CPDM is far more
resistant to errors than PCM.
The system can build up to
include three independent
computer controlled VCRs.
The AG-200 is rack -mountable
and can also be used as a
mastering machine with one of
the processors.
The two VCRs have to be
modified to remove the video
enhancement systems and to
also alter the head switching.
The tapes are stripped with
timecode from the very
beginning on the AG-6200 and
this will be used during
editing.
With PCM editing, the data
stream to be edited will be

sent via 'copy out' to the
NV-8500 which is capable of
correcting half frames to
odd /even/odd/even, etc, frames.
The A V-500 enables any edit
point to be found via the audio
track running as slow as a
frame a second. The NV-8500
can even be run in a reverse
mode. The edit parts may be
auditioned as often as desired
and the trim function of the
editor allows ±'/25 s steps.
The error created at the edit
point can be corrected by the
copy function when preparing
to the master tape.
With CPDM editing there
are a number of advantages
that can give more consistent
results. As the dbx 700 is very
resistant to errors the edit
point does not apparently
bother the 700. In a similar
way to video CPDM can be
edited head to head with the
actual edit points found in the
same way as for PCM editing
via the audio tracks of the
VCR. The 700 also has the
ability to deliver a fairly good
audio signal for the audio
tracks of the VCRs so that the
sound during the editing
process is not as bad as it is
usually known to be from 1/2 in
VCRs.

Audio-Vertrieb Peter
Strueven GmbH, Am
Muehlenberg 26, D -2085
Quickborn, West Germany.
Tel: 04106 -6 9999. Telex:
2180633.

IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
`any PCM701ES/SLC9

Sony PCMF1/SLF1

To clear any confusion or misunderstanding
about the above Sony Digital recording products,
pease be advised:
The Sony PCMF1 is still in production in Japan,
1 and is available from HHB. The Sony SLF1
video recorder has indeed ceased production,
but HHB has managed to secure limited numbers
of these desirable machines.
It should also be borne in mind that an alterI) native system exists for applications where
portability is not essential.This system comprises
t =ie Sony PÇN1,79].ZS.processer }rte }çäl in funct_on 44d, Ôrripátability to the PCMF1 añd S ,GQ!,
,viTéd recorder.
LIHHB are pleased to announce ex-stock avail
ability of CLUE (Computer Logging Unit
ar d Editor) which provides editing facilities
PCMF1 or PCM701ES /Betamax recording, as well
as intelligent autolocation and logging.
Call now for more information about this exc--,,.iting new product.
,P 1

-.,
for.

The No 1 name in Digital Audio.
and Sales, Unit F New Crescent Works, Nicoll Road,
London NW10 9AX. Tel: 01- 9613295. Telex: 923393.

HHB Hire

NEW PRODUCTS
TV
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Equipment, modifications, options, software

Audio Engineering radio
microphones
The CNS Micron 500 series of
professional radio mics feature
a double ended system which
first compresses the dynamic
range and then expands it at
the receiver section of the
circuit.
Superseding the previous
Micron range, the 500 series
incorporates three models: the
501, 502 and 503. The 501 and
502 mics supersede the older
TX 101 and 102. The 503 handheld radio mic updates the
earlier TX 203 and omits the

limiter and the possibility of
recovery time problems.
The Modular Multichannel
Diversity Receiving System
MDS2 is fully compatible with
all parts or modules of the 500
series, and the Diversity
Receiver Module MDR 4 has
been uprated to CNS Micron

Applied Microsystems I -CON
is based on Applied
Microsystem's earlier CM50
autolocator, stretched sideways
to provide either 16- or
24 -track select keys and three
or four additional function
keys. Information is sent to
the tape machine via a 9 -core
cable in high speed serial form
to be decoded at the machine
by a small circuit board
provided with the I-CON. This
cable is sufficient to carry all
deck functions, channel select
keys and all synchroniser
functions including the
timecode record and playback.
Later versions of the CM50
and all I-CONs may be fitted

1 -CON

with a sync -pack. Factory tests
have included locking an audio
machine (Tascam 58 and
Fostex B16) to a Sony
U- matic, and also locking two
audio machines together. It is
also possible to lock the
U -matic to the audio machine,
although the autolocator
section of the slave works best
on the audio machine.
Applied Microsystems Ltd,
Tower Mill, Bagshot Road,
Chobham, Woking, Surrey
GÚ24 8BZ. Tel: 09905 6267.
USA: Applied Microsystems,
8530, Wilshire Boulevard,
Suite 309, Beverly Hills, CA
90211. Tel: (213) 854 -5098.

MDR 540.

Audio Engineering Ltd, 33
Endell Street, London
WC2H 9BA, UK. Tel: 01-836
9373.
USA: Micron Audio Products
Ltd, 210 Westlake Drive,

Valhalla, NY 10595. Tel: (914
761 -6520.

IAC two -in -one door
Designed for test cells,
broadcasting and recording
studios and anechoic
chambers, Industrial Acoustic
Company's Quadraseal
acoustic door aims for high
transmission loss
characteristics by a piggy -bank
approach, combining two doors
in one. It consists of 65 mm
thick leaves separated by a
140 mm air space, with the
inner leaf mounted to the
outer by means of special
vibration isolator brackets.
When installed, the outer
leaf is hung from two cam lift
hinges which lower the all
steel door as it closes, to form
a tight floor seal.

Drawmer vacuum
tube compressor
Drawmer have recently
announced the 1960 vacuum
tube compressor amplifier as
an addition to their line of
compressors and expanders.
The 1960 is a 2- channel unit
that uses valves (tubes) in
addition to semi -conductor
electronics. Each channel
consists of a valve compressor
and preamplifier which feeds
into an electronically balanced
output stage. The compression
characteristic is 'soft knee"
with variable threshold and
switchable attack and release,
and a make -up gain of up to
20 dB. The channel has a
choice of input- either a
balanced line level or mic
level with variable gain from
0 to 60 dB with switchable
phantom power on the mic
input. There is a further front
34

panel auxiliary input for direct
instrument input and treble
and bass EQ together with
enough gain to achieve
overload sustain effects.
There are a pair of insert
points on each channel -the
first pre- compression and the
second allowing side chain EQ
treatment with a selectable
side chain monitor switch.
Signal level or gain reduction
is shown by a pair of VU
meters and the two channels
are stereo linkable.

Industrial Acoustics
Company, Walton House,
Central Trading Estate,
Staines, Middx, UK. Tel:

Drawmer Marketing & Sales
Ltd, 6 Manor Road,
Teddington, Miñdresex
TW 11 8BG, UK. Tel: 01 -943
1368.
USA: Harry Harris Sound
Services, 7138 Santa Monica
Blvd, Hollywood, CA 90046.
Tel: (800) 637 -5000.
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Quadraseal acoustic door

0784 56251.
USA: Industrial Acoustics
Company, 1160 Commerce
Avenue, Bronx, New York, NY
10462. Tel: (212) 931 -8000.
USA: Industrial Acoustics
Company, 10971 Garden Grove
Boulevard, Garden Grove, CA
92643. Tel: (714) 636 -5440.

Synconfidence.
Shopping for a desk these days can
be a chancy business. Limited budgets
all to often mean limited equipment,

limited performance - and limited
potential for future expansion. It's a
story that many smaller studios know
to their cost.
Enter the SYNCON Series B -a
mixer of unrivalled flexibility.
Designed by AHB to grow with your
studio, but with a minimum upfront
capital outlay.
The in-line modular concept means
that you can start with a basic 16 track
format and, without factory
modification, expand to a 44 input,

fully automated console. For the
24 track user, the popular B36 shown
here) has 32 input /output modules,
24 track routing and 64 line inputs for
remix.
The excellent design and superb
sound-handling capabilities of the
Series B puts it firmly in the Big League
- but with a price tag that explodes the
myth that a quality desk must
necessarily set you back an arm and a
(

leg!
We can confidently claim that the
SYNCON Series B represents one of
the best value- for -money deals in
today's market.

cor T
SYNCON

ekHB
ALLEN AND HEATH BRENELL LTD.

Allen & Heath Brenell (USA) Ltd
Five Connair Road
Brighton BN1 1AE
Orange, CT 0477
Tel. (203) 795 3594
Tel. (0273) 24928
Telex 643307
Telex 878235 MBIAHB G
69 Ship Street
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Front of house control equipment

TFA WITH

DYLAN
AT WEMBLEY
One of the biggest shows this
summer in London was the Bob
Dylan date at Wembley. Richard
`Vick' Vickers and Paul `Sheds'
Jackson give a breakdown of the
equipment systems, and interview
Bill Kelsey of TFA about unusual
aspects of the PA system.

allow each act as
many control facilities
as possible, TFA
provided a 40 -input
Soundcraft Series IV
TFA board (for Dylan)
the outputs of which
were fed to a 32 -input
Soundcraft Series III UK desk,
with 24- channel add on, which
acted as both system control
desk and support act mixer.
Santana carried their own
40 -input Soundcraft Electrotec
Series mixer, the outputs of
which were also fed into the
control desk. In total 136 input
channels were available for
the needs of the participating
acts (Santana, UB40, etc).
Outputs for the C3 system
were then sent, via Klark
Teknik DN27 '/s- octave graphic
equalisers and dbx 160
compressor/limiters to the
3 -way modular C3 active
crossover, specifically designed
for the C3 by Bill Kelsey.
(This crossover features
individual left and right
output controls, left and right
mute switches and left and
right phase reversal switches).
The crossover is based on
3rd order Butterworth filters
with 18 dB/octave slopes. An
additional set of left /right
outputs was again sent via a
pair of Klark Teknik DN27
graphic equalisers and dbx 160
compressor/limiters to a 5-way
TFA crossover to provide
bandpass signals to the add on
To

-
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éfteas racks

Dylan,

-

-

-

Santana
Stage Bose rd/
Stage return transformer debalancing box
Front of house amplifiers
Front of house speakers
Soundcraft Series IV monitor TFA UK version

G

and support acts
Monitor cr ossover and
UK acts

Monitor amplifiers
Dylan, UK acts
Dylan and UK acts
Monitor speakers
Soundcraft Electrotec Series monitor
desk version - Santana
Santana
Monitor crossovers and effects
Samna
Monitor amplifiers
Monitor speakers Santana
PEP location mixer - front of house music
and announcement control desk

O

-

show included eight dbx 160
compressor/limiters, Lexicon
200 reverberator, Lexicon
Prime Time, two Roland SRE
555 chorus echo, Psionics NG4
quad noise gate, Yamaha
E1010 analogue delay, Roland
Dimension D, Eventide H910

Harmonizer and DeltaLab
Effectron. Cassette machines
for pre- recorded music and set
recording included Teac Cl,
Sansui D99 double cassette
and Sony PCM -Fl processor.
It was interesting to see the
development of Soundcraft
road desks `one beside the
other'. The Electrotec desk is
the forerunner of the Series 4
board, commissioned
specifically for Electrotec's
Rikki Farr. Fully modular, it
features four band equalisation
with variable frequency sweep
plus three position switchable
'Q' control. In its original form
individual channels did not
have signal display facilities
though this board had been
modified with the addition of a
Series 2400 studio meter
bridge (which apparently was
prone to some meter dropout
until it was permanently
mounted on the mixer). The
Series 4 TFA is completely
modular, each channel has
completely variable Q control
on each of four sweep EQ
bands with input bargraph as
standard, a matrix section to
provide eight separate mix
outputs with a 256 point
bantam patchbay for increased
PA.
routing flexibility. TFA have,
Effects used during Dylan's
in fact, modified the channel
set included a Lexicon 224X
inserts so they are accessible
reverberator, Klark Teknik
individually without engaging
DN700 digital delay, Roland
the 16 effects sends and
SRE 555 chorus echo and dbx
returns in the patchbay,
160 compressor /limiter. Other
effects during the course of the programmable grouping and
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Soundcrait Series III, UK TFA version, system control
UK acts
desk with 24-channel add on desk
Crossover rack
Soundcraft Series IV TFA UK version - Dylan
Santana
Soundcraft Electrotec version
Three effsets racks
Dylan, UK acts. stage returns
Stage Boses la -b-cl

A

-

-

-
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- Dylan
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00

Bob Dylan's Stage equipment (red)
Ampeg 5VTs
Music Man guitar amp Bob Dylan
Guitar amps Mick Taylor
Carlos Santana (encore) guitar
amp
5 Hammond B -3
6 Yamaha CP70
7 Leslie

7Overhead stage right
AKG C414

1

2
3
4

Stage monitors (blue)
coverage: vocals,
Sidefilli Stage
acoustic guitar and
2 Sidefill
harmonica
3 Blue boxes -Vocals, acoustic
guitar and harmonica (on mic)
4 2 x (1 x 15) wedge-Mick Taylor's
1

5

6
7
8
9
10

mix
Drum fill -Kick drums
1
1

1

x
x
x

(1
(1

(1

x 15)-Ian Maclaglen's mix
x 15)-Greg Sutton's mix
x 15)- Vocals, keyboards

and drums
1 x (1 x 15) -Piano only
Desk
Bass drum E -V RE20

2 Floor tom

Sennheiser MD421
3 Rack tom

Sennheiser MD421

4Snare -top Shure
5
6

Overhead stage left

9

AKG C414
Concert tom

Colin Allan
1

Sennheiser MD421
10 Concert tom 2
Sennheiser MD421
11 Bass direct
Countryman D1

Greg Sutton

12 Bass mic E -V RE20
13 Bob Dylan guitar Shure SM57
14 Bob Dylan guitar

Sennheiser MD421
15 Bob Dylan Acoustic direct

Countryman

D1

16 Bob Dylan harmonica

Shure SM57
17 Bob Dylan vocal Beyer M88
18 Bob Dylan acoustic mic AKG 452
19 Mick Taylor acoustic mic

AKG 452 (Not used this show)
20 Mick Taylor guitar direct

Countryman D1
Mick Taylor guitar mic
Sennheiser MD421
22 Mick Taylor guitar mic
Shure SM57
23 lan Maclaglen Leslie bottom
Sennheiser MD421
24 lan Maclaglen Leslie top
Sennheiser MD421
25 Bob Dylan spare vocal Beyer M88
26 Carlos Santana guitar
Shure SM57
27 Yamaha CP70 Direct
Countryman D1
21

Stage mics in use (black)
1

8

Colin Allan

SM57
Snare-bottom Shure
SM57
Hi -hat AKG
C451- CK5-10 dB pad

channel consists of two
modules -the upper section
containing bargraph, input
gain and EQ controls, the
lower module- routing, aux
comprised of one module
sends and channel fader,
sloping from meter bridge to
fader; the Series 4 differs, each programme groups and mutes.

muting is standard; 8 -way on
front of house, 4-way on
monitor desks. Mechanically
the Electrotec channel is

small hole in its side can
resonate as though the pipe
ended at the hole, even though
Musical instruments from
it is simultaneously resonating
flutes to pipe organs very
successfully match the acoustic at the full pipe length.
impedance of a sound source to Karlson discovered that a
properly designed slot down
that of free air through air
the side of the pipe can be
column resonance, in a pipe
made to act as an infinite
containing the sound source
number of side holes. This
near the closed end with the
enables the pipe to resonate
other end open to free air.
simultaneously at any number
Such a system is sharply
narrow- banded resonating only of frequencies within a fixed
range, whether or not these
when the ratio of the pipe's
frequencies are harmonically
length to the sound's
wavelength is 1:4 or 3:4 or 5:4 related.
or 7:4, etc. From John E
(Sourced from Transylvania Power Co
Karlson's work, a pipe with a Engineering letter no 5 by Watler Zintz.)

Tube theory

necessary for TFA to `leap
frog' between venues. Two sets
of festival equipment is a lot
of hardware in anybody's
terms, so to complement the
two systems four folded horn
bins, with 4 x 15 in Gauss
drivers, four front loaded mid
cabs with 4 x 12 in JBL K120
drivers and five JBL 90°
radial horns with JBL 2441
drivers, per side had been sub
hired; at Wembley these were
stacked on the outside of the
PA wings to give additional
cover over the roofed stand

C3
The C3 system, because of its
symmetrical cabinet
technology, allows easy set up
for variable dispersion
characteristics according to
artist requirement and venue
acoustics. At Wembley the C3
Tube (mid/HF) cabinet was
deployed on the lower PA
wing levels for long range,
wide dispersal with the
addition of C3 Horn (mid/HF)
cabinets on the inside of the
PA wings to cover the first
sections of the audience. The
upper level PA wing cabinets
consisted of C3 Horn (mid/HF1
cabinets with two long throw
Altec horns with 2 x Altec
290E drivers, balanced with
four of the original C3 3 x
EVM12S mid cabinets to
provide coverage for the

areas.

Power for each C3 stack
(bass bin & mid/HF cabs), was
provided by one treble amp
rack. A combination of
Amcron DC300A, Yamaha
P2200, BGW 750 and
Studiomaster MOSFET 1000
amplifiers were used to drive
bass and mid drivers with
Quad 405 amplifiers used
exclusively for top end (TFA
are in the process of
standardising on the

furthest extremities of the
crowd.

Because of the distances
'nvolved between gigs and the
length of set up times it was
C3 mid/HF cabinet with

Studiomaster MOSFET 100D

tut.e

System
schematic

for all bass and mid
applications). In both bass and
mid cabs (4 x 15 in & 4 x
12 in) each pair of speakers is
individually driven from one

half of the aforementioned
amplifiers, as are the HF
drivers (four E -V DH1506) by
the Quad 405 amplifiers. TFA
have used Quad 405 power
amps for over four years for
all top end applications;

although rack mounting these
units has never been easy, the
quality of sound and excellent
reliability factor of these amps
has led to TFA refusing to
change to a more `convenient'
amplifier.
Balanced line post crossover
signals are terminated at the
returns stage box and sent to
each PA wing via multicores
on Cannon C military
connectors. Balancing boxes,
in close proximity to the amp
racks, supply each 3-way rack
via 7 -pin XLR patch cables;
speaker XLR cables, two per
driver section, link the amps
to the cabinets.
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(S =Sheds Jackson; B =Bill

Kelsey; R= Richard Vickers.)
S How long ago did you think
of the C3? Was it a project
that had been outstanding
for a long time?
B Well this is one of these

things that gradually
developed over a number of
years but about 3 years I
suppose.

R Why was the idea
formulated, why did you
want to produce a system of

this nature?
B Because clients wanted it
basically. They don't want
little bits and pieces; set
designers don't like

different little shapes and

sizes of boxes on their nice
expensive sets basically.

Essentially, this is the
way it went; your client is
looking for an anonymous
black box. In general terms,
clients don't like to see
people boxes, multicoloured
boxes, different sizes of
boxes, they want
anonymous black boxes, all
of which are identical.
R Easily hidden from the
view of the audience so that

B Well yes -but of course,
there still is a lot of
preference for that

NI KO
PAIO/TUBE

-,!;f:=,:
BASS

290F

BA

with Bill Kelsey
& C3 theory

the audiences' eyeline is
automatically concentrated.
B On the set rather than the
equipment.
S Do you think the taste of
sound men in the case of
quality of sound had a lot
to do with it as well? If you
go back a few years the
flavour of the month was,
for a long time, Martin/
Midas, that sort of very
raunchy sound whereas
with the Black Box system
(Court) and the C3, it's very
"HI -FI" now.

SECTION

ALTEC

A conversation

NNOC.A.N.

NN NS

Martin/Midas sound
amongst heavy metal. You
see, you won't find any
heavy metal boys that
think that Martin/Midas
isn't the ultimate.
37
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DYLAN
AT WEMBLEY
at a
different area of the music
industry.
Well you see we've never
dealt with that kind of
client, we NEVER have.
I thought you used to do
Ted Nugent and
Aerosmith?
Oh sorry yes -with the old
5 -way which was
essentially much the same
as a Martin system really.
In my time we haven't
really done any of those
acts. I picked up the tail
end of them, the Ted
Nugents of this world.
When you first came to
TFA, the 4 -way Turbo was
very much in presence,
which was primarily a
black box or rather a
hidden system.
That's exactly it, it was an
anonymous system.
Why was there a need to
generate a new system in

S Therefore you looked

B

R
B

R

B

R

preference...

B Because it still was not
terribly compact. In other
words it still took up an
awful lot of truck space,
etc. And you have to come
up with something new
every now and then.
S How did you start off?
B Here's how it started. The
first thing you've got to
look at is will it go in a
truck! So you then find out

what the minimum truck
width is, and you've got to
base your cabinet on a
design that will fit either
two or three or four in the
width of a truck; obviously
the most compact way of
doing it. So having done
that you've one dimension,
and if you then use the
Thiele -Small parameters for
the design of a vented
cabinet ...I never overly
much liked a horn cabinet.
I don't think it's the best
from a hi -fi point of view,
ultimate cabinet because
you're limited by the size of
the horn. You can't make a
good horn cabinet without
using a monstrous horn
these are physical laws.
You can mess about porting
it and doing all kinds of
bits and pieces but in
essence it won't make a
good horn unless it's big
the low frequency cut off
relates totally to the mouth
area.
R You were then looking at
Thiele theory which
advocates front loaded,
vented speaker cabs.

-

-
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B Yes, correct.
R Did this then lead you to
looking more towards
Electro -Voice because they
were the main exponents of
these theories?
B I went to E -V for several
reasons: (A) it's been a very
reliable product, over many
many years through
experience. It's also a very
very big company, there's a
lot of back up there; (B) the
people are in the forefront
of Thiele -Small design and
(C) they're a decent agency.
S Do you get a lot of help
with E -V design?
B Always have done, even
before Tony Oates
(Shuttlesound); always got a
lot of help from Larry
Frandsen and his people.
S Once you'd decided you
were going to build this
system that fitted into a
truck very well and it was
to be a front loaded
system ..
B Well, because of the nature
of the cabinet dimensions
you're forced into a vented
cabinet I think, to get
decent bass response and
efficiency. That ...gives you
the bass cabinet. So having
arrived at the bass cabinet
(and it turned out that that
cabinet was 17 in deep),
you've then got to look at
some kind of upper
frequency that is going to
be no more than 17 in deep.
You then look around at all
the horns that are available
and they're all that long
(Bill spreads his arms)
about 3 ft. They're clearly
not on, so something needs
to be done in that area. The
mid range isn't a problem,
because a normal infinite
baffle cabinet will do the
trick.
R You originally went for two
3 x 12s and have now gone
to 14 x 12s per stack.
B The 3 x 12 for some
reason, although the books
will tell you that if you

R
B

S
B

R

B

R

.

-

B

S

B

pack speakers together and
critical.
stack them in vertical
R And so now to have four in
columns that they work
a cabinet, two pairs that
best, doesn't always seem
are ...
to be the case and the mid
B Two pairs that are back to
range tended to be honky.
back and above it another
Too strong.
two pairs that are back to
Just seemed to be too
back.
powerful to complement the S So that that way you get
system. They seemed to be
the vertical coverage.
difficult to control although B That's right. As you know
in theory it should have
to enlarge you can only
been the best arrangement.
stack vertically. It's all
And with the 3 x 12 you
very well to say I'll just tilt
also had a separate horn
this cabinet this way and
cab.
that one that way but it
Yes but all restricted to the
just isn't as easy as that.
17 in.
B The only drawback
This was four tubes and
therefore with the tubes is
E -V DH1506 full range
this 120° dispersion which
dimension. Was the tube
can run you into trouble if
just stumbled upon during
you're into venues where
your research looking for a
the vocal mic line may well
horn to fit in 17 in? I
be in front of the PA,
presume it appeared at just
actually a couple of feet in
the right time?
front of the PA system. At
That's right.
some shows that happens
Did you have many
and feedback then becomes
problems with their usage
a little bit of a problem and
as it was such a new idea
very difficult to handle,
at the time?
which was when we
Yes, there's a lot of
developed the E -V 8HD
problems with them, one of
horn type which tends to be
which is, it'll go something
much more powerful in the
like 120° wide but only 20°
mid range, doesn't have the
in the vertical which means
HF response of the tube,
that if you're 20° out then
but is much more powerful
you've missed the audience
in the mid range and it
so it's quite critical in that
seems that a combination of
area. So what we did was
the two types of cabinet
put two of them back to
seems to be absolutely
back, as it were, to try and
perfect because it gives you
widen that angle to 40 °.
that superb coverage on the
Does that actually work?
HF but a much more
Yes it works. The other
accurate spread.
problem is, because they're R So by using 8HD cabs, you
inherently phase coherent
can beam much more
accurately where the sound
(much more than a horn),
is going, which enables you
the problem is, stacked side
to use the tube cabs further
by side you're in real
trouble because the phasing
away from the stage for
is very dramatic and so
overall spread.
pronounced, because they're B Yes and also if the tube
terribly accurate in the first
cabs are giving you
difficulties because of a
place. When they go out of
particular situation you can
phase they really go out of
phase at the point that they
just turn them down.
cross. So you do have to
S So that one `problem' the
120° dispersal actually
aim for a vertical column or
else it becomes very very
made you develop the 8HD
cabs.
B That's correct. Whilst most
of the time 120° will give a
full even coverage which is
nice, occasionally you just
run into difficulties with it.
R Did you find any problems

with coupling the E -V
DH1506 drivers with the
tube?
B The tube benefits from
having the diaphragm itself
spaced away from the tube,
as long as you don't go too
far away (when it will start
crippling the HF) it loads
the diaphragm better. I
couldn't say you can hear
any real difference but it
does load the diaphragm
better. Your diaphragm, in
theory, should last longer.
S What is HF reliability like?

MIXING MASTERS?
Console Automation used to be considered a luxury. With
the introduction of the MasterMix system, automation
becomes not only accessible, it becomes so economical,
simple, efficient and accurate as to be essential.
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r/IasterMix can automate your existing console.
Interfaces are available for host antomatior -ready
consoles, and the MasterMix VCA fader package
pe_-mits a complete update of virtually any console.

MasterMix records the Mix dam on floppy disc. The
traditonal disadvantages of con-emporary tape based
systems, which introduced cumulative errors on
repeated passes and were subject t:3 dropouts, noise and
distortion interference are eliminated.
Only one track of standard SMPTE /EBU timecode is required
for synchrorisation and a code generator is included as part
of the main computer unit. At_tomation of level and mute decisions
are stored independently and accurately to a single time code frame.

MasterMix is simple to use, and the increase in speed and quality of production
will ensure that the system rapidly justifies its installation.
MasterMix is the new standard fo: automation systems.

:rs1ASTER yIIX. - the obvious choice
U.K.: AUDIO KINETICS (U.K.) LIMITED, Kinetic Centre, Theobalc Street, Borehamwood,
Hertfordshire WD6 4PJ England. Tel. 01-953 8118 Telex 299951(IGntek Gj
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U.S.A.: AUDIO KINETICS INC., Suite 209, 4721 Laurel Canyon Boulevard, North Hollyw
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B They're really excellent. I
think on the Dylan tour we
blew three or four

diaphragms at the most.
R And how many watts
speaker power, how many
C3 stacks, apart from the
add on, did you have there?
B I think about 40 -50 K of C3
and add on RSD.
S The semi -elliptical
arrangement of the 8HD
horns seems fairly
unique -how did you decide
upon this format?
B That's because I read an
E -V paper on it. If you put
several horns together,
there's a correct way of
doing this, generally like
that (which Bill
demonstrates) but whichever
way you do it there are
nodes in between the two
(horns); there are phase
cancellations, there's
nothing that can be done
about it. It's a fundamental
law of science but E -V
found that with an array
that is concave there's
really very little difference
between the horns from a
coverage view. But the
little nodes become
dramatically less in the
elliptical mode. It gives
much smoother response
and overall, better
coverage.
R Which is, in fact, the
reverse of the way that
horns are popularly
stacked.
B That is correct, but again it
was part of E -V's research
and one of the reasons why
I go for E -V, because they
generate incredible
amounts of this research
literature if you've the time
to read it all.
S Is it beneficial to hall
coverage?
B Well it's (8HD) actually a
dispersive horn, though it
doesn't work the way you
think it does. In fact if you
look at the way it's used in
the Eliminator (1) and it's
actually the wrong way
round, it's intended to be
used in its vertical mode.
R So the discovery that two 3
x 12 per stack in the C3
produced too much honk, by
reducing that to one 4 x 12
it gave you sufficient space
to include the HF section in
the cabinet and allowed you
to arrive at two identically
sized cabinets to continue
through with your theories
of truck spacing,
40

moveability and general
aesthetic client benefit.
B Yes that's right.
R Was this a lucky
coincidence or were you
striving for more size
compatibility and
compactness?
B The three different cabinets
was of course, a much more
compact system, watt per
cubic metre or whatever.
Obviously because your 12s
are densely packed. And so
in a way the second box
was slightly more space
consuming but it didn't

really matter.
R Made the whole system
much better for flying, etc.
S What design work and
testing did you do prior to
manufacture?
B Well with the bass cabinet

there. Of course, the high
end's a different matter
altogether.
S How did you arrive at the
high end in its present
position?
B You do really need to get
the tubes in a vertical
column and the only way
you can do that is to have
the HF end at one side of
the cabinet and the mid at
the other and when you
stack them one on top of
the other you get them to
form columns.
S You could have done

B

of course, E -V have design

philosophy programmes
now where you can pretty
well accurately know what
the speaker is going to do
in such a box before you
build it.
S So you've got your design
programme and fed in the
relevant data, did you make
any other design alterations
before you built it?
B No, because there's nothing
really to do. It's such an
elegant method of design
that the design programme
will handle any shape or
size of box you like -if you
want your box to be 5-sided
it really doesn't make the
slightest difference.
S With the 4 x 12 and horn
box, was there any
alteration to the 12 in
section?
B No, because you're talking
about an infinite baffle.
There isn't anything much
you can do, as the cabinet
itself has no control over
the loudspeakers. You're
relying entirely on the
loudspeaker itself to do its
job so there's no real
experimenting to be done
View across mixing position
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with them centred which
would give the same effect?
No. The wavelength at
1 kHz of a 12 in speaker is
about 12 in. So once you
start moving them further
apart you're into phasing
problems at a very critical
crossover region, so it's
actually vital you don't
split up the 12s.
Did you put them into test
chambers to see what was
happening?
Certainly did.
And favourable results?
Ah huh! The truth of the
matter is you can't tell very
much with test tones.
So did you build a couple of
stacks and try them out
quietly?
Initially we hired a band,
who actually did it for free,
to go down to the Rainbow
and just set up one stack
one side and compared it to
a comparable stack of 5 -way
and one of TFA Turbo and
it was all terribly, terribly
impressive. Drums were
very clear.
One of the problems with
a horn cabinet is that, say
you've got something like a
really deadened bass drum,
it goes bang. In a horn
cabinet there's a chamber
in the back, the sound is
actually bouncing around,
hanging on in that chamber
for a long time afterwards
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and it gradually dies down
and that's what causes your
bass to turn woolly. And
it's always resonating at
one frequency and this
won't show up in
conventional pink noise
tests, it won't show up as a
boost, because it's not a
boost, not a peak of any
kind, not louder than
anything else, just that it
hangs on a lot longer than
anything else. You can only
find it by pulse testing.
And this is one of the
problems with horn
cabinets and with any other
kind of cabinet, but it's not
a problem that the vented
cabinet has.
Do you find by using this
type of system in a normal
hall venue that the sound
is much smoother
throughout the hall?
On the bass end you can't
control the bass; bass is
essentially non directional
and you can't really control
it. So that end doesn't
make any difference at all,
as you get to the high
frequency of course it's a
different story.
Do you find using the tubes
in a hall improves ground
level to balcony coverage
because of its dispersion?
Yes, it gives an excellent
and uniform, I mean really
uniform coverage for 120°
so you don't have any kind
of angling problem along
that plane.
I was impressed with the
C3 at the Albert Hall when
Elvis Costello was playing
and I didn't think the PA
was turned up until he
spoke into the microphone
and the PA was absolutely
deafening.
Well yes the tube's part of
it. With a horn PA as you
walk in you're going to
hear nodes and real
beaming hotspots and any
time you walk into a
hotspot usually the noise
level will be much higher.
Because the tube is very
smooth all the way up.
That's right. You tend to
not hear a peak. All
systems have noise, that's a
fundamental law of physics
but if there's a peak in the
response somewhere in the
high end then of course
some element of that white
noise is going to be most
noticeable.
You've built your own C3
active crossover, was there
nothing suitable on the
market?
I wanted a crossover that
could be used with any of
our systems and when it
came down to the final
little bits and pieces there
wasn't a commercial unit
-
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obviously a major
drawback, there's no way of
telling if say a Crown goes
DC and pops a speaker,
you've no way of telling
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All you can do with any
amplifier is say (A) will this
technically do what I want
which had everything on it
it to and (B) does it sound
that we wanted. We wanted
alright? If those two
for instance phase reversing
criteria are met and we did
switches on every band, etc.
AB tests against the other
It was a way of getting
amps we had, and of course
exactly what we wanted.
it's got a much much
higher rail voltage and so
How did you overcome the
we now use limiters (a TFA
problem of the mid boost in
the DH1506 at the start of
mod to these amps) to keep
its frequency range?
it within power, to keep it
from blowing speakers but
It's not a mid boost, it's a
the advantage that you
6 dB /octave roll off from 3 k
have is that as higher
which all drivers have it's
just simply that E -V are
powered speakers come
along you can simply slip
the only ones that actually
tell you or admit it and
out the limiters and away
there are frequency
you go.
correction networks in the
S Yes I noticed at Dylan that
cabinets to compensate for
the BGW meters were in
the +dB area yet the
that. We did build it
MOSFETS were barely
actively in the C3 crossover
at one time but I've
operating.
B It has a decent resolution
knocked it out now, one
meter on the output; had
reason was that it means
substantial output power;
that particular crossover
card doesn't suit other
appeared to have the
reliability (we couldn't blow'
applications such as the
it up); and the right
(TFA) Turbo for instance,
connectors, size, the meters
having that boost there, it
are re- calibrateable, so we
just works out better for
the frequency compensation
can set them to any level
that we want -has
to be in the cab itself.
everything that we needed.
You've continued use of the
S With regards to the new
Quads, why?
wedges you've evolved, how
I've used them for years
and years. They're very
did you arrive at their
design?
reliable, good smooth
B Again it was exactly the
sound. If you've got
same as the C3. It's
something you're happy
Thiele -Small vented theory.
with there's no point in
A problem with wedges is
changing.
that they have to physically
And you're going over to
be small, so if you want to
the MOSFET 1000?
If you go very very
put bass down through it
then an infinite baffle
carefully through all the
cabinet will be too small to
amplifiers available, for
reproduce the bass, you
instance, the Crown
certainly can't have a horn
(DC300A) has no meters,

As with any modern day

concert rig, the monitoring
position is really the nerve
centre for the signal
distribution system, where
individual band members have
immediate contact with
soundcrew, where gigs are
really `won or lost' by the
quality of a stage sound.
Monitor engineers often find
themselves controlling up to
16 different mixes at any one
time -a demanding task,
especially if time delay side
fills etc are being employed.
Soundcraft desks were again
featured, TFA using a Series 4
40/16 monitor desk with
programmable muting and
Santana a Series III Electrotec
40/16 monitor desk. Both sets
of mixed outputs fed totally
separate monitor systems, with
TFA each wedge send was
42

that.

Monitoring
treated by a Klark Teknik
1/2- octave graphic
equaliser with built in 2-way
crossover, 18 dB /octave slope (a
TFA mod) -for biamp
operation. Side fill and drum
fill sends were treated by
Klark Teknik DN27 1/2- octave
equalisers, before band
separation by Yamaha F1040
cascadable crossovers. Two
types of wedges were employed
either passive two E120 with
JBL 2441 drivers hung on cut
down Vitavox horn with two
JBL 075 tweeters passive, or
biamped one Electro-Voice 15L
with E -V DH1506 driver hung
on JBL 2307 flare with JBL
2308 lens. Drum fills are a
scaled down version of the

DN27

S

B
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cabinet as there isn't the
size available to you, for a
decent bass response you're
forced towards a vented
cabinet and that single
15 in wedge is the best bass
drum wedge that you'll
come across. It's an
excellent bass drum wedge.
what a lot of people do is
have different kinds of
wedges for different
applications, but in a rental
company you really don't
want to get involved with
all of that.
The C3 half stack, was this
designed in the same way?
Again it was the same
basic design, Thiele -Small
formula for vented cabinets.
We use them for drum fills,
keyboard fills or side fills
(for bands that don't like
very big side fills).
Are there any future
improvements that you
envisage?
We're pretty happy with it
now but obviously if
something comes along
then, well here's me. If you
caught Neil Diamond
recently, well, Stanley has
got something, I haven't
been able to suss it yet,
some sort of artificial bass
transducer which is not a
speaker as such, some kind
of solenoid thing which
forces a cone backwards
and forwards which he uses
as a special effect; he just
whacks it up at certain
points and this huge
rumbling, amazing bass
appears. Any less work and
I'd start working on my
own powered speaker-if

someone will give me a few
grand. The history of this is
one of the most interesting
and also perhaps the
saddest. Before the
loudspeaker was invented,
when there was only the
old acoustic horn, someone
two E -V DH1506 with tube.
Side fills were one stack Court
Acoustic Black Box system. In
addition, Dylan used two

Electrotec biamped drum fills
as personal `wedges' each
containing one JBL 18 in
speaker, one JBL E120 12 in
speaker with JBL 2445 driver
on a JBL constant directivity
horn with two JBL bullet HP'
drivers. Biamped with
crossover points active at
200 Hz and passive at 1.6 kHz
and 5 kHz. Santana, like TFA,
fed the mixed monitor outputs
via Klark Teknik DN27
graphics with built in 2 -way
crossover 18 dB /octave
(another Electrotec mod) for
biamp operation. Side fill feeds
were sent to the TFA monitor
desk while mixed wedge sends
C3 -two E -V 15L (pointed), two were sent additional TFA
E -V12S (infinite baffle) and
amps and wedges.
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designed this thing, the
name eludes me at the
moment, Inophone or
something like that. It had
a little compressor which
fed a tube up to a little
comb valve which was
directly connected to the
stylus, so as the stylus
modulated the little comb
valve went like that
(Kelsey demonstrates). If
you think of a saxophone
the way it works, it's just
air rushing through a horn
which is periodically slowed
down and speeded up by
the valves opening and
shutting and this is what
this little comb valve did. If
you think about it, the
loudness is controlled solely
by how much air pressure
you put behind the
generator. This was
apparently absolutely
amazing for its day, when
people switched them on,
other people would rush out
of their homes to see what
was going on, all that kind
of scene. And then Kellog
or whoever it was invented
the loudspeaker and
everybody became obsessed
with the loudspeaker after
that time and this little
device was forgotten
amongst the new
technology which even for
its day was pretty low tech.
Then it got re-invented
again in the 30s where it
was used to screech at
people from aeroplanes to
broadcast adverts, it
became such a menace, noone could sleep at night
because some aeroplane
was screeching at them
from out of the sky that it
was banned within a few
months and the whole
thing was forgotten again
and I think now is the time
because technology has
improved now, mechanical
technology, the design of
the comb valve could be
vastly improved and so on.
You could then make a PA
system, bass end at least,
I'm not sure how high up
in frequency you could go
but bass end at least, you
could make a system that
was large enough to do
Hyde Park or the Isle of
Wight and need be no
bigger than a RCA W
cabinet. It's nothing to do
with its size, purely down
to the amount of air
pressure. I'd like to see
something new done in

loudspeakers.
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Why do the world's
leading studios turn to
Solid State Logic?
Every day, music of all kinds is being made on
this planet. And every week, another
studio somewhere in the world
switches on their new SL 4000 E
to record it. When so many different
people agree, there has to be a reason.
Perhaps it's that Solid State Logic
lets them hear the sounds and the
silences that were missing before.
Through short, clean signal paths that add
nothing to the source unless the engineer
or producer so desires.
Yet when the desire strikes, the SL 4000 E
responds with musical precision and a tremendous
range of creative power Only SSL provides the easy
flexibility that invites each engineer to shape the
console to suit their personal style. And the natural
transparency that allows each instrument to speak
its distinctive voice.
From the studios of China Records in Beijing
to the famed broadcast concert halls of the
BBC Symphony Orchestras, Solid State Logic sets
the standard for audio integrity. Study the charts.
Ask the producers. You'll find SSL at the top in rock
and pop, country and western, rhythm and blues,
jazz and dance. The world of music turns to SSL.
Because, purely and simply, SSL delivers the
musicians' intent.

The Art of Technology
It's one thing to build a collection of audio
electronics into a big box. It is quite another to
create high technology for the recording musician.
In every detail, the SL 4000 E Series supports your
artistry with the experience and awareness of the
world's leading console design group.

In every channel, SSL presents the tools
required to perfect your sound. Superb four band
parametric equalisation and filters. Versatile
compressor/limiters. Noise gates. Expanders. And
virtually unlimited possibilities.
Because the SL 4000 E Series Master Studio
System not only helps you shape the sound, it lets
you structure the signal flow itself.
Pushbutton signal processor routing provides
more than two dozen useful variations within
each module. Six master statuses, 32
Output Groups and SSL's unique
patchfree audio subgrouping
direct the audio paths
throughout the desk to
serve your individual
requirements and
preferences.
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Making Life Easier

To give the artist and
engineer complete freedom to explore these new
potentials, SSL invented
Total Recall". At the end .o:.::.:::.
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Output modules. Then,
in less time than most
control of up to five audio or video transports in
people take to find a pen that works, it creates a
permanent and portable record of these settings on perfect lock. Other system elements include events
control, programmable equalisation, and a variety
floppy disc.
of
mainframe and metering options to suit many
Which means that you can stroll into any SSL
different requirements and budgets.
Total Recall control room anywhere in the
Whatever your initial specification, all SSL
world and recreate last week's monitor and cue
systems are designed so that economical upgrades
mix, or last year's incredibly complicated but
canbeperformed on site as your business grows and
not quite final version.
morawor
Control accuracy is within a quarter of diversifies. This policy is supported by continuous
software development that enables SSL studios to
a dB! Best of all, Solid State Logic has
keep pace with an increasingly inventive clientele.
accomplished this without affecting the audio path.
We can build an SL 4000 E Series Master
Providing a dynamic range and bandwidth that
Studio System for your control room in about three
comfortably exceeds the performance of the best 16
months. We'll be happy to assist with your
bit digital converters and recorders.
technical and financial planning. We'll provide
A Comprehensive System
expert help with installation and training. And we'll
Total Recall is just one aspect of the SL 4000 E
back you up with prompt parts support and worldSeries Master Studio System, an integrated range of
wide field service.
When it comes to keeping a studio
booked, nothing is quite so effective as giving
your clients the sound they want. And that's
where SSL can help the most.
For the full story, just cut the coupon
below. Or call Antony David in the UK, or
Piers Plaskitt in the USA.
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Solid State Logic
hardware and
software components
designed to make even
the most elaborate productions
more humanly manageable.
Practical innovations such as the
SSL Studio Computer provide the
world's most versatile mixing automation.
The SSL Integral Synchroniser and Master
Transport Selector offer computer-assisted

Please send me further information on the SL 4000 E
Series Master Studio System.
Name
Position
Company
Address

ssit
Telephone
Solid State Logic, Churchfields, Stonesfield, Oxford OX7 2PQ, England
Tel: (099) 389 8282. Telex: 837400 SSL OX G. Facsimile: (099) 389 8227.
Solid State Logic Inc., 200 West 57th, New York, NY10019, USA.
Tel: '212) 315 1111. Facsimile (212) 315 0251.

MIXING
CONSOLES
There are so many differing
directions being taken by mixing
console manufacturers at present
that it is impossible to compile

our customary general
background feature. Instead, we
are looking at some of the very
new developments from a wide range of
manufacturers whose latest products and
design directions have not as yet
received any coverage.
There is one observation, however, that
is certainly well worthwhile making.
About a year ago it would have been
possible to complain that despite the fact
that every other pro audio manufacturer
seemed to be making consoles, whenever
you wanted to buy a console within a
particular price range, there only ever
seemed to be a choice of two or three
models. This was mainly true at the very
top end and the equally competitive
lower cost areas. A sign of the obviously
increasingly healthy pro audio market
must be that there are now more new
mixing consoles available than at any
time that I can remember and there
seems to be greater choice at all levels.
Allen & Heath Brenell: It is
interesting to note that sometimes the
popularity of a particular console can
often far outlive its intended commercial
life. AHB have had their share of such
mixers with the highly ancient Mini
Mixer and also the first of the low cost
in -line consoles, the Syncon A. This is
still apparently ordered although it has
been many years since there was any
attempt to market the console. The
Syncon B is, of course, still fully current
and a steady seller, particularly into
Europe. The System 8 has recently been
updated to include phantom power,
100mm faders, EQ cut button and
internal automatic routing of programme
to channels. Of particular interest due to
its routing system is the new CMC
console covered in new products last
month. This is possibly the lowest cost
16 -track console to use microprocessorcontrolled routing and could well be
taken as a sign of how such systems are
now very cost -effective. On the live
sound side AHB have launched the SRM
186 monitor mixer which incorporates its
own internal mic splitter system.
Amek: This company has become
extremely dynamic in their R &D.
There are apparently some interesting
new developments on the way. The first
step is the introduction of the M3500
console, the first of which will be
delivered before the end of 1984. It is
configured as a 56/48 with complete
48 -track routing and monitoring. Amek
claim that the EQ will be the most
comprehensive available from any
manufacturer and that the console also
46
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Keith Spencer-Allen
reports on a selection
of new products which
have been launched
during the year
has an extremely flexible internal
routing system. The fader system is
VCA-based with dedicated subgrouping
and eight automation ready VCA -based
effects returns. Perhaps the most
innovative feature is that all the eight
aux sends on the I/O modules may be
instantly reset from an onboard memory,
and the contents of this may be dumped
and re- loaded from `hard storage media'.
This memory allows up to 16 different
settings to be stored on a 56 -input
console and these can be changed during
a mix. Amek are also offering the M3500
with George Massenburg Laboratories
moving fader automation system which
uses Winchester disk storage with floppy
disk back-up. The system is apparently
Necam/SSL compatible. Although further
details are at present not available, the
console is described as being
competitively priced.
Amek are also intending to introduce
an instantly resettable 4 -band parametric
equaliser during 1985 and they claim
that this should interface easily with
most consoles on the market. To show
how serious Amek are about these
products, they have formed a new R &D
company: Amek Digital Technology Ltd,
so that these developments may be
further developed and exploited.
Audix: Although principally a
manufacturer of broadcast consoles, the
requirements of the broadcast studio and
recording studio are not too dissimilar. It
is therefore worth mentioning the
Assignable console which uses digital
techniques to control analogue processing
circuits that are positioned remotely
from the console thus allowing a console
to be much smaller than facilities would
suggest. The complete system is under
microprocessor control with solid state
memory facilities and the option to use
floppy disk storage. The usual sets of
duplicated channel controls have been
replaced by a single set of controls that
can be assigned to any channel, group or
monitor. In typical use, the Assignable
can memorise up to 20 `complete desk'
set-ups any of which may be
implemented at the touch of a button.
Calrec: In a manner similar to Audix,
Calrec have been manufacturing
broadcast oriented consoles with
automation and multitrack capabilities
for many years. The introduction of the
UA8000 at the Paris AES was quite a

talking point. Although the console has
really only been seen publicly in the
form of front panel drawings they have
sold three and delivered two of them

already.
The facilities of the console are too
comprehensive to cover properly here but
the standard mainframe size is 48
channels although larger sizes are no
problem. The channel section has a
totally separate permanent line input
independent of the monitor tape replay
input and this allows handling of 96
inputs on a 48 frame. The input section
always feeds the track matrix and the
monitor section always feeds the main
outputs. Each section has VCA control.
The automation always acts on the
monitor section VCA but can be written
to from the large or small faders.
Other features worth mentioning are
the Automatic Relative Q circuit used
within the four band parametric EQ,
where the Q of the circuit is increased
with increasing amplitude. Each channel
features a very comprehensive
compressor/noise gate combination. For
those of you with access to the exhibition
guide for the APRS 84 exhibition, part of
the front panel of the UA8000 was
featured on the cover.
Calrec are also developing a digitally
controlled assignable mixing system
known as CCA1. When this console will
be ready is something that Calrec are
not prepared to discuss at present
although full outline details have been
presented in an AES preprint (2074).
DDA: Although they have only been
manufacturing consoles for under two
years, DDA have made quite a positive
name for themselves. They have
basically two ranges: the M Series with
input sizes between eight and 32
channels into four. The meters are laid
flat into the panel so that the console is
easier to transport. The S Series is a
similar console but with a meter bridge.
Next comes the D Series which is
intended to fulfil a wide range of
requirements and so there are a number
of module types and frame sizes
available in order that the mixer may be
configured for live use, recording use,
theatre use, etc. It has eight buses.
A very recent addition is a little
portable 4- channel mixer for remote use
but with comprehensive channel facilities
including switchable phantom powering
12/48 or 12 V AB; 20 dB attenuator;
phase invert; high pass filter; peak
limiter; PFL etc.
D &R: D &R Electronica are a Dutch
company with a wide range of consoles.
They have recently introduced the series
2000 which is a simplified version of the
established 4000. An in -line console, it
has input channel frames of 10, 20 and
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With the launch of the newTS24studio
console, Soundcraft have revolutionised
the concept of in-line technology to produce a console that is a simple pleasure
to create with.
Clear, concise signal paths - no other
in -line console is laid out as clearly.
Global control from the central
command panel for 5 different configurations, including record, mix, and
broadcast modes.
Individual control of every switchable
parameter at module level.
Up to 30 auxiliary sends in mixdown.
Fully parametric equalisation.
Instant in -place sub -grouping.
Instant in -place bounce down,
retaining the stereo image and
current fader settings.
Optional automation.
Electronically balanced inputs and
outputs of course.
Take a closer look at theTS24 and
discover the meaning of appropriate
technology for yourself.
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house mixing console. Both of these
systems were the result of collaboration
with Clair Brothers and Showco.
MCI /Sony: There has been very little
new from MCI /Sony on the analogue
console front for some time, although
this may not be the case by the time
that this article is published.
Neve: Although Neve and digital
30 channels and as many effect returns
consoles seem to be synonymous in most
as it has channels.
people's minds, apparently last year was
The series 8000 which is the largest
a record year for sales of analogue
D &R console for studio use has been
updated so that it can be retrofitted with consoles. On the recording side, the most
significant new product is the new
SCORE (Studio COmputer REmix), the
NECAM 96 automation system. The
D &R automation system. This console
servo-driven faders are faster and the
also has new mic preamps, new front
system has an intelligent roll -back
panel layout and a new PCB layout for
feature. A colour VDU displays complete
lower crosstalk.
status information and lists of mixes,
Electro- Voice: Although E -V are not
labels, mutes etc are readily available.
particularly' known for recording mixers
Up to 999 snap -shot static stores of
the newly introduced ELX-1 is a useful
faders and mutes, auto /manual cross
mini mixer providing four channels of
fading, real -time NECAM fader and
mic/line mixing that can be used either
group muting, and up to 128 separate
on battery power for remote use or as a
event switches make this system a
rack mount accessory unit within the
D & R Electronica's 4000 series and (right) SSL 6000E -more and more non -signal processing
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studio. Both internal and external
powering is acceptable with phantom
powering provision and the complete unit
occupies a single rack unit.
Harrison: The most recent addition to
the Harrison range was The Raven, a
competitively priced type console
available in a single mainframe size of
40 modules. There is a console expansion
kit available for larger sizes. The Raven
has many similarities to the MR-4 in
function and features. No internal
patchbay is provided although there is
provision for fitting one. Perhaps the
most striking thing about the console is
that it looks quite different to the

standard Harrison -look.
There have also recently been two new
live consoles -the SM-5 stage
monitor/theatre console and the HM-5

significant step forward over NECAM II.
The new additions to the console range
are for post -production work -a 4 -group
version of the 542 range known as the
5455, and two new interfaces for the 542
series to allow interface with video
editing systems.
Quad -Eight/Westrex: The Westar is the
most significant product from QEW in
many years and should make quite an
impact once it is in production. The
styling of the unit that has been
demonstrated at recent AES conventions
is quite unusual and this has in some
ways tended to detract attention from
the facilities that it offers. It can be
expanded up to 52 inputs with eight aux
sends and 24/48 -track interface. The
Westar also has interchangeable
equaliser modules, mic input modules

STEREO MICROPHONE AMPLIFIER
50 or 200 Ohm

balanced microphones to balanced lines

'Variety of low frequency characteristics for improving
the clarity of recordings

Inputs filtered against radio interference
'Complete boxed unit or double mumetal screened
amplifier module alone

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD,

The Forge, Lucks Green, Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG
Tel. 0483 275997
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and fader modules with interchangeable
VCAs. There are at present three EQ
modules offering 4 -band switchable,
4 -band parametric or a 10 -band graphic
design. The mic inputs are available in
seven different types all based around
variations on transformer/nontransformer differences. The faders
available are a linear audio fader, a
VCA fader system with its own choice of
VCAs or the new Digital Fader system.
The Digital Fader is part of the Westar
automation system that uses a hard disk
storage system. There is not room here
to look into this automation/fader system
further but there are many possibilities
that are in the process of development.
Solid State Logic: SSL are a company
who have a policy of bringing
retrofittable additions to their product
ranges rather than completely new
models. The recent International
Broadcasting Convention saw the
introduction of the 5000 Series for
broadcast use. There have however been
aspects are being incorporated

a number of new facilities that are now
available for existing consoles. The
Synchroniser Controller is an interface
system between ATRs and VTRs and the

studio synchroniser system allowing
control from the SSL Primary Computer
keyboard. The SL 688V Stereo Mix
Matrix is for the 6000 and with its three
separate stereo mix buses allows music,
dialogue and effects stereo mixes. The
third item is the Programmable
Equaliser which may be retrofitted to
any of the E Series. It has two
independent 3 -band parametric channels
with variable Q. It also includes a
programmable panpot for each channel.
All movements are remembered as part
of the dynamic mixing system and can
be replayed and updated.
Soundcraft: New products have been
flowing out of Soundcraft at such a rate
recently that it would seem that consoles
would have to be slowed in development.
This is far from the case with three new
consoles being launched in the last year.
The SAC-2 marked a move into
broadcast units and the Series 600 was
for low budget 8 -bus recording with
16 -track monitoring. The main console
for recording was, however, the TS24.
This is the first in-line console from
Soundcraft and they have tried to design
a system that is easier to operate than
standard in -line consoles. They have
introduced a new set of master
conditions that allows the console to be
configured by a single button. The new
concept is one of mix and channel and

Precision cut by Greg at Joshua and Daniel Gala in

To achieve a cut as prec se as this great care and
attention must be paid to the quality of the subject
and the tools employed. A philosophy that Capitol
appreciates and practice;.

perfection. Whilst the lacquer finish is an
inrovation in ',tself. Its unique formulation means
a cleaner cut and ultimately a superior performance.
And what's more, it's exclusive to Capitol.
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MIXING
CONSOLES
this will allow a simplified operation. In
mixdown mode, the I/O modules can be
used as two separate inputs thus
doubling up on mix channels. Each
channel has six aux sends, parametric
EQ, balanced inputs and outputs with
VU and peak metering.
Soundtracs: Soundtracs now have a
range of 22 different types of console.
Their top of the range CM4400
microprocessor -based console is reviewed
in this issue and it is really
developments related to this console that
are perhaps the most newsworthy. There
have, however, been a number of new
mixing consoles introduced in the last
few months. The M Series is a modular
console for the 8 -track studio, live use or
the theatre. Each channel has four band

PA applications. The larger frame is
wired for 16 -bus use.
Tascam: The new range of consoles is
known as the M-500 series. The M-520 is
a 20/8 configuration and the M-512 is a
12/8. These consoles are compact designs
with four aux sends, insert points on
channels and groups, 3 -band parametrics
as well as direct outputs from each
channel. The M-520 is due to be

reviewed shortly.
Trident: Trident have recently
introduced two new consoles. The t. i. 1. is
the first in -line console from Trident and
has been designed to remove what
Trident considered to be the confusing
aspects of in -line use, ie that the aux
sends move with the console status. The
t. i.1. has the monitor section moved inline with the input channels. The eight
aux sends on the channels may then be
individually routed to either input or
monitor which removes a source of
confusion. Also the EQ can be switched
between the input and monitor or just
the high and low ends or the two swept
middle ranges as desired.

Klotz.

=DB-

=DI=
4.5mm INSTRUMENT CABLE

5.5mm INSTRUMENT CABLE

8.0mm INSTRUMENT CABLE

MIC CABLE

2.5mm2 CO -AXIAL SPEAKER CABLE

1.5mm2 SPEAKER CABLE

Series 65 16- channel desk from Trident

EQ, six aux sends, 8 -bus and master
routing. The mainframe is available as
either 16, 24 or 32 input. There has been
a new 24 -8 -16 added to the small

recording mixer range.
Most recently they have announced a
family of in -line consoles available in 18or 26- channel versions. The mixers use
some spin-off techniques from the
company's microprocessor experience
with the CM4400 so that facilities such
as solo -in-place, and a full range of
master console modes are available from
a single button. Each input has a sum
mode that doubles the number of
channels available for inputs. Using
VCAs, any input channel can be
configured as a sub -group.
TAC: As a sister company to Amek,
TAC have always handled the smaller
mixers although the very successful
Matchless in its largest mainframe is
blurring this distinction. The 1682
system is being replaced by a new
console known as the Scorpion which is
based on the Matchless design but
incorporates features from the 1682
series. Two frame sizes are available to
give input sizes ranging from 16 to 32.
Uses for the console are recording and
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The Series 80B console has now been
provided with 3 -band EQ on the monitor
and pushbutton routing to the remix bus.
The number of channels on the console
has had to be reduced by two to
accommodate the additions although this
should make little difference as the
console has gained another 24 EQ'd
inputs during mixdown.
The second new console is the Series
65. This is designed for the 4 -, 8- and
16 -track market with a maximum size of
40/8 with 16 -track monitoring. The units
have an interesting feature by the name
of Output Assign. When recording with a
console that has fewer bus outputs than
tracks on the tape machine the engineer
would normally have to repatch. The
Series 65 is fitted with 8- or 16 -group
output connectors and pushing the
output assign will route from say track 1
on the eight bus unit to track 9, or track
2 to 10, etc. With this button pressed the
monitoring is also switched. Other
features of the console include eight aux
sends, balanced transformerless inputs
and outputs, 4 -band EQ plus swept LF
filter, four echo returns, in- place -solo and
3 -band EQ on group or monitor.

MULTIPAIR CABLE 8 -32 PAIRS

The superbly engineered range of Klotz
cables, are now available in England.
These cables combine excellent

electrical performance with remarkable
toughness, flexibility and ease of
preparation.
When quality and reliability are
essential specify Klotz.
Fordetails and specification sheet call:

O1-388 5392
SOLE IMPORTERS AND MAIN DISTRIBUTORS

C}

Cable
Technology
72 -74 Eversholt Street, London NW1

1

BY

KLOTZ CABLE DEALERS
Kelsey Accoustics: 01-7271046 Turnkey: 01 -202 4366
Don Larking Audio: 0582 450066

PARAMOUNT CHOSE AMEK
Audio control room of Stage 29 in the new $11 million
audio-video complex of Paramount Pictures, Hollywood,
current home of the smash hit pop weekly "Solid Gold!"

A complete solo system, with mono and in -place solo
with solo grouping facilities, gives the engineer full control
at all points in the signal chain.Two metering system, either
VU and LED -display with switchable ballistics and spectrum

The console is an AMEK M2500 with a 56 -input chassis
configured 48/48, and with special overbridge for
outboard equipment.The world's best-selling mid -price
console, the M2500 features the most musical and
responsive equalizer available, a 4-band fully-parametric
unit with swept high and low pass filters, on all i/o modules.
The M2500 is automation-ready with a VCA -fader system

analysis, are available.

and
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subgroups.

recognized leading manufacturers.

office:
AMEK SYSTEMS & CONTROLS LTD
Islington Mill, James Street
Salford M3 5HW, England
tel: 061 834 6747
telex: 668127 AMEK G
Sales

AMEK

Chassis sizes range from 36 -input through to 56- input,
the
mechanical construction is absolutely unequalled
and
for strength, precision and rügidity.
The choice of recording studios and post -production
houses worldwide, AMEK M2500 is part of a large range of
ultra- high quality audio products from one of the world's

In
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AMEK CONSOLES INC
10815 Burbank Blvd
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Buchanan), under the name
'Radio Engineers'. Their radio
repair work had led them into
the business of providing
public address systems for
temporary use by travelling
carnivals, auto races, revival
meetings, and other public
events. Through this renting
of PA systems they discovered
growing demand for quality
microphones. The delicate
carbon instruments then
available frequently
malfunctioned, and could only
be purchased as part of a
system, not as separate
components.

Radio Engineers in the
basement of the Century Tire
and Rubber company in South
Bend. At this site they first
began producing microphones
to use in their PA systems,
and later to sell to people who
couldn't buy them any other
way. Kahn: "Lou Burroughs
and I began an association
that has been devoted to
problem -solving, filled with
excitement and a great deal of
fun."

Electro-Voice -the
first steps

During the early months of
1930 Knute Rockne, the
Radio
legendary football coach of the
In the 1920s the microphone
University of Notre Dame, was
business was much different
recovering from an illness
from today. In a sense, there
which made it difficult for him
was no microphone business.
to supervise activities on the
The original Bell and Edison
four practice fields just south
patents had long since expired, of the university.
but what interest there was in
Kahn and Burroughs were
microphony lay in the
asked to design a public
telephone industry-and
address system to solve the
principally in the carbon
problem. A tower was built
For years, Al Kahn,
up long-distance reception on a microphone design of Edison.
overlooking all four fields and
founder and first
regenerative receiver." The
Western Electric was well
the talented duo designed a
president of Electroneighbours could well have
satisfied with the profits
four -speaker system with a
Voice, called meetings
saved their sympathy for a
generated in making
microphone and switching
of EV sales personnel to more deserving soul, for Al
microphones to satisfy the
mechanism by which Rockne
order by banging on the Kahn soon found his talent
enormous demands of the
could bark training orders to
podium with an E -V
and knowledge in demand,
rapidly expanding telephone
each of the four squads. By
model 664 microphone. He
doing the frequent repairs
system, and seemed unaware
some accounts Rockne referred
often stated -and would
required by radios of those
of the needs of the infant
to the system as his "electric
vigorously demonstrate -that
days. Almost without effort, Al broadcast industry, or of any
voice," and is credited with
the mic could be used to drive Kahn was in the radio repair
other small user. According to inspiring the name for the
nails without affecting its
business. And he liked it.
the Berrien County Record
new company.
performance as a microphone.
By 1927, Al Kahn and Lou
(1955), "The entire production
Incorporated on July 1, 1930,
As a result, EV 600 Series
Borroughs, a friend who
was tied up by a giant
Electro-Voice was involved
microphones were often
shared Al's fascination with
monopoly and it was easier to heavily in installation and
referred to in the audio trade
radio, were doing business in
sneak into the Sultan's harem rental of public address
as 'Buchanan Hammers'.
their home town of South
than acquire a microphone by systems for churches and other
Buchanan, Michigan
Bend, Indiana (close to the
any honorable means."
public buildings. Politicians
(population 5,142 as at 1981)
University of Notre Dame and
In 1927 Kahn and
especially had become aware
is a lovely, quiet town,
just a few miles south of
Burroughs had established
of the power of the microphone
situated among gentle hills
Al Kahn (5th right) and Lou Burroughs (3rd right) outside Century Tire and Rubber where they had
and peach orchards near the
their first premises
eastern shore of Lake
Michigan. But here is where
the history of Electro-Voice
was written, and this small
town was witness to some
important milestones in

STORY

Robert Bolles charts the growth
and evolution of Electro-Voice

microphone development.
Electro-Voice today is still a
vital element of this
community and still attracts
outstanding technical expertise
to continue the tradition.
In 1920 Al Khan was a
determined young man of
fourteen, blessed with an
intense curiosity, and an
aptitude for radio. An account
of his early life which
appeared in the Berrien
County Record (1955 edition),
a Buchanan newspaper, stated:
" 'Radio fever' in the early
1920s was serious, and the
neighbours felt sorry for the
poor boy. He spent his days
climbing around on roofs
hanging up wires from lofty
poles, and his nights in
sleepless agony trying to pick
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Engineers

to increase their reach, and
demanded ever more powerful
PA systems. Microphones were
originally manufactured only
for E -V's own use, but within
a few years the balance had
shifted and manufacturing
microphones for sale to others
had become the more
important part of the business.
Kahn: "The great depression
was a wonderful time. You
had to fight for everything you
got. I can't think of a better
time to have begun the
company, because if you
established the base during
those years, you had a good
start when the recovery
came."

continued their efforts to
improve both the product and
the manufacturing techniques
and in 1935 they developed a
method for stretching dynamic
mic diaphragms before
assembly. The manufacturing
economies which resulted
caused a dramatic drop in E -V
mic prices. Electro -Voice had
shown that they were,
seriously, in the business of
manufacturing quality
microphones.
By 1938, Kahn's company
had produced several handheld dynamic microphone
designs. The Model 600 was
described in E -V product
literature as offering "Blast proof high fidelity, close
talking ... ideal for sports
announcing, mobile PA,
aircraft, police and general PA
and communication work."
Business grew steadily while
Khan and Burroughs spent
much of their time travelling
"converting people to our
marvellous microphones
throughout the country."

background noise. They
engineered a lip microphone
incorporating the new
invention and tried to present
it to the military. Kahn: "I
tried to show it through
regular channels at several
different military bases and
wasn't getting anywhere. But
I had a friend, Web Soules,
who was a signal officer at
Fort Knox and he said, 'Why
don't you come on down, we'll
try it out!' Lou and I went
down and put it into a tank.
Now a tank's radio
transmission and receiving
range at that time was about
eight miles. We extended it to
twelve miles, because of
cancelling the noise. Web was
excited and he got a general to
coil
come. The general heard it
and the general was excited. A
In 1934 E -V made a
few other (military) people
technological breakthrough
came and heard the
that gave them a tremendous
demonstration and they asked
edge. While going through
us to come back again. They
some old technical journals, Al
had some observers there from
Kahn had stumbled upon what
the Marine Corps. They heard
he calls "an ancient watt
it and they were excited."
meter -patented in 1892 or
War production began soon
thereabouts" which had a
after. (The military even
balanced winding to cancel
offered to pay for development
hum from the stray 60 Hz
By 1940 World War II had
costs, which Kahn refused).
fields that the watt meter
already begun in Europe, and Employment soared from a
might pickup. As Kahn
the United States military was staff of six to a roster of 500
described it, "A little light
aware of its potential
employees working around the
bulb went off above my head,
and I rushed back ...got some involvement in the conflict.
clock. This mic became such a
In 1940 radio
vital part of radio
tin snips, cut some
communications that Marine
laminations out, and I made a communications in combat
were estimated as being
Corps officers later confided to
transformer and put it in and
successful in less than 20% of Kahn that the landing at
it worked!" Thus the
all transmissions since the
humbucking coil was born,
Guadalcanal was held up
and solved a major problem for microphones then in use on
several weeks until the troops
microphone users. According tc the battlefield picked up battle could be equipped with the
noise as much as the human
mic in order to reduce
an early E -V catalogue, the
voice. What was needed was a casualties.
V-1 velocity mic "can be used
noise-cancelling microphone
The demands on E -V were
within 18 inches of an AC
that provided clear voice
line. No other velocity
understandably enormous.
communications under the
Kahn recalls: "With everyone
microphone in its price field
drafted it was a little rough.
has this feature at the present worst possible conditions.
Kahn and Burroughs again We had almost no one to work
time." It was a major step
put their heads together and
the third shift, so I took that,
forward for the industry, and
designed a mic which used a
working from 11 pm to 7 am.
for E -V.
180° phase shift to cancel
I'd come back to the office to
Burroughs and Kahn
see what had happened and I'd
The T-45 lip mic was developed during World War II to increase
stay all day. I'd sleep a couple
intelligibility of battlefield radio transmissions
of hours, come back and go to
work again." Production
peaked at 2,000 units a day,
and total production came
close to 1 million mics.
These E -V noise -cancelling
microphones proved to be a
most valuable contribution to
the war effort, raising
intelligibility of radio
communications from 18% to
85 %. At the close of the war,
Lou Burroughs was awarded a
special citation from the war
department for the design and
development of the T-45 lip
microphone, which had been
classed as a 'top secret' project
during the war years.

Humbucking

-

War years

Peacetime
During the war, the US
military had encouraged
suppliers to prepare for post-

war production, and E -V had
accordingly planned ways to
convert their knowledge and
resources to peacetime use.
As commercial air service
'took off after the war, E -V
noise -cancelling mics were
specified for use in all civilian
commercial aircraft. This
remains an important E -V
market to this day as does offroad construction equipment,
mining and railroad
environments.
During the war, ElectroVoice had operated in several
small buildings in South Bend,
Indiana. But as post-war
production needs expanded and
changed. Kahn wanted to
consolidate all operations in a
single building. A suitable
building in South Bend could
not be found, so the present
site in Buchanan, 20 miles to
the north, was selected as the
new home. At the time, the
building seemed much too
large for their needs, but it
was soon filled to capacity and
has been expanded steadily
since then to its current size of
53,000 ft2. Manufacturing
facilities are also located in
Newport Sevierville,
Tennessee, and Redmond,
Washington. All research and
development activities are
located in the Buchanan
headquarters.

Acoustalloy for
broadcast quality
Up to 1946 radio broadcasters
had believed that only fragile
ribbon microphones could
deliver high quality sound
pick -up. Early dynamic
microphones were rugged
and reliable, but were used
mainly for public address
systems because of the
acoustic quality of the
aluminium diaphragms. Lou
Burroughs, working in the lab
to develop a better diaphragm
material, had turned to
synthetic plastic, about which
little was known at the time.
Burroughs formulated a new
film material which he dubbed
Acoustalloy. Even under the
worst of conditions Acoustalloy
retained its shape, was much
less easily damaged, and
didn't have the inherent
"tinny" sound of aluminium
diaphragms. Most importantly,
it greatly improved the quality
of the sound.
E -V personnel also remember
Acoustalloy as a combination
of plastics and solvents that
made a 'witches brew' of
highly explosive methyls. A
special room was set up to
manufacture Acoustalloy safely
and efficiently ... and securely
away from the eyes of the
competition. Rather than
disclose the nature of
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Acoustalloy in a patent, the
formula was retained as a
trade secret.
The marketing problem that
now confronted Electro -Voice
was to convince broadcasters
that dynamic mics would truly
deliver the quality of sound
they needed. Kahn recalls that
Acoustalloy was still

chief engineer/microphones,
"The anechoic chamber is still
the very best means for
testing free -field response.
Other approaches -TDS and
FFT -are all techniques to try
and emulate the best
characteristics of an anechoic
chamber, but they don't
actually do it. At best they
can approach it, never equal
or exceed it."

Holography

staff on practical solutions to
the problems he had identified.
Burroughs would then return
to his audiences, providing
instruction without seeming to
do so, packing information into
informal talks.
A legendary E -V product
which grew out of this process
is the 643, a 6- foot -long
monster mic for picking up
distant' sounds. Although the
643 is no longer manufactured,
it is still being used at
presidential press conferences,
political conventions, athletic
events and other situations

world for voice recording and
reinforcement.

Award -winning
mic

Electro -Voice is one of the
very few manufacturers ever
to receive the Motion Picture
industry's Academy Award
(Oscar) for the development of
a new microphone. The model
642 Cardiline mic received
this prestigious citation in
1963. The award read, in part,
"To Electro -Voice for a highly
directional dynamic line
where conventional
microphones cannot handle the microphone ... capable of
picking up sound in situations
distance problem.
In 1954, E -V introduced and where a microphone cannot be
placed close to the sound
patented the Variable-D
source and where unwanted
microphone. The Variable-D
sounds are to be discriminated
effectively eliminated
against. For these purposes,
proximity effect through a
this device is a valuable
multiple port design at the
rear of the diaphragm, which addition to the microphones
available for motion picture
provided more uniform
recording."
frequency response at all
During these years,
angles of incidence and a more
significant American
natural sound at all miking
competition for Electro-Voice
distances. The RE20, a
microphones was developing,
Variable -D design, is today
but as Kahn points out, "It
one of the most well-known
was an enjoyable situation.
microphones in the
Helen O'Connell, vocalist with the Jimmy Dorsey Orchestra in the
1940s, using the Cardyne cardioid dynamic mic

Electro -Voice pioneered the
use of holographic
interferometry to study the
motion of microphone
diaphragms. Enthused by the
promise of laser technology,
E -V asked researchers at the
University of Michigan, a
centre of holographic research,
to investigate diaphragm
experimental when the chief
engineer at WBBM Radio in
behaviour.
Chicago, who was desperate
In spite of some strange
for microphones, since post -war results having to do with the
researchers' attempts to spray
production had not resumed,
requested, "Whatever you can paint the diaphragm in order
to avoid the problems of the
send."
"I remember apologising
diaphragm's transparency, E -V
ahead of time," said Kahn,
engineers were convinced of
the value of this technique,
"because all we could offer
were PA- quality mics. But
and decided to bring the laser
Lou and I dropped his new
process in- house. They have
Acoustalloy head into our
used laser testing ever since,
630 casing and shipped 12 of
developing their own methods
these to WBBM. They loved
for solving the transparency
problem. Since then,
them! They took them on the
road for remote broadcasts and holographic interferometry has
been an important tool in
soon engineers from smaller
standardising manufacturing
stations were convinced they
needed our mies too."
processes to ensure uniform
performance of products.
According to Watson,
Anechoic
"Holographic analysis has
Al Kahn frequently found
provided insights into
diaphragm motion that
himself in conversation with
physicists involved in acoustic weren't known prior to the use
research. After one such
of this technique."
conversation about some new
concepts in free -field testing,
on
Kahn hurried back to
Buchanan and sketched plans
for what became the first
Product development and
anechoic chamber ever built
outside a research laboratory. improvement was greatly
influenced by E -V's interaction
For E -V engineers, the
chamber became an invaluable with customers, from which
they gained knowledge of
research and quality control
The 643 line mic for picking up distant sounds was used during
needs in the marketplace.
tool.
visit to Stuttgart to 1965
Before its construction, free - Over the years, Lou Burroughs Queen Elizabeth's
!
L
-=
field testing of microphones
travelled throughout the
+
country offering sound advice
took place on a water tower
jatL
atop the factory. Tests were
on microphone useage to all
who would listen. He had a
run late at night when the
gift for listening to and
birds were sound asleep and
understanding the specific
men had stopped their noisy
needs of anyone who used a
hustle and bustle. Of course,
as Kahn points out, such tests microphone. His lectures were
were at the mercy of wind,
often referred to as `Dr
Burroughs Medicine Show',
rain and passing trains. The
and, indeed, his ingenuity in
anechoic chamber provided a
diagnosing a problem could
welcome change from such
usually be depended upon to
unreliable circumstances.
Today a much larger chamber cure the affliction. Burroughs
at Buchanan is a fundamental would return from his trips
with the concerns, frustrations
resource for their engineers,
and dreams of microphone
while smaller versions serve
users foremost in his mind.
production lines in all their
Then he would go to work
factories.
along with the engineering
According to Alan Watson,

chamber
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Our competitors were
businesslike and honourable.
The focus of the competition
was performance and
technology, not price, and the
benefits for the customer were
always the bottom line over
which we contended."

Other products,
other times
By the late 1940s Kahn had

expanded the engineering staff
of his microphone company to
include personnel experienced
in the design and manufacture
of loudspeakers. Much of the
early E -V work in
loudspeakers involved high quality systems for the home,
such as the legendary
Patrician series, and later,
smaller-format bookshelf
systems. EV's work on the
adoption and refinement of the
systematic low- and midfrequency design theories of
Australian researchers Neville
Thiele and Dr Richard Small
has produced some important
results. E -V also developed the
first loudspeaker with
directional control of high
frequencies referred to as
`constant directivity' and by
1980 had applied CD to
complete loudspeaker systems.
These and many consistent
contributions have led to more
than 160 patents in the area
of speaker design for the
company.
The E -V dedication to
meeting people's needs led it
into several related businesses
such as television signal
boosters, and E -V electronic
organs brought sound to
thousands of homes and
churches throughout the US.

Electret
development
Today, E -V is one of the

leading producers of electret
microphones. The road to that
position was not easy or
simple.
In the 1950s, Electro -Voice
began experimenting with the
electret concept. E -V engineers
developed experimental
transducers based on thin
plastic films at a time when
electret researchers were still
working with thick wax
blocks. During this period,
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Al Kahn pictured at his summer home on Diamond Lake in Michigan

they produced a pilot run of a
commercial electret
microphone model. However,
under conditions of high
humidity, the electret charge
would drop.
The programme was
abandoned when it was

determined that the available
plastic films had inherent
defects that made the
construction of a reliable
product virtually impossible.
In the next decade new
plastic films had been
developed, manufactured to
quality standards unheard of
in the 1950s, that made
electrets commercially feasible.
A process was developed at
E -V which allowed electret
charging with no degradation
of the plastic film. This
process, which remains a trade
secret, is used to produce high quality electret transducers
with exceptional stability. This
electret technology allowed the
degree of miniaturisation
needed to make a new second order gradient mic now in
production for the military.

The long range pick-up mic, model 642, won wide acceptance in the
film industry and E-V won an Oscar in 1963 for its development

"Really, when you get right
down to it, all we do in this
world is solve problems. That's
all you're doing regardless of
what your profession is. And
the better you solve a problem
the more successful you are."
Those are recent words of Al
Kahn, who is today a hale and
hearty 78 years young. He
lives on a mountain near
The advanced noise -cancelling
Gatlinburg, Tennessee, from
of this mic now provides
which he supervises the
intelligible communications in
activities of Ten -Tec
intensely noisy military
Corporation, a manufacturing
environments such as
business of ham radio
helicopters and high -speed
equipment developed by Kahn
tanks. Much of the engineering
to provide job and learning
at E -V has been aimed at
From its beginnings in a
opportunities for
making E -V microphones
disadvantaged residents of
basement in South Bend,
perform under conditions that Indiana, many things have
Tennessee, his adopted home.
Lou Burroughs is enjoying a
were much less than ideal.
changed for E -V. In 1967,
One rigorous test came with when Electro -Voice was
quiet, well- deserved retirement
NASA's Skylab missions,
acquired by Gulton Industries, in Arizona, where he
when specially designed
gross annual sales had
reminisces about the many
microphones and speakers
approached $20,000,000, a far famous voices who were helped
were shot into space for use by cry from the profit of $15,000
to national prominence
astronauts during docking
through his efforts. Burroughs,
earned in 1935.
procedures. Even with a lost
But many things have
known and respected
heat shield, the equipment
remained the same. Reliability throughout the audio industry,
functioned without fail
is still the highest priority. "It continues to be a teacher of
throughout Skylab's six years can look like it's been through microphone techniques for
in orbit. E -V miss also
the war ... you can drop it on users around the world
equipped the early Mercury
through his highly-regarded
the floor, bend it, scratch it,
and Gemini space missions.
textbook Microphones: Design
but when you pick it up, it's
Presently, E -V has proposed a going to work.
and Application.
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communication device for use
in NASA training cells where
astronauts prepare for Shuttle
flights. Forced air is used to
simulate weightlessness in the
`tank' creating a noisy
environment and a perfect
application for noise -cancelling
expertise.
This involvement with
military and space products
has spin-offs that help
produce rugged civilian
products.

Continuing
commitment

Digital mixing consoles
for those people who
really are creative and
expert in their use of
sound
-

-

are of such
whether analogue or digital
It's true. Neve rr ixing consoles
a high standard .1nd quality that it is only the people who use them that limit
their capability and sound quality.

When you specify or use Neve products, you have the backing of the world's
most creative manufacturers of mixing consoles; you have the backing of
some of the best production experts in the world; and you have the backing
of the international resources of Neve.
The end result is the sound quality you want.

A/ Neve

Sound mixing consoles and systems
Digital and Analogue mi> ing consoles for recording studios. television and radio broadcasting and the film industry.
For full details of sound mixing consoles and systems phone the Neve technical information service on Royston (0763) 60776.

Neve Electronics International Ltd,

Melbourn, Royston, Herts SG8 6AU
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I'm good at getting
lost, but this was ridiculous.
Having left home a good half
I know

Surrey Sound Studios, Surrey

Copeland went down to
Leatherhead with three or four
of his bands including
Squeeze, the Police and
Chelsea. Mike Cobb takes over
the story: "Kevin Godley and
Lol Creme started to come in
around this time as well,
mainly because they live
locally, and they found that
they liked the studio. It was
whilst they were here that we
Not to be consoled (pun
upgraded to 24- track, with
unintentional), I busied myself MCI throughout." Surrey
with asking studiofile -type
Sound was obviously on the
questions to occupy my
road to becoming established.
distracted mind with more
"Roxanne was also a hit for
beautiful thoughts. Actually it the Police whilst they were
was Derby day. I mean, on
here and their first album was
any normal day if you get lost a huge seller." Thus Nigel
you don't end up in 10 mile
Gray was beginning to make
waves on his own account as a
long queues of traffic do you?
Anyway, Surrey Sound
producer. "All of a sudden the
studios was not what I had
studio had quite a reputation
expected at all. I have always and Nigel was established as a
been under the impression
producer."
that although the studio was
The Surrey Sound empire
consistently turning out hit
began to develop and grow.
records, the place itself was,
Sesame Songs was set up by
well, a bit under developed.
Mike Cobb and in 1980 it
Now if this was true, the
developed into Surrey Sound
Surrey Sound of today has
records which was also run
swung to completely the
from the Leatherhead base.
opposite end of the balance.
"The record label didn't have
Large, spacious, comfortable,
any hit records but we did get
professional, excellently
a lot of good deals. Eventually
we ran out of finance and the
equipped-these are the
phrases which spring to mind
company finished at the end of
as you survey the scene.
1981."
Producer and proprietor
In 1983 it was decided that
the MCI equipment needed
Nigel Gray, was seated
inconspicuously behind the
changing and the studio closed
desk with his engineer Jim
for refurbishing, re- emerging
Ebdon looking like something
two months later totally
transformed.
out of one of those Zanussi
There are three companies
advertisements they have on
the television. Seriously
operating at the moment: the
though, the change is
studio itself, Nigel Gray
stunning. The rooms are both
Productions, and their own
large with high ceilings and a publishing /production
lot of space.
Situated in an old Cooperative community hall
above the Co-op Dairy, the
studio's outer appearance is
very unassuming. Surrey
Sound started out in life
towards the end of 1975 when
Nigel Gray (and brother Chris)
built a studio for his
secondhand 4- track. Six
months later Mike Cobb came
along as a customer and
became involved with the
studio itself. At the end of
1976 they upgraded to
16- track, and at this time
their work consisted mainly of

hour early, and finding myself
arriving an hour and half late
was going to take some explaining-even to myself, and I
was there.
"No, you came the wrong
way," Mike Cobb, studio
manager assured me. "We're
really only 35 minutes away
from London, and it's not
difficult. Really."

demos.

The turning point really
came in 1979 when Miles
60
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company. "It's a risky
business," continues Mike.
"The studio is the one aspect
which does not depend on
creativity or speculative
work- anyone can come in and
pay a fee. As long as the
studio is working it should
make a profit.
"The other two companies
are entirely speculative
products-a lot more risky.
Being tied up with the studio
eliminates the recording cost
which is one of the major
expenditures of a
publishing/production
company, and we do this by
using 'dead' time. The studio
should be working seven days
a week on a commercial basis.
"We're in the album
market -entirely mastering;
we very seldom do demos.
We're geared to doing masters
with our equipment and our
set up."
The studio is about 26 ft
wide by 32 ft long and the
ceiling is approximately 13 ft
high. The walls are finished in
pine with a stud and track
sound proofing system behind.
Two thirds of the floor is

carpeted with an area at the
back of the room left simply as
polished wood. In one corner
there is an isolation booth
large enough to take a drum
kit. These walls are finished
with mirrors and tongue and
groove, and access is via patio
sliding doors from the studio.
The ceiling slopes on both
sides, following the shape of
the roof above it. The passage
running down the side of the
room is a fairly recent
addition and its ceiling was
causing problems by being

considerably lower than that
of the studio. Fairly hefty
soundproofing had to be
incorporated.
The control room juts out
into the recording area,
effectively breaking up the
front end wall. The control
room has in fact been
considerably enlarged and is
now 26 ft at its widest point
and 18 ft at its deepest. Mr
Gray was specifically aiming
at having as large a control
room as possible as nowadays
he prefers to record almost
everything in here.
Mounted either side of the
window are the Electro-Voice
Sentry III monitors
approximately 5 ft above the
floor. The studio was using
these monitors before the
refurbishment and there was
no question of changing them.
Nigel feels they give a very
good clean sound-they are
completely unflattering. You
can take the tapes home after
a session and they will sound
just as good there as they did
in the studio.
In the alcoves underneath
the monitors, the machines are
housed: Otani MTR 90
24- track, 'Fz in stereo and Y4 in
stereo machines, all of which
Gray is reputed to have fallen
in love with. Additional
facilities include four of the
Sony TCK81 cassette decks
and a PCM-F1 system.
The choice of desk involved a
bit of heartache but their final
choice was the Harrison MR 4.
Surrey Sound was the first
UK commercial studio to have
this console installed and it
has proved to be a wonderful
asset. The only problem here
was that it was planned to
take delivery of the Audio
Kinetics MasterMix computer
at the same time but this
finally arrived nearly a year
later in May. Mini monitors
mounted on the desk are Teac
XL-7s.

The control room ceiling is
angled again with a timber
frame and covered with
Rockwool and pine. There is
an area over the desk itself
which is covered with the
same material as that used
over the monitors.
The outboard gear is fairly
standard and comprehensive:
dbx noise reduction, an AMS
DMX DDL, two MXR 15 -band
graphics, an Orban de- esser,
dbx 162 stereo compressor/
limiter and a Boom Box; Rebis

Create space

The DN780 - Reverberator/Processor
Klark-Tèknik's ongoing investment in
research leaps into the age of variable space
with the new DN780 reverberation simulator.

Its Very Large Scale Integrati technology
and a superfast Digital Signal ir'
r (DSP)
allow the world's first practi s7: application of
specifically developed algori
s, creating
"added density "Tivt reverber ion: reflections
-

with much smaller intervals . etween them.

Manufactured by Klark- Teknik R
Coppice Trading Estate, Kiddermin
England. Telephone: (05621 74.151,

ex: 339821

British designed, British made

Trusted throughout the World
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2 Spring Place, London NWS3BA.
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The result is simply greater realism.
From natural concert hall reverberation
through remarkable small room and plate
sounds to an impressive "infinite space"
effects programme. the DN780 will uncannily
place you in the musical environment of
your choice.
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parametric, Eventide H910
Harmonizer, Audio & Design
Compex limiter and Express
limiter. They also have a
Scamp rack filled with noise
gates, flanger, phaser,
compressors and Autopan.
Reverb is with an EMT plate.
The microphone collection
(this sounds like a fashion
show) includes Neumann U87s
and 67s, Brüel & Kjaer,
AKGs, Beyers and
Electro-Voices.
There are also several
instruments, mainly guitars
lying around in various
corners. But what about the
piano? "The piano?" says
Mike, "the piano is something
that ought to be thrown out."
But it's a Broadwood grand, I
protesteth. "Yes, but it takes
up so much room," as if they
didn't have enough to spare,
"and, well, there's a couple of

Just a short walk from the
centre of Dublin, near the
quay where the Guinness
tankers used to dock, is
Windmill Lane. The name
derives from a windmill that
for many years ground tons of
grain brought in by boats
along the River Liffey. Beside
the mill there stood a grain
store with massive granite
walls built to withstand the
outward pressure of the grain
as it settled.
The old windmill has gone
and the Dublin docks have
moved down river but the
great granite grain store still
stands and is now the home of
Windmill Lane Studios. The
top two floors of the three
storey building house 16mm
and 35mm film editing rooms,
two broadcast standard video
editing suites sharing five
Ampex 1 in C-format and two
Sony BVU high -band U -matic
machines, plus a small video
studio, Rank Cintel Mk IIIC
Digiscan telecine, and a low band U -matic off-line edit
suite. The ground floor houses
one of the company's two
sound recording studios.
This combination of film,
video and audio facilities in
one building came about
because some six years ago
James Morris, a bass player
who ran a film editing
company with Russ Russell
and Meiert Avis, suggested to
Brian Masterson, a bass player
who had become a recording
engineer, that the four of them
should set up in business
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Picture of You which was nice;
we did an album for Danse
notes missing! It does record
accommodation, although it is Society and a single. Since
very well though when it's
easy to fix clients up in local
then we have been fully
tuned and everything. But
hotels. There are plans for the booked with Nigel's
future conversion of one of the productions: Shadow Talk,
people don't tend to want to
use a piano these days. Last
rooms into bedroom
Indians in Moscow, Wishbone
accommodation, but nothing
Ash, and it single for Godley
year we had a band that
very definite as yet. It isn't
literally came from all over
and Creme which was
produced by Trevor Horn.
the world to record their
really a problem, as not that
"Our major client is Nigel
many people actually want to
album here. They all arrived
and started on the first
stay around the studio all the Gray producer and his
production work because he
session. The piano player stood time anyway.
up and said I'm sorry this
likes to work here. He built it
MC: "We are so close to
piano is no good, so they all
London". I must confess at
and did everything to it
himself-he knows this place
packed their bags and went
this point that I did
home again!" Crazeee. What's miraculously manage to get
backwards and is therefore
wrong with hiring a piano?
home in 35 minutes! "We can very happy here."
"That's exactly what I said,
And so he should be. It looks
compete very realistically with
but they went. Strange."
good, sounds good, and the
the London studios and we
In addition to the actual
product that comes out speaks
have done some very good
recording facilities, there is a
Janet Angus
work here. The studio
for itself.
kitchen where food is provided, reopened last July doing an
Surrey Sound Studios,
including a full evening meal. album for American artist
70 Kingston Road,
Above this is the TV lounge.
Helen Schneider; a single for
Leatherhead, Surrey. Tel:
There is, as yet no
the Lotus Eaters -that First
(0372) 379444.

Windmill Lane Studios, Dublin
together. The plan was to
expand the film editing,
introduce video editing and
offer first class recording
studio facilities to attract Irish
and international artists.
In the early 1970s Brian
Masterson had cut his teeth on
the Ampex MM 1000 series
8 -track in Ireland's first
multitrack studio which was
owned by Eamonn Andrews.
Andrews was for many years
Terry Wogan's predecessor as
the all- purpose Irish front-man
on British radio and television.
As other multitrack studios
began to open in Ireland, with
ever increasing numbers of
tracks, Brian Masterson began
to feel the limitation of 8 -track
at the Eamonn Andrews

45 piece orchestra, army brass

bands, and various
combinations of rock and
classical sessions. It does seem
to suit most people."
The studio certainly has a
very pleasant atmosphere. The
design by John Storyk of
Sugarloaf View, New York, is
both acoustically and visually
attractive. The acoustic
treatment on the main end
wall is particularly
interesting. It combines
vertical slat resonators of
unplaned white deal
alternating with areas of
brickwork using a mixture of
protruding and recessed bricks,
and a couple of strips of fine
Irish wool carpet. The ceiling
at that end of the studio has
been extended through to the
next floor to create an area
ideal for woodwind, brass and
strings. A number of Audio
Kinetics acoustic screens tend
to congregate here too.
There is the familiar range

Studio. He became a freelance
engineer, gaining experience
in Dublin and London. Then
came the opportunity to form
the present company.
It took some time to find the
right sort of premises but as
soon as Windmill Lane had
of mics: AKG D12, D222,
been discovered the design and C414, C33 (fixed cardioid
construction work began. The
version of the stereo C34) and
sound studio had to be able to C12A (tube); Calrec CM1050C;
cater for a wide range of
Electro -Voice RE20; Neumann
musical styles as Brian
KM84, U47, U87 and U67
explains:
(tube); Sony C55 vocal mic.
"In Dublin you can't really
Brian Masterson has been a
afford to specialise in one type firm fan of PZMs since they
of music so the idea was to
first appeared and has half-abuild a general purpose
dozen of them.
studio -if there is such a
The studio was originally
thing. I think we've just about provided with a Yamaha 7 ft
succeeded in that. It's big
8 in grand piano but as part of
enough (98 sq m); we've had a a recent upgrading the
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Yamaha was transferred to
Studio 2 and replaced by a
Steinway 9 ft concert grand.
A major part of the
upgrading was the installation
of a 40 -input Solid State Logic
SL4000E computer controlled
desk. There is space for
another eight channels which
may be fitted if 32 -track
becomes the accepted digital
format. The arrival of the desk
involved Brian in a dawn trip
to the docks.
"It's Value Added Tax at
point of entry. I had to
actually meet the boat at 7
o'clock in the morning with a
bank draft for £50,000 which
was the VAT on the mixing
desk. We have two VAT rates
here. We've got what is
euphemistically called the
`low' rate. That's 23% on
services and certain 'nonluxury' goods. The `luxury'
rate is 35% and that comes on
things like toilets, wash hand
basins, baths ...The
Government's definition of
`luxury' is not quite anybody
else's definition.
"Obviously a mixing console
is a luxury item so it's 35%
and you have to pay that the
moment the goods enter the
country. You're supposed to
get it back in your next VAT
returns period but they always
seem to find the paperwork
has gone astray and we're
waiting months and months
and months for our money
back. It was a sort of once off
scheme to suddenly increase
the Government's cash flow by D
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bringing forward all their back
revenue but the effect its had
on small business has been
absolutely disastrous. A lot of
small businesses don't have
that sort of cash flow
possibility and they've just
gone to the wall."
As the SSL desk was moved
into the control room all the
multitracks, reverb units, and
other fan -cooled gear was
moved out to join the SSL
computer in the former
isolation booth -now called the
equipment room -where they
can whirr away at one another
in air-conditioned comfort
(exactly 18 °C) without
intruding on the silence of the
control room, but still visible
through the double glazing.
Mic lines have been installed
to allow the sound lock to be
used as an isolation booth.
The tape machines are an
Otani MTR-90 Mk II 24-track
with Dolby SP24 and two
Otani MTR -10 '/4 in 2- tracks
which share a pair of Dolby
A361s plus a Sony PCM-Fl.
A pair of Electro -Voice
Sentry 100A monitor speakers
with a source selector are
provided in the equipment
room for editing, etc. Tape
machines can be isolated from
the SSL desk when editing or
running safety copies, to
ensure that there is no danger
of breakthrough.
Reverb is by EMT stereo
plate, and Lexicon 224 and
Sony DRE-2000 digital reverb
units. The outboard equipment
bay in the control room
includes AMS DMX 15 -80
delay /pitch changer and DM
2 -20 flanger/phaser; DeltaLab
DL2 delay; two Drawmer dual
gates and a DL221 dual
compressor; Eventide H949
Harmonizer; Orban 516EC
3- channel de- esser; Roland
SDD-320 Dimension D signal
enhancer; UREI 546 dual
parametric EQ and two 1178
dual peak limiters; plus disk
drives for the SSL desk and
space for hired in gear.
The main monitors were
upgraded two years ago to a
design by Andy Munro of
Turnkey Two using soft -domed
mid -range and tweeter. They
are tri -amped with BGW 750
for the bass, BGW 600 for the
mid and Amcron D -150 for the
top end. Brian is delighted
with them.
"I can't believe the
difference, going over from
horn-based systems, it's just
64
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fantastic. Up to now the
technology hasn't been there
to get this power level out of
mid -range and high -range
drivers without resorting to
horn-loading and things like
that. Horn-loading definitely
has its defects in terms of
beaming and a sort of
hardness to the sound. These
are very easy to listen to,
there's no fatigue, and they're
liked by everybody who's used
the place since we changed.
I'm full of praise for Andy."
The mini -monitors are a pair
of Yamaha NS10 speakers
which Brian bought in Hong
Kong two years ago when they
were not available in Europe.
The Studio 1 suite is
completed by a small cassette
copying room with Sony TCFX66 machines -the ones with
a real time counter and `laser
trimmed amorphous heads'
and an artists' rest room with
video, kitchen, and the usual
`luxury' facilities.
"In all fairness it was
definitely something above the
standard at that time for
Ireland. I suppose it was a
calculated risk. I had a lot of
faith in both the Irish side of
the music business and getting
the international work. We've
had a good deal of success
with attracting international
acts in. Not from the States.
That is something I'd like to
do very much but it seems
difficult to get American bands
over to Europe in general. I
don't think the English
recording scene is exactly busy
with American bands
recording there either. They
tend to stay in America and
record in America. But I think
Ireland has a special
attraction for Americans. So
many of them can trace their
heritage to Ireland -not just
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Ronald Reagan but lots of
others."
U2 have recorded all their
albums at Windmill Lane and,
at the time of my visit, they
were just completing the latest
with producer Brian Eno.
Other international artists
who have used the studio
include Status Quo, UB 40,
Hot Chocolate, and Rick
Wakeman. There are also the
internationally successful
traditionally based Irish bands
like Clannad, Moving Hearts
and The Chieftains who had
previously recorded abroad.
The studio has not had to
push really hard for
international work because
there is always plenty of work
with Irish artists, less well
known outside Ireland,
recording both contemporary
and traditional music.
This growing interest was
one of the things that led to
the opening of a second studio.
The original idea was to build
another studio close to the
main building, but at the time
a small studio near the centre
of Dublin was up for sale. It
had been built in a style very
similar to Windmill Lane
Studio 1 and no one else
seemed to want to run it as a
studio so the lease was bought
up. Brian thought it would be
wrong to let it revert to its
former use, as a squash court,
after all the work that had
been put into it.
The former 16 -track studio
had been gutted and needed to
be completely re-equipped and
considerably refurbished before
it opened in March 1983 as
Windmill Lane Studio 2. The
new installation included an
Otani MTR-90 Mk II with
16 -track and 24 -track
headblocks to complement the
Otani multitrack at Studio 1.

"We made a decision not to
make any compromises in the
tape machine department
because we foresaw a situation
where clients from Studio 1
might like to avail themselves
of overdubbing time in Studio
2. When you're overdubbing
you don't need a huge studio
or an amazing amount of
outboard equipment but you
do obviously need compatible
tape machines.
"Our philosophy at the
beginning was to provide
lower- budget facilities for the
less wealthy musicans. A place
where the new young bands
and the young engineers
could get started when other
studios were closing all
around. We offered a 16 -track
as well as a 24 -track at low
rates and it immediately filled
up. But we found that over the
year and a half since it opened
client demand has had us
updating and updating."
The process of updating has
brought Studio 2 a collection
of outboard equipment to rival
Studio 1: AMS delay /pitch
changer; Bel BF-20 stereo
flanger; dbx compressors;
Drawmer noise gates and
compressors; Roland SDE -2000
digital delay; plus AMS RMX
16 digital reverb and a couple
of EMT plates. There is a
similar selection of miss
including the PZMs which
particularly suit the `stringy'
sound of the bouzoukis and
guitars in traditional music.
Andy Munro has done some
work on the Gauss main
monitors and Brian has
bought another pair of
Yamaha NS10 mini -monitors.
The final stage of the
present update will be the
installation of a new desk and
the removal of all whirring
machinery to an equipment
room. The 56 sq m studio can
comfortably accommodate 20
performers.
A business built on such
foundations is unlikely to fail,
but it is a tribute to Brian
Masterson as managing
director of Windmill Lane's
sound studios that they have
managed to expand and
update at a time when other
Dublin studios -Eamonn
Andrews' 8 -track studio and
Philip Green's two 24 -track
Dublin Sound Studios-have

--

closed down. Tim Leigh Smith

Windmill Lane Studios,
4 Windmill Lane, Dublin 2,
Eire. Tel: 01 71344.
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"The best thing I can say is that
you can't hear it work."
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North Hollywood, California 91605

DENMARK
SC Sound, Taasrrup
FINLAND
Nores Oy, Helsinki

FRANCE
Reditec, Neuilly Sur Marne
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-

(818) 765 -2212

HONG KONG
Audio Consultants, Kowloon
ITALY
M. Casale Bauer, Milan

JAPAN
Matsuda Trading, Tokyo
NETHERLANDS
Audioscript, Loosdrecht
NEW ZEALAND
Hawkes Bay Agencies,
Napier

-

TWX: 910 -321 -5762

SINGAPORE
Auvi Private
SWITZERLAND
PAS, Basil

TAIWAN
Unfair Engineering, Taipei
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Atlanten, Herts
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Barry Fox investigates the facts behind the industry news

Undercover

Big name pop groups now charge so
much to play at a concert that concerts
only make a profit if they are held in
enormous halls or open arenas which can
cope with an audience of many

thousands. That in turn means that the
group has to use a mammoth sound
system which costs a fortune to hire and
transport from hall to hall. So up goes
the ticket price even further.
Every now and again a group gets
tired of it all and does a `secret' gig in a
small club under a phoney name. The
idea is to get back to the roots.
Inevitably someone always spills the
beans and the `secret' gig is packed out
after overnight queues halfway across
town.
My teenage kids recently heard about
a `secret' gig by pop group the Police.
They queued, paid £3 each to get into
the club and £1.15 at the bar for a half
of lager. The `coppers' will be on at 10pm
said the bouncer on the door with a
nudge and a wink. The bouncer was
right. The coppers did come on at 10.
Five young trainee fuzz, all wearing
silver glitter suits instead of their
customary royal blue. They played a
medley of hits from Fame and Evita with
considerably more enthusiasm than
ability.
What a nice little racket. Most of the
audience were fuzz as well. So, who's
going to start a riot?

Working DSP
Whatever happened to DSP? Tape One
in Central London has quietly started to
use a DSP mastering unit. Clearly there
are all kinds of political reasons why
everyone involved studiously avoids
using the words `console' and `desk'. The
Neve press release talks instead about a
`two channel unit for digital audio post
production'. True, there is no control
switching logic, just sound processing.
But it's DSP. Tape One got it at cut
price, for the simple reason they were
prepared to play guinea -pig. It paid off.
"We can't fault it," says Bill Foster "and
we shall get our money back through
being first in town. We didn't go into
digital processing to further the art of
digital science. We did it to make money
by doing it properly."
So what does it do, and why? Let's try
to fill in some of the gaps between the
lines of the official Neve statement,
carefully tailored not to offend the BBC
or CTS by stealing their launch
thunder, but keep faith in the DSP
concept until the launches are ready to
thunder.
When a digital master tape is prepared
for CD or vinyl cutting, it will usually
need at least some processing, for
instance equalisation, filtering, limiting
or compansion. If this is done in the
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analogue domain some noise and
distortion is bound to be added. The DSP
simply does it in the digital domain.
Emphasis is stripped off at the input,
before processing. At the output,
emphasis can be added, but digitally,
and thus exactly to spec. There's a
suspicion in some quarters that some
Japanese CD plants are adding emphasis
by temporarily shunting the digital
signal back into the analogue domain.
EQ in the digital domain is easier to
control, with exact frequency readout.
You select a mid band frequency of
50 Hz and you get exactly that. The
limiter has a side chain with a delay of a
few milliseconds. That way there is no
overshoot on transients.
The result in theory, and according to
Bill Foster in practice as well, is a
cleaner top end. When a signal goes
through Atilla (Why Atilla, it's not
German? It looks like a cash till!),
there's no phase error, or channel
imbalance, on heavy EQ, which could
upset vinyl cutting. "Get into digital at
the earliest stage, and stay there," says
Foster, "that way the signal stays pure.
Of course on early tapes, like Beatles
recordings where Lennon stood too close
to the mic or Tamla mixes, there's
distortion. But this way you hear the
original distortion and no more. You
hear what Smokey Robinson heard in
the control room."

Canned response
If you are one of the countless millions
who watched the nauseatingly anodyne
interview between Michael Aspel and
Prime Minister Thatcher on London
Weekend Television earlier this year,
you may have wondered how on earth
the PM got such enthusiastic applause
from a studio audience at a time when
public opinion over the miners' strike
was running so high. You may also have
wondered why the applause sounded so
manically hysterical. Also why was the
audience never shown while Aspel talked
to Thatcher?

If you are thinking the obvious, perish
the thought. LWT swears blind that

there really was an audience applauding
live. "We can categorically assure you of
this," said LWT. The audience received
their tickets weeks in advance, before
anyone knew that Margaret Thatcher
and Barry Manilow would be on the
show. Fortunately for LWT, the kind of
people who spend months on the waiting
list for tickets to see the Michael Aspel
TV show are not on the whole the kind
of people who feel strongly about politics.
Most of them come from womens'
institutes and mothers' unions. LWT
assures me that the manically rapturous
applause and laughter at everything
Thatcher said really did sound that way
in the studio. If anything it was toned
down. So here we have the supreme
irony; a live audience that sounds more
canned than a phoney laugh track.
Did you know how laugh tracks were
born? John T Mullin of 3M was working
on the 1947 -48 winter season of Bing
Crosby shows in Hollywood. They had
started pre- taping the shows in 1947
with two German Magnetophons, which
Mullin had commandeered in Europe
while in the US Signal Corps, along with
50 rolls of BASF tape. In 1948 Ampex

replaced the Magnetophons with the first
Model 200s and 3M came up with a
suitable tape. Mullin, writing in an

American magazine years later, recalls
how one night hillbilly comic Bob Burns
threw in some farm stories which were
not in the Crosby show script. Although
by today's standards they were about as
blue as the Aspel- Thatcher interview, in
those puritanical times they had Philco,
Crosby's sponsors, worried.
Mullin had to cut the jokes out before
the broadcast. But they had got by far
the best laughs out of the studio
audience. Script writer Bill Morrow told
Mullin to save the laughs. In a later
week's show, the script was dull and the
audience hardly tittered. So Mullin
dubbed in the audience laughs from the
Bob Burns jokes. You can't fool all the
people all the time and listeners wrote in
complaining about the phoney sound.
Perhaps LWT can save their audience
reaction to Margaret Thatcher, and keep
it for a rainy day.

TWIN PPM BOX
High quality Ernest Turner TWIN
movement in a mains -powered
unit. The illuminated coaxiallymounted pointers of the TWIN
offer an unrivalled method of
monitoring stereo left and right or
sum and difference controlled by a
front panel switch. Meets IEC65-2,
BS41 5 safety.

Ring or write for full specification
of this or

* PPM2

and PPM3 drive circuits
DIL hybrid

* PPM5 20-pin

*Ernest Turner movements

640,
642, 643 and TWIN with flush-

mounting adaptors and illumination
kits *Peak Deviation Meter
* Programme and Deviation Chart
Recorders * Stereo Disc Amplifier
3

and 4

* 10

*Moving Coil Preamplifier

Outlet Distribution Amplifier

*Stabilizer *Fixed Shift Circuit
Boards * Broadcast Monitor
Receiver 150kHz -30MHz *Stereo
Microphone Amplifier.

SURREY ELECTRONICS LTD.
The Forge, Lucks Green,
Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG.
Tel. 0483 275997

Sony wireless
mit range.,,

...total flexibility!

Sony Pro -Audio
Sounds Superior - for the Professional Recording Engineer
From car chases in California to safaris in
Swaziland, from multi -channel studio work to
ENG, only Sony can offer the frequency
response, dynamic range and total flexibility
required, all without the use of companders.

Whether portable or fixed, single channel
or diversity, high power, ow power, hand held
or pocket pack Sony has a sound solution.

Write or phone for further information.
Sony Broadcast Ltd.

SONY®

Broadcast

Use of wireless microphones is subject to local licensing regulations.

Pro -Audio Department
City Wall House
Basing View, Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA

United Kingdom
Telephone (0256) 55 011
International +44 256 55 0 11
Telex 85 84 24
Fax G2 /G3 (0256) 794585

IT'S MAKE YOUR BANK MANAGER

NAPPY MONTH

Our stock figure at the end of August was over £400,000 so this month we are offering some of our new and used
equipment at reduced prices which should make our Bank Manager happy because we will sell more and make your
Bank Manager happy because you will be saving money

NEW EQUIPMENT BARGAINS

(these prices only apply to current stock)
Mixing Consoles

ALICE 828
BEL

£1,462
£2,500
£950
£1,750
£20,947
TRIDENT TRIMIX. 18x8
£7,051
SOUNDTRACS 16x6 Stage Monitor list £1,303
SOUNDTRACS OMNI 16 Studio
£1,734
SOUNDTRACS 16x2 F/Case
£1,182
BEL 24x 16x 16.6 Aux. eq. on Mon
£4,128
STUDIOMASTER 16x16
SOUNDCRAFT 400B 16x4
SOUNDCRAFT 200 8x4
SOUNDCRAFT 200 24x4
TRIDENT 80B 32x24x24

list

£1,200
£2,185

Special

£831

£1,530
£ 18,000

£5,000
£950
£1,350
£800
£3,715

Special

Recorders
SOUNDCRAFT 16 Tk 1"
list £7,250 Special £6,500
TRIDENT TSR 24 Track
, £18,500
£16,650
STUDIOMASTER STUDIO 4 4 Track Cass. list £850 Special £650
HITACHI PCM V300 Digital Stereo. Demonstration model

£1,100
£750
£375
£120

REVOX PR99
REVOX B77 x 2
TASCAM 122 CASSETTE DECKS
TEAC V300 CASSETTE DECKS

£1,200
£935
£635
£325
£85
£300 each
£600

Special
Special

SONY C47 and C48 Studio Condenser Mics.
TASCAM X1000 Stereo Machine Special

Outboard Speaker

Etc.

ROLAND 909
ROLAND BASS LINE
BEL BA 40. Delay Tine /Flangers
list
£495
TANNOY SRM15X Super Red Speakers Pr.
list

TEAC 56 SPEAKERS Pr.
JBL 4401 pair
STATUS 500 Amplifiers

£1,240
£120
£306
£700

£650
£230
£150

,

special

£1,050
£60
£245
£550

USED EQUIPMENT

BARGAINS
Mixing consoles

HELIOS 28x16x24 6 Aux. 4 comp /lim. TT P/Bay
TRIDENT FLEXIMIX 16x8x2 in F/Case As new
ALICE ACM 18x8x 16 + P/Bay + 2 RM Gates VGC.
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£ 10,000

£3,500
£3,000

24x16x16

SOUNDCRAFT 400.26 x 4 x 2
SOUNDCRAFT SERIES 2 24x4
SOUNDCRAFT SERIES 2 16x8 P &G Faders
SOUNDCRAFT 3B 32x24x24 VGC
Allen & Heath 16x8x2 System 8
Allen & Heath SYCON In -Line 28x28 + P/Bay
Allen & Heath MOD 3 16x8x16 Modular
Allen & Heath MOD 2 16x8x16 + P/Bay
Allen & Heath MOD 2 16x8x16 + P/Bay Tatty
Allen & Heath MOD 16x8x8 + Needs Attention
RAINDIRK SER 3 26x16 + 8 Echo Rets + P/Bay
CHILTON 10x2 Mks. P &G faders VGC.
TEAC Model 3. 8 into 4 + 8 way sub mix.
1

£450
£2,500
£2,500
£ 1,500
£ 1,500

£12,000
£950
£4,000
£800
£800
£400
£200
£3,500
£800
£400

Recorders
AMEPX AG440 stereo in console
AMPEX AG440 4 Track''1" in console
REVOX A700 stereo 3 speed
REVOX A77's high speed
STUDER A 62 stereo 71/2115 ips
TASCAM 3340 4 track VGC
TEAC RX9DBX for 3440
TEAC 6100 71/2115 ips

TASCAM 32:2B as new
OTARI MX 50 -50 8T VGC.
FOSTEX A8 3 available
ITAM 805
TASCAM 88
TASCAM DX8 DBX for 88
TASCAM 38 AS NEW
TASCAM 144 Portastudios
TASCAM 244 Portastudios

3

available

AMPEX MM100 16T
SOUNDCRAFT 16 Track 2" + Remote
LYREC 24 TRACK + Remote
STUDER A80 MK2 with Auto Locate and Remote
STUDER A80 MK1A with Zero Locate and Remote

+ Mk3 H /Block
STUDER A80 MK2 2000 Hours
STUDER A80 8 Track
3M M56 16 Track with remote
AMPEX MM1000 8 track headblock
STUDER A80 Mk2 16 Track Headblock
STUDER A80 Remote
LYREC 16 Track Headblock
3M M79 16 Track Headblock

£300
£700
£500
£275
£450
£500
£200
£300
£400
£2,200
£750
£750
£900
£250
£ 1,200
£375 each
£450
£3,000
£4,500
£ 10,500
£ 14,000

£14,500
£ 16,000
£4,500
£4,000
£200
£1,500
£ 1,200
£ 1,000
£ 1,000

Misc

Speakers
£800 pr.
£550 pr.
£550 pr.
£2,500 pr.
£500 pr.
£450 pr.

JBL 4411 Ex demo

JBL4311 U
JBL 4313 N
EASTLAKE MONITORS Verticc Cabinets
Lockwood Majors Fitted with HPD's

TANNOY Little

Reds 12"

£450
£300
£250
£75
£400
300
£200
£125
£75
£350
£350
£300

AMCRON DC300A 3 available
AMCRON DC150A
AMCRON IC150A Pre Amp as rew
HH TPA 50
HH S500D
HH V200 Mos Fet
MM 500
PHILLIPS 270 Pre Amp
QUAD 50E
RSD 800 c
RSD 800 b
TURNER B302

Outboard and effects

24 Channel Noise Reduction Racy and PSU
takes CAT 22 and C9 cards
DRAWMER STEREO NOISE GATES
LEXICON PRIME TIME

2 Prs

AURETONES

THE KIT
THE CLAP

FENDER RHODES MK1
FENDER RHODES MK2
FENDER RHODES SUITCASE

HONER CLAVINET IMMACULATE
LINN LM
MARTYN ACCOUSTIC 20 Years Old
AUDIO KINETICS Type Sm Audio Screen
PHILLIPS LDK 2 PRO VIDEO Cameras 2 off
1

Music stands 5 off
NEVE 312 hole P /Bay

£200 each
£200
£125 each
£30 pr.
£105
£75
£300
£350
£500
£250
£1,200
£400
£150 pr.
£1,500 each
£15 each
£500

ALL OF THE ABOVE ARE PART OF OUR CURRENT STOCK.
UK SALES ARE SUBJECT TO 15% VAT. FOR A FULL LIST CALL

3

ORBAN STEREO SYNTHESISER
MASTER ROOM MR3 REVERB
MASTER ROOM SUPER C Reve-b with variable decay
ORBAN DUAL REVERB
ORBAN DE -ESSER 3 Channel
BEL BF20 Stereo Flanger

£15 each
BOOM STANDS x 16
NEUMANN U87 x 6 SUSPENSION MOUNTS as new,
£30 each
boxed
£375 each
NEUMANN U87 Mics Serviced by Bauch
£375
NEUMANN U47i Mics Serviced by Bauch
ELECTROVOICE RE20's x 2
NEUMANN KM 86
AMCRON PZM 30X 3

Amplifiers

ASHLEY PEAK LIMITER
ASHLEY ST. GATE
SCAMP RACKS and SU's 4 available
Scamp Modules F300 N /Gates x 11
Scamp Modules SO1 Comp /Lim < 4
Scamp Modules S06 Dynamic Noise Filters x 5
Scamp Modules S05 Dynamic poise Filters x 3
Scamp Modules SO4 PARAMETRIC Equalisers x
Scamp Modules S23 PAN
Scamp Modules S07 Octave EG. x 2
Scamp Modules SO3 SWEEP EQ.
ACCESSIT LINE AMPS x 4
ACCESSIT COMPANDER x 4
ACCESSIT PARAMETRIC EQ.
ACCESSIT Headphone Splitter boxes 4 off
APHEX B Aural Exciter
EVENTIDE H910 HARMONISER
FENDER Tube. Amp Top REVERB
IBANEZ HD1000 Harmonic Delay
Great British Spring
MXR Mini Limiters x 3
MXR FLANGER
EMT 140 REVERB PLATES with Remotes
MARSHALL TIME MOD.
AUDIO AND DESIGN VOC. STR.
WHITE GRAPHIC X/OVER
SONY DRE 2000 Reverb with Remote
DOLBY M1 6H
DOLBY M24H
DOLBY 361 Noise Reduction 24 available
DBX 165 Easy Over Compressor /Limited

£300 each

3M M79 AUDIO BOARDS

£150
£240
£200 each
£125 each
£125 each
£125 each
£125 each
£199 each
£250
£100 each
£100
£20 each
£20 each
£20
£15 each
£250
£600
£100
£200
£140
£50 each
£250
£2,250
£400
£600
POA.

£3,500
£5,000
£8,500
£500 each
£375
£250
£500
£600
£350
£375
£250
£700
£200
£600

0582 450066.

following package is from a personal home studio
and is as new having only been used for less than 1000
hours. Negotiating and viewing by arrangement
STUDER A800 24 Track with remote and autolocator/
STUDER A8OVU stereo Master Machine/STUDER 867
Stereo Master Machine /REVOX A77 Copy Machine/
SOUNDCRAFT 2400 28x24 Console with Light Meters
and custom monitor unit + stereo PPM's/Extra patch
bay/ YAMAHA P2200 Amplifier/2 QUAD 303 amplifiers
The

/4 CETRONIC CONSTANT VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS/
AURETONE, JAMO AND WHARFDALE SPEAKERS/
CUSTOM fold back station and Beyer headphones/
SELECTION NEUMANN, BEYER and AKG Microphones/
LEXICON Super Prime Time/BEL Stereo Flanger/
EVENTIDE H949 Harmoniser /DRAWMER dual gates/
QUANTEC Room Simulator /ADR Vocal Stressor /2 DBX
165 Compressor/Limiters/ DYNAFEX D28/2 DOLBY
A36I's /DYNAMITE Dynamic Processor/Misc items
include cables, test tapes, stands, cassette records,
brass mic input panels.
AVAILABLE JANUARY 1985. HARRISON MR3 less than
2 years old and in very good condition. 48 frame fitted
with 44 inputs, high and low filters. Variable Q, Ready

for Melquist Automation, high resolution Light Meters.
Call for further details.

FROM

audio sales
29 Guildford Street, Luton, Beds.
Telephone: Luton (0582) 450066
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The field of sound engineering is
characterised by increasingly

complex and sophisticated

electronic equipment. This is
particularly true of sound mixing
consoles as Swettenham has
remarked in the context of the
recording studio.' The increased
operating demands placed on the sound
engineer by these devices must be
matched with his abilities, capacities and
limitations if he is to perform his job
with maximum effectiveness.
Since the invention of the first simple
tools, the importance of human factors in
the design of equipment has increasingly
been recognised. Traditionally devices
have evolved by a process of trial and
error. However, with the relatively
recent proliferation of complex
technology has come the realisation that
such an approach to the problems of
functional effectiveness and human
welfare is inadequate. Consider, for
example, the design of a nuclear power
station control room. How many displays
can the operator handle at a given time?
How much `feel' should be built into the
controls? At what height should the
operator be positioned relative to his
console? Should he sit or stand? For how
long can he remain effective?
Ergonomics is the name given to this
area of study. "The ultimate goal of the
field is to help in the design of
equipment, tasks, work places and work
environments so that they best match
worker abilities, capacities and
limitations. "' Ergonomics is not a
separate and distinctive discipline; rather
it represents an area of overlapping
interest, drawing upon subject matter
from fields as diverse as Anatomy,
Toxicology, Applied' Physiology,
Industrial Design, Engineering,
Psychology and Sociology. Central to its
objective is the concept of man -machine
systems.

PART ONE

There are many sides
to mixing console
design that are
derived from what has
become the accepted
norm. In this two -part
article Gerard Paul
Hodgkinson looks
behind established
principles and gives
an overview of
ergonomics -the
problem of fitting the Display design
displays are a conventional
task to the man -as it Machine
point of entry into the man -machine
because they constitute the
relates to the design cycle
communication link from machine to
aspects of mixing
man. A display consists of anything that
conveys information to the operator
consoles
about the state of the machine. Thus the
Hypothetical block diagram of the
human sensory -motor system. Only a few of
the many feed -back loops which exist are
shown. (Adaptation from Ref 351
FIG

1

11111
SENSE ORGANS

Man-machine systems
McCormick and Sanders' define a man machine system as: "...a combination of
one or more human beings and one or
more physical components to bring
about, from given inputs, some desired
output ". Thus as Singleton' observes,
tanks in a battle are rendered more or
less effective not by the efficiency of the
tank per se, neither by its crew, but by
the man -machine system. In a motor
race at Le Mans, neither the drivers nor
the cars determine the outcome. Rather
it is an interaction of both as a man machine system.
Similarly the quality of sound, whether
in a recording, television, or radio studio,
or at a live performance in a concert
hall, will be determined by the combined
70
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functioning of the sound engineer and
the equipment he operates, as a manmachine system.' Fig 1 illustrates the
functions of the sound engineer as a
component of a man-machine system.
Firstly information furnished by the
displays of the mixing console is received
by the sound engineer via his sense
organs. Although there is a great deal of
information continuously impinging on
the sound engineer, only some of this is
available for `translation from perception
into action'. Information is filtered,
recognised, integrated, stored and
sometimes lost as it passes through the
`perception' and `short-term memory'
parts of the human sensory -motor
system. Finally the information is
translated into a course of action which
may, if necessary, result in the engineer
activating the controls of the mixing
console by means of his effector
mechanisms.
The man -machine model outlined above
can be regarded as a general model of
skilled performance. It has implications
for the design of any task.
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setting positions of the mixing console
control knobs, the PPM or VU meters
and the characteristics of the sound
coming from the PA system and/or studio
monitors each act as a display to the
sound engineer.
Singleton' distinguishes between real
displays where design involves
enhancing data rather than generating
them; and artificial displays which
involve preliminary non-human sensing
devices. The sound emitted from a PA
system and/or studio monitor constitutes
an instance of the former category,

whereas mixing console PPM and VU
displays are an instance of the latter.
Both of these may be used by the sound
engineer in ensuring that the system is
not in a state of overload.
However, not all engineers pay
attention to the meter displays. A
considerable number rely solely on an
auditory analysis of the sound. This is
not surprising for as Singleton' cautions:
" ... an artificial display is often a
barrier between the operator and the
real display. It is usually trusted less
and reacted to less immediately for all
sorts of reasons from lack of built -in
urgency to lack of full indications of
consequences." Thus it is desirable that
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triumph of engineering
forethought and attention to detail.
.4

is a 24 mixing bus, in -line, dual
path, multi -function recording /post -production console featuring:
A modular frame
assembled to 20, 28,
36, 44, 52 or more inputs, and easily
expandable.
Plug -in interchangeable preamplifiers
differential or transformer, with single or
dual inputs.
A choice of plug -in interchangeable
4 -band, switched frequenequal zers
cies; 4 -band, fully parametric; or 10 -band
graphic EQ.
A plug -in VCA card, with choice of VCA.
An interchangeable fader system
audio fader, VCA fader, or an automated
fader using the Q.E.W. Intelligent Digital
Fader module.
world class, yet affordable; the
WESTAR
technology of tomorrow can be yours today.

The WESTAR

-

-
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-

quad eugh[/ Westrex
INTERNATIONAL HEADQUARTERS
11929 Vose Street, North Hol ywood. CA 91605 U.S.A
Telephone 818 -764 -1516
Telex: 662446

QUAD EIGHT/WESTREX

LTD.

Fairway Drive, Greenford, MIDDX UB6 8PW
Telephone: (01) 578 -0957
Telex: 923003
Unit
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PPM and VU displays be designed so as
to convey information pertaining to the
state of the system in a form conducive
to rapid and accurate interpretation.
As Chapanis2 has pointed out, a great
deal of attention has been devoted to
visual displays: "even a partial listing of
the kinds of research done makes an
impressive catalogue of applied visual
problems ". There has been more research
into the human factors of meter design
than any other type of indicator' so the
topics listed here are merely indicative of
the range of available advice. Factors
that need to be taken into consideration
include: the size and number of scale
divisions; scale base length; the
arrangement of scale divisions; the
direction of increase of value and the
position of zero; the choice of scale
maxima; the design of scale marks; the
design of numerals; pointer design; the
colour of the scale marks, the dial face
and the bezel.
There are a variety of VU and PPM
displays currently on the market.
Meters, luminous bar graphs and LED
columns are commonly employed.
Empirical research is necessary in order
to establish the relative merits of each of
these types of display.

Design of controls
There is a considerable body of research
showing that manipulation of the design
parameters of controls can have a
significant effect on the speed and
accuracy with which the operator
executes an appropriate response or
chain of responses.' Controls may be
divided into two broad classes, namely:
discrete action and continuously variable.
Discrete adjustment controls (ie controls
that snap into place) can be positioned
with one gross movement; continuous
adjustment controls require a slewing
movement and a fine adjustment
movement and thus more time and

attention.'

Discrete action (detent) controls are to
be preferred when a limited number of
settings is required, or when precision
requirements are such that a limited
number of settings can represent the
entire continuum." By far the most
common forms of discrete action controls
to be found on sound mixing consoles are
rotary selector switches, pushbuttons and
toggle switches. Less commonly found

are detent thumbwheels.
Continuous adjustment controls should
be selected when precise adjustments
along a continuum are needed, or when
a large number of settings (usually more
than 24) is required. Faders and rotary
control knobs are the most common
forms of continuously variable controls,
and indeed controls generally, employed
by designers of sound mixing consoles.
We shall consider the design parameters
of each in turn.
There is a notable absence of any
reference to faders in the literature.
With regard to the optimum length of
travel, this is a matter which must be
determined empirically. As Moore "' has
remarked: "Accuracy can often only be
obtained by use of a control with a long
range of travel whereas the adjustment
time increases with range. The designer
must select a range which enables
sufficient accuracy of adjustment to be
72
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attained within the time limits available

to the operator. It must be remembered

that whereas accuracy increases

proportionally with range, speed does
not, since starting and stopping
movements are always present and are
approximately constant. The speed of any
action will additionally be related to the
number of possible control states and to
the uncertainty as to when the signal to
carry out the action will be given ".
A related factor to consider in
determining the optimum design of
faders for mixing consoles is the ratio of
the distance of movement of this control
relative to that of the moving element of
its associated display, the PPM or VU
meter. For position (zero order) controls
such as faders on sound mixing consoles,
the control -display ratio is the reciprocal
of `gain' or `sensitivity', expressed in
terms of the ratio between display and
control movements. If a small control
movement is associated with a large
display `deflection' this means that the
operator has to deal with a highly
sensitive system. If, on the other hand, a
large control movement is required to
produce a small movement on the
corresponding display, the system is said
to be highly insensitive. The optimum
control -display ratio for a given system is
a function of human motor activities
necessary to position such continuous
adjustment controls. Whenever a
continuous adjustment control is used,
the operator effectively performs two
types of movement: (1) an initial ballistic
movement by which he rapidly moves his
control close to the final desired position;
(2) fine- adjusting movements by which
the operator places his control precisely
in the final, desired position.
In general, the higher the control display ratio (low- sensitivity), the greater
will be the gross adjusting time because
of the longer movements required.
Conversely, the lower the control -display
ratio (high- sensitivity), the greater will
be the fine- adjusting time. Fine -adjusting
time may be reduced either by
increasing the control -display ratio, or by
easing the tolerance requirements. The
optimum control -display ratio is that
which minimises the total time (gross
plus fine-adjusting) required to make the
desired control movement. It occurs at
the point where the curves of these two
functions intersect. "
The control -display ratio would appear
to be a critical factor in terms of
operator performance. Indeed, a good
control -display ratio has been shown to
save from 0.5 to 5 s in positioning time
when compared with a poor control display ratio." " " 'a
In view of this, it would seem that the
concept of control -display ratio has
important ergonomic implications for the
design of sound mixing consoles.
However, we must agree with Chapanis
and Kinkade:' "because of the many
complexities involved, optimum C/D
(control -display) values should be
established empirically at least for those
applications where time and precision
are critical ".
It is important that rotary control

knobs are not so small as to prevent it
from being gripped and turned easily. On
the other hand, panel space should not
be wasted by using controls which are
larger than those required for efficient
operation. Bradley has argued
convincingly that by using knobs of the
smallest diameter for which operational
time is minimal, both of these
considerations will be served. In an
experiment in which the subjects were
required to make a series of standard
control settings, he demonstrated that
operation time will be minimised,
regardless of the levels of frictional
resistance employed, by using a knob
diameter of 51 mm (2 in). A diameter as
small as 25 mm (1 in) may be employed
without greatly increasing operation
time provided that only moderate levels
of frictional resistance are present (ie
when 50 to 100 in -g of torque are
required to rotate the knob). However,
between 38 mm (11/2 in) and 13 mm (1/z in)
diameter, reach time increases with
decreasing diameter. Bradley suggests
that the slight but, nevertheless, real
increase in reach time with decreasing
diameter at diameters smaller than
38 mm (11/2 in), indicates that reach time
is a function of the size of the target
which must be reached to and grasped.
A later study revealed that when the
optimum combination of economy of
panel space and minimisation of
inadvertent operation is an important
consideration, this will be approximated
by spacing small-diameter 13 mm (1/L in)
knobs 25 mm (1 in) between edges." The
implications of Bradley's findings for
ergonomics in the design of sound
mixing consoles are that knobs ranging
from 38 mm (11/2 in) to 51 mm (2 in)
should be used in cases where economy
of panel space is not such an important
consideration. This applies to much of
the ancillary equipment used by sound
engineers (for example certain effects
racks). It would appear that the optimum
inter-peripheral spacing for knobs in this
case is 51 mm (2 in). If, however, panel
space is at a premium, as it is with the
majority of sound mixing consoles,
Bradley's" recommendations should be
applied.
However, Bradley's data must be
interpreted with caution in the present
context, since his studies were limited to
the investigation of knob parameters
using a vertical control panel, whereas
sound mixing consoles employ control
panels set at various angles between the
horizontal and vertical planes.
Furthermore, because of the large control
spacing required in order to prevent the
accidental operation of adjacent knobs, it
seems unlikely that his recommendations
could be implemented on any but the
smallest of consoles.
Clearly this illustrates some of the
difficulties faced by ergonomists
attempting to make design
recommendations on the basis of
research findings derived in other
contexts. However rigorous this
secondary research may have been, it is
15

no substitute for primary validation
studies. Further research is badly needed
in order to find a satisfactory control

panel arrangement.
The suggestion of stacking or `ganging'
several control knobs along the
dimension perpendicular to the
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instrument panel by means of concentric
mounting, does not seem a feasible
solution to the problem of panel space
conservation as it relates to sound
mixing consoles. This is because: "the
large diameter differences that are
necessary to prevent frequent front knob
errors strongly suggest that when the
avoidance of inadvertent operation of
adjacent, non -detent controls is the
critical consideration, panel space will
seldom be saved by mounting knobs on
concentric shafts ". " In any case as
Swettenham' has remarked, where dual
concentric knobs have been employed on
mixing consoles, often the inner knob
has borne only the roughest correlation
to the scale markings.
Knobs may vary between 13 mm ('/z in)
and 76 mm (3 in) in height. However, the
optimum thickness lies somewhere
between 19 mm (3/4 in) and 25 mm
(1 in).18

Cylindrical knobs should normally
have serrations around the edge in order
to facilitate gripping.' The display of
control knob settings appears to be
inadequate on the vast majority of
mixing consoles. Indications of knob
positions are usually given by means of a
fine radial line which is engraved on the
knob's surface. This gives rise to the
possibility of parallax errors. Knobs with
attached pointers or beaks afford a much
clearer presentation of control setting
provided that the markers are not so
small that they lend themselves to errors
arising from poor legibility. Knobs with
longer beaks are clearly much better.
The knob beaks should slope down and
remain close to the control panel so as to
minimise parallax.'
Another important factor associated
with the display characteristics of knobs
and indeed of controls generally,
concerns the contrast of the components
against the control panel. As Shackle
notes, dark knobs on dark panels are
obviously difficult to see whereas the use
of grey or other lighter coloured knobs
will afford a much greater contrast.
9

Other factors
Other factors that need to be taken into
consideration in the design of sound
mixing consoles include the coding
characteristics of the controls and
displays, control -display relationships,
workspace and illumination.
The correct and rapid identification of
References
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console controls and displays is critical to
mixing performance since the failure to
locate a given instrument swiftly and
accurately can, and all too frequently
does, have disastrous consequences.
The identification of controls and
displays is essentially a coding problem.
The vast majority of sound mixing
consoles currently on the market employ
a redundant combination of location,
colour and labels as the means of coding
the components. Such redundant schemes
are recommended when maximum

differentiation and identification are
especially critical. t ' However, there is
widespread variation between consoles in
terms of the implementation of these
codes. Whilst the controls and displays
on all mixing consoles are grouped
according to function, this being in
keeping with the functional principle,'
the relative positions of functionally
similar groups of controls often varies
considerably between different models of
console. Similarly, although the control
knobs (discrete action and continuous
adjustment) are colour coded, the
assignment of specific colours to specific
functions varies from console to console.
This is poor because: "when individuals
are likely to transfer from one model to
another of the same general equipment
type, the same system of coding should
be used if at all possible. Otherwise, it is
probable that marked 'habit interference'
will result and that people will revert to
their previously learned modes of
response ".' In view of this there is
clearly a need to standardise coding
procedures throughout the industry.
The use of colour coding is not
recommended under conditions of poor
illumination.'' ' In view of the fact
that the sound engineer is often expected
to mix under conditions of extremely low
illumination, it seems highly probable
that colour is a less than efficient means
of coding control knobs, despite its
widespread use. Perhaps some form of
monochromatic code would prove to be
superior. Clearly there is a need to test
this hypothesis empirically.
With regard to the labelling of console
components it would appear that the
optimum stroke -width-to- height ratio of
alphanumeric characters lies somewhere
10
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between 1:8 and 1:10 (white on black).
Capital letters should have a width height ratio of about 1:1, although this
can be reduced to about 3:5 without
serious loss in legibility. In the case of
numerals the recommended width- height
ratio is about 3:5.'
Capital letters are customarily used for
lettering on most dials and for the
engraving on most panels. However
Shackle '9 recommends the use of lower
case type, when extremely rapid reading
is required, on the grounds that this
facilitates speed- chiefly because of the
two extra orders of differentiation
provided by the extension of the tops of
some letters above and the tails of others
below the general body of type.
Moore1' suggests the following: (1) the
labels should be on or beside the controls
and they should be consistently placed
throughout the panel; (2) the labels
should be brief, but only common
abbreviations should be used; (3) a great
deal of information may have to be
included on the labels to specify what is
being controlled, which one of a number,
and how it is being controlled. The
verbosity of individual labels may be
reduced by careful grouping of controls
and by the use of a multi-level labelling
system; (4) common words should be used
and technical words avoided unless
understood by all operators; (5) abstract
symbols should be avoided when they
require special training. Common
symbols may be used in a conventional
manner (eg plus, minus, arrow); (6)
lettering should be horizontal at all
times; (7) non -functional labels (eg name
plates) should be inconspicuous; (8) labels
should not be placed on curved surfaces
and if a moving part can be rotated to
the upside down position, a second
inverted label should be considered; (9)
every console, rack, panel, functional
group, control display, control and
control position should be labelled with
these labels graduated in size.
Labels should be placed above controls,
so that they are always visible, and,
since consistency in layout facilitates
performance, labels should also be placed
above their respective displays.11
Adequate space and sufficient lighting
are the main pre- requisites for label
coding.10 The minimum of light required
for reading is approximately 1 FC
(10 lux)" though far more light than this
is necessary if the task is to be carried
out efficiently.
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IN PERSPECTIVE
IN PERSPECTIVE
Comment from Martin Polon, our US columnist

Over drinks in the first class
compartment of one of the
transatlantic 747's that
shuttle bleary-eyed business
passengers from continent to
continent, two consumer
electronic manufacturing Vice
Presidents sat discussing their
respective marketplaces. Each
one represented opposite sides
of the world. One became soft eyed and contemplative over
drinks and launched into a
soliloquy about the so- called
experts in the consumer
electronics industry. "They
remind me of characters from
Spielberg's movies. After the
last round of trade shows, I
caught up on films with my
family and I was really struck
by the similarities between
cinema fantasy and `experts'.
The real experts are like ET;
timeless and brilliant but
having absolutely no skills of
communication with the rest
of us. The remainder of the
self-appointed experts remind
me of The Gremlins. Feed
them (with money), or splash
water (truth) on their pride,
and they turn into deranged
monsters."
These thoughts may have
been just born of a tiring
Friday afternoon, but many in
the industry feel that experts
have represented a real
stumbling block to the success
of the digital disc by confusing
the mass market. Another
perspective can be provided by
the comments of a
transatlantic advertising
agency executive whose charge
is the Compact Disc: "I'm not
pretending to be completely
expert myself on new
technology, but we know that
forwards motion in the audio
industry from consumer to pro
will live or die based on the
success of Compact Disc or the
lack of it. If we're wrong, our
agency jobs are on the line as
well. Not so for the audio
'experts' who usually hedge
their bets to cover their
mistakes. The public is upset
by the confusing image
projected by the digital record
industry. 'Is it any good ?', 'Is
it really better than the old
records', 'Doesn't it have
digital distortion ?', 'Aren't
many of the discs digital
remastering of analogue
performances?' I feel the
problem is that too many
people are saying too much
and completely confusing the
consuming public; especially in
76

Experts and
the Compact Disc
the States."
For the world audio
industry, the biggest guessing
game for the 1984 selling
season is `What happened to
the home CD market?' The
answer to that question could
be worth millions to Japanese
and European manufacturers
and their US and UK
marketing subsidiaries.
Equally connected are
recording studios, professional
equipment makers and
marketers, etc, who would
benefit from the upgrading of
studio chains that is expected
to accompany increased digital
activity. The dawning of 1983
saw extravagant predictions by
the 'experts' of one million
Compact Disc players in the
home by the end of 1984, and
projections ranging up to three
million units worldwide by the
end of 1985. The difficulty
with these kinds of figures is

that the interest of the non-

audio business press is drawn
to the technology of the
Compact Disc. When the sales
fall far short of the projections,
the press and Wall Street

analysts turn against the
technology, as they did with
the home computer. The public
reads these pronouncements
by yet another category of
expert and the conundrum
continues. Never mind the fact
that worldwide sales of digital
disc players could exceed a
quarter of a million units by
the end of 1984.
The audio consumer is
probably the one element of
the personal computer
revolution that needs the

tender ministrations of the
'experts' the least and receives
the unwanted outpourings the
most. One of the problems
with the home audio
equipment and record crash of
the late 1970's was that the
public was nearly convinced
that conventional records were
flawed at best and garbage at
worst. The experts were laying
the ground rules for digital
audio by pointing out in print
and elsewhere that
conventional records were
made from polluted vinyl with
over -used stampers in
foreshortened production cycles
and then strangled with
shrink wrap. Worse still,
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record stores were reported to
be buying their own plastic
wrapping gear to resell
returns. Rumours of years of
flawed masters were
embellished. Most of this was
true, but needed to be
presented to the public in
context. Lo and behold, the
appearance of the Compact
Disc has been marked by
experts decrying the `obvious
distortion' of 14/16 -bit
sampling, analogue to digital
conversion, the use of
analogue masters, flawed
production of discs, etc. What
can the public think?
Dealers harbour a different
kind of `expert' but one just as
confusing to public confidence
in the Compact Disc. That the
'suede -shoe' salesman has
come to audio retailing is as
much a measure of the
industry's reaching maturity
as anything else. It was
inevitable that the same
school of selling that has
swept consumer goods and
automobile retailing would
reach the audio marketplace.
These 'experts,' whether on
Tottenham Court Road or on
45th street east of 6th avenue,
have found a way to sell items
they do not understand. They
will never say 'I don't know'
in response to a question.
Additionally, digital audio disc
players do not always deliver
superior sound when paired
with $350 bargain audio
systems. The idea that the
esoteric or 'tweak' (tweaking
the knobs) dealers would jump
behind the digital disc has not
been a universal reality. The
major electronic manufacturers
have recognised that the mass
market for CD lies with the
under $500 price point and
may well exist at the under
$300 segment of the
marketplace. More slowly than
in Europe and the UK, but
just as inexorably the price for
players in the United States is
dropping below $500. For
many premium audio dealers,
even with the inducement of
selling a complete new 'digital
ready' system, the lowering
price points do not fit the
image of 'esoteric audio'. Of
course, premium units such as
the Revox CD serve well for
some dealers, but the analogue

is better argument has been
fuelled in no small part by
many high end audio dealers,
as well as itinerant audio
mass merchandisers.
The presence of more than
three dozen magazines devoted
in whole or in part to audio of
all kinds, sizes, shapes and
forms provides for yet another
category of expert. Each
magazine has numerous
editors: labelled variously as
assistant, associated,
consulting, contributing,
continuing, technical,
technology, managing, in- chief,
editorial directors, editorial
consultants, editorial
managers and equipment
reviewers to name a few of the
titles to grace a masthead.
Now it is equally true that all
of these `experts' have to eat
(present columnist included)
and the publishing game
mandates articles such as 'Do
digital disks really sound
better ?' and 'What's really
wrong with Compact Disc ?'
The same type of headlines
have been used since the time
of Julius Caesar to decry
everything from the Roman
empire to sex. Simple maths
not requiring a computer, tells
us that there must be at least
2,000 plus experts toiling to
produce that pile of audio,
audio -video, video, audio -trade,
photographic, popular, science,
regional and other magazines
that have hauled Compact
Discs back and forth before
readers. These magazines have
themselves been
backbreakingly delivered by
dedicated postal personnel to
the portals of the tens of
thousands of other audio
'experts' every month, who
often parrot the printed
'gospel.' Never mind that
many of these experts write
for many of the same
publications, so that certain
names become written on our
subconscious mind like some
subliminal catalogue of
'acceptable' audio writers.
The consulting 'expert' has a
different angle to play on. The
audio consultant by definition
is constantly selling opinion
and services. According to one
manufacturing executive who
feels that consultants are a
necessary evil, the bad ones
"poison the water supply for
everybody else."
The audio 'expert' relative is
usually a brother -in-law or a
cousin or, worst of all, the
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precocious youngest son of
your wife's baby sister.
Although the Geneva
Convention clearly bans such
familial expertise under the
topic of cruel and unusual
punishment, the mere mention
of the words digital audio are
enough to start the noxious
torrent. Unlike other home
devices like washing machines
or VCR's which merely elicit
suggestions as to brands, the
use of the letters CD calls
forth a discussion that can
continue for hours. One very
jaded veteran of the recording
studio wars in Hollywood
enjoys replaying his
adventures with his wife's
relatives (one assumes out of
earshot): "It always happens
over the dinner table at some
holiday. My brother-in -law and
his wizard son launch into
detailed discussions of the
merits of the new A4
conversion for the $100 player.
What do I know; having only
recorded the digital master
that makes it all possible.
Worst of all, when I innocently
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mention after desert that the
new B7Q7 equipment offered
by American Air is very
impressive, my brother -in-law
resonds that he already knows
having recently purchased the
adapter for his CD player."
Perhaps the most vicious
category of `expert' is the
reformed owner of one brand
of Compact Disc player who
has moved on to another
machine. Like former fat
people, alcoholics or nonbelievers who have found a
new faith, those who switch
CD players cling to the
conviction that only they have
found the true machine and
all others are depraved nonbelievers. These self annointed
`experts' usually hang out in
those audio stores carrying
their former machine. That no
sales person has summed up
enough courage to cause bodily
harm to these tormentors does
not truly measure the impact
of these converts to the `new
light'. They joyfully discourage
the sales of their former unit
by comparing it unmercifully

to their new CD player. The
proceedings seem to be
nothing so much as an effort
to convince themselves that
they have made the right
decision; accomplished by
dissuading others from buying
their former brand of player.
Armed only with the
innuendos and half-truths of
partial knowledge, these A to
D chip reformers have
replaced such slogans as
`alcohol makes you sterile' and
'if you don't find God, you'll
burn forever' with rejoinders
about 14/16 bit sampling
speed, inaccessible A/D's and
hidden sampling system bugs.
The purpose of all of this is
not to suggest that every
audio expert is flawed, or
mistaken. The writer of this
column fits several of the
above categories perfectly, and
assumes that his loyal readers
could fit him into several

equator, they would stretch
around the globe and many of
them would still be all wet.
Nor is there interest in
pointing out that if you add up
the numbers for all of the
categories of expert you will
find that the audio industry
has been indulging in
technological incest; listening
and selling in large part to
itself. Some of these points
may be valid, but the bottom
line is that the digital audio
marketplace needs consumers
at all levels, and we have
never seen the audio
consuming public more
confused. It is time for the
digital audio industry to swing
clear of the full range of
`expert' spokespersons (which
sounds like a bridge game tied
to a wagon wheel), and to
utilise an image building
programme that provides for
the flow of information needed
more!
by the news media and the
The point of this column is
consumer. There is a place for
also not to suggest that if you expertise in the audio arena,
were to lay all of the digital
but it is to advise rather than
audio experts end-to -end at the to consent.
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LEXICON
PCM 60 DIGITAL REVERB
relatively low
cost addition to the Lexicon

The PCM 60 is a

digital reverb range and has
been launched with very little
publicity so far. In fact the first
that we knew about this unit
was when it was offered for
review. Because of this and the pressure
of demand to try the first few PCM 60s
available, this review is based upon a
shorter than normal evaluation period of
just over one week. I don't, however,
believe that there are many aspects of
this unit that it has not been possible to
check, as the basic facilities and controls
are fairly simple.
In Lexicon's words the design brief for
the PCM 60 was for a high performance
digital reverb possessing similar sonic
qualities to their larger systems but with
much reduced hardware costs in addition
to being easy to operate. In many ways
the aim could be considered as a digital
equivalent of the role that a mechanical
reverberation system used to have within
the studio -ie stripped of all the
sophisticated reverb functions that are
an intrical part of the large systems.
Briefly, the unit has two main
programs -Room and Plate -and the user
can modify reverb characteristics in the
areas of room size, reverb time, and bass
and treble contours. It has a mono input
with `stereo' outputs.
The PCM 60 is a standard 19 in rack
mount unit of 1% in height and a depth
of 11 in. With the exception of two level
matching switches that will be covered
later, all the control functions are on the
front panel with all the input /output
sockets at the rear.
The front panel is clearly laid out and
most of the controls are self explanatory.
The first item commencing on the right
hand side is a five- segment LED display
for the input signal. The LEDs are
marked from -24 to 0 in 6 dB steps with
the lower three being green, the -6
being amber and the 0 being red.
Lexicon recommend optimum
performance being achieved with the
level set so that all the LEDs up to the
red flash. I found that it was safe to
operate within this area if you were
working with a processed signal, ie one
off tape or compressed. However, with a
signal that still retains a number of
80
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transients, I found it safer to back off a
little and run at a lower level. This is
not a criticism of the unit but more a
question of coming to terms with the fact
that the 0 dB headroom indicated on the
LEDs does really mean that, with
nothing in hand to cushion the
incautious user. The meter is an
instantaneous peak reading
characteristic and would appear to be a
reliable level indicator.
There then follow three rotary level
controls for input level, output mix

(between direct dry signal and reverb
wet signal) and the output level. All the
other controls on the front panel are
switches and these are all good concave
finger-sized switches that are light
weight and pleasant to use with each
switch having a coloured LED above it
that indicates its selection. They are all
latching types but under some of the
grouped functions they are interlocked so
that you can only select a single function
at a time.
The first of the buttons is for the
bypass mode. When selected, the input is
connected by the action of a relay to the
outputs, bypassing all the level controls
and processing electronics. The same
input is of course presented at both
outputs. This system would appear to
bypass all the electronics when checking
the schematic, however this is not the
case as removal of power mutes the
bypass path. There is additionally
provision for remote control of the
function from the rear panel. Lexicon
recommend adjusting the PCM 60 levels
for unity gain through the unit with the
output mix control set to dry signal.
As mentioned earlier, the PCM 60 has
two main programs -plate and room
which may then be modified. The next
pair of switches make that selection. The
names are of course self evident with the
plate program being similar to that
reverb created by a mechanical echo
plate and the room, the acoustic of a
room surprisingly. Plate settings
generally tend to sound far more even in
response than real plates but it
corresponds to what has become known
as the `plate sound' in digital reverb
terms.
The next group of switches are labelled
size and these are intended to modify the

apparent acoustic size of the plate or
room program. There are four of these
with the extreme left being labelled
small and the extreme right being
labelled large. They also introduce an
amount of predelay that varies with the
program and the size selected. In the
room program setting these are 6, 9, 16
and 37 ms and in the plate program, 1,
2, 7 and 46 ms for the respective
switches from small to large.
There then follow four switches for
reverb time and these in a similar way
to the size switches are labelled short to
long. The actual reverb time that each of
the switches represents varies on the
selected program and the size switches
selected. The extremes are 0.2 s with
plate /small room/short reverb selected
and up to 4.5 s with plate/large
room/long reverb. The room reverb times
fall inside of this with times 0.3 s and
3.8 s in the corresponding settings.
(There is, however, a slight discrepancy
in the preliminary manual about the
upper reverb time for the plate setting so
it may be 3.8 s instead of 4.5 s.)
The final pair of switches are labelled
contour: one is marked treble and the
other bass. The effect that these switches
have is dependent on the program
selected. With both switches out the
response of the reverb is flat. The bass
switch will increase the LF reverb time
by 50% on frequencies below 800 Hz. The
treble switch reduces HF reverb time
above 800 Hz by 25% and then adds a
gentle roll -off above 2 kHz to stimulate
room absorption. I believe that this effect
holds true for both main programs but
the preliminary manual is a little
confused with regard to the plate
program. The effect certainly sounds
similar.
Remaining on the front panel is the
red rocker power switch which does not
have any form of power -on indication but
this is unnecessary as there are at least
three other LEDs that will illuminate
when the power is on.
The rear panel has a fixed mains cord
and six jack sockets. There are one pair
for effects send and return that send a
feed from after the input level circuitry
with a return straight to the input of the
reverb processor. The bypass socket
allows the use of an external footswitch.

The main audio input is a stereo jack
socket where the levels and input
impedance are determined by a push
button switch to the right of the input
that is labelled -20 and +4 dB. In the
+4 sensitivity mode the input will accept
balanced line level signals while in the
-20 mode it may be used for unbalanced
high impedance inputs.
The output left and right sockets are
similarly switchable for +4 and -20
operation. They are unbalanced outputs
with 600 ohms input impedance.

Operation
At first the possibilities of the PCM 60
appear rather limited. As soon as you
realise that the size and reverb time all
have a different effect dependent upon
the program selected and the other
settings made the possibilities become
much wider. There are, in fact,

something like 32 different reverb
patterns available and these may be
further modified by the contour settings
so that the 32 can be multiplied by three
variations. Yes, of course you are left
with only two basic programs but in
most cases it will be a plate or room type
program that a larger reverb system will

be used for anyway.

Making comparisons of reverb quality
is very difficult, particularly if the
comparison has to be made from
memory. The reverb character of the
PCM 60 appears to be very similar to
that of the Model 200 rather than say
the 224X which is not very surprising.
The short programs are excellent with a
high density of reflections and a very
natural quality. The range of variations
available was adequate for most general
mixing needs. The sound quality of the
longer reverb times was also good
although there were slight traces of the
`digital reverb graininess' on the very
long settings as the sound was decaying
near its limits. At the kind of price that
this unit is built to this is really not
surprising.
Sometimes in the middle reverb time/
room size ranges, the move up or down a
switch seems to be a very large jump,
although this must be a psychological
type effect as the spacing quoted in the
specification is fairly even.
The supplied manual contains a
number of recommended settings and
much care has been taken to introduce
the concept of digital reverb to those
unfamiliar with such systems. Also

interesting are the sections describing
ideas for using a couple of PCM 60s with
other delay line systems to produce
effects that would have been
unaffordable- unless you have two or
three 224Xs etc at your disposal.
The PCM 60 actually contains no
surprises. It really just follows on the
tradition set by the other Lexicon delay
lines in a simpler form. There have
obviously been slight trade -offs on
quality, although these are very small
and inaudible in most situations.
The drawback to all singing and
dancing digital reverbs has been that
they are only capable of one reverb type
at a time. Unless you can foresee the
special reverbs you might need or have
access to several systems this can pose a
problem.
This is the area of application for units
such as the PCM 60 -to free the larger
units from the menial reverb chores and
let them do what they do best. If it is
the PCM 60 that you decide to use for
basics, I don't think you will be able to
tell which unit did what as soon as the
details of the session are out of your
mind. This unit is certainly another
worthy addition to low cost digital

reverb.
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Listening tests on speakers reviewed last month edited by Keith Spencer -Allen

MINI

REFERENCE

MONITORS

SUBJECTIVE ASPECTS
from the very start of the
planning of this review of mini
reference monitors, certain
decisions had to be made and

Rfight

acted upon. We were well
aware of the subjective speaker
evaluation test methods
employed within certain sections of the
consumer audio press including double
blind statistical type techniques. We felt
that such ideas were not really relevant
within the professional audio field as we
are often using a monitor as a
production tool, ie perhaps only using
one aspect of its performance at a time,
and the total subjective output quality is
often of little absolute meaning. Nowhere
is this of course truer than with mini
reference monitors where, if you ask half
a dozen engineers why or how they use
them, you will receive as many different
answers. It is also a further point of
debate whether such units should strive
for a high quality (as much as their size
permits); should they sound like your
large monitors but with the extremes of
response removed; should they be the
'mythical bad average' speaker; should
they have the capability of being used
for precise image positioning when
panning for a stereo panorama during
mixdown -quite simply what is their
role? Without this answer readily
available it was decided that our
listening tests should involve
experienced engineers and producers who
are at home in a cross section of
different musical styles although,
obviously, in this particular case we are
really only considering multitrack
popular music.
Further decisions were made that were
based upon our original philosophy that
the purpose of speaker reviews is to pass
on information so that any prospective
purchaser may use them as additional
information in making their choice. The
technical aspects of this review will
allow people to compare some of the
physical response characteristics
measured under identical conditions,
without having to try and guess how the
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Technical and physical
reviews by Hugh Ford
for all loudspeakers
in this report were
featured in the
October issue. Our
panel listened to their
performance and we
give their opinions.
various manufacturers had measured
them. The role of the subjective aspect
should be to pass on more information
which may in some way be correlated
with the technical measurements.
It was decided that there would be no
attempt to form any preference order
from the subjective tests but if one
emerged, then that would only be by
chance. The aim was to pass on
subjective appraisals only.
The opinions collected below are
summaries of the expressed opinions of
five engineers, two of whom are also
more generally record producers. Their
experience with the industry varies from
the minimum of eight years to nearly
twenty. Auditioning of the seven pairs of
speakers was all within a studio control
room environment with a couple of hours
for each of the panel to become familiar
with the units individually on their own
choice of material. A series of tests were
then conducted with all the panel
present.
The listening tests were in two parts.
First there was a very wide selection of
programme material of all types that
would be auditioned on a reference
monitor ie popular multitrack. The
second section was trial balances made
on large monitors within the control
room and then referenced down to the
units under test in addition to a balance

being prepared on the reference monitors
(and maybe some EQ) and this then
replayed on the large monitors. The
differences were noted and commented
on.

Other tests included moving around
the normal listening positions to see how
the tonal balance changed; high and low
level playback; stereo image tests where
signals were panned and programme
material with very precise positioned
images were replayed; and finally
perhaps a general opinion of how the
unit sounded.
All the units were heard singly using a
wooden stand that allowed the speakers
to be simply placed upon the top edge of
the console above the meter bridge. The
speakers were in a standard mixing
position ie about 31/2 ft from the main
monitoring position and focused to meet
about 18 in behind the engineer's head.
The order of testing was varied and we
ran through the complete set three
times. The results were then correlated.
Rather than detail the individual
comments of the panel, these have been
put together to form a general opinion.
This was possible because the differences
between these speakers are not very
subtle and the listening experience often
caused the same opinion to be formed by
all the panel. Where differences of
opinion were expressed they have been
noted.
I hope that this aspect of the review is
of some value and presents useful
information. On low cost speakers such
as these there is always the possibility
that Hugh Ford may be right when he
states that there may be more
measurable difference between samples
of the same speaker than different
models-in which case we may have all
wasted our time but I doubt that this is
so true that all our results are invalid.

Auratone 5C Super
Sound Cube
This speaker was included for control
reasons. It is a kind of reference speaker
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that now obliges most studios to have a

pair somewhere. The sound is well
known and, because of this, difficult to
look at objectively. Two of the listening
panel used 5Cs regularly and the other
three didn't, although they had used
them occasionally.
It was agreed that the sound is lacking
in LF and HF at low volumes although
it `comes alive' as you increase the level.
The depth of the sound, the image and
the punchiness all improve as volume
increases but there is a point where the
quality disappears and the 5C just

becomes loud.
There is a surprising amount of detail
in the mid range so that it is quite
possible to distinguish instruments in an
approximately similar balance to the
monitors but of course with the extremes
removed.
Because of the familiarity of the panel
with the 5Cs they found it hard to be
more specific other than agreeing that
for any kind of reference they found that
there was a `correct' level to use them at
and levels far above and below produced
results that were not thought so
`accurate'.

Toa RS -21M
Perhaps one of the drawbacks of testing
in this way is that the eyes can lead the
ears. This may explain why everybody
expressed surprise when the RS-21M
didn't sound exactly like the Auratone.
It does sound slightly related though and
most of the panel were using it to

for playback of programme material
where sounding `impressive' is an

advantage.

AKG LSM 50
Another physically similar speaker
possibly leading the ears -well maybe
initially but it does sound quite different.
At low levels it has a reasonable tonal
balance on programme material with an
acceptable low end although the HF
sounds `filtered'. This is not extreme but
the comments from the panel on
programme that they were familiar with,
was the top end was not as they thought
it should be.
On the more positive side, the sound
was very precise and the LSM 50s were
the only single -drive unit design to give
any sort of image on programme that
was not centre or hard left or right. The
sound was thought to improve at higher
volumes whilst the HF still had a
strange character to it -less than smooth.
On the partial mix aspects of the test,
they acquitted themselves well and the
panel would have been quite happy to
use them for level balancing. They
would, however, have steered clear of
any EQ judgements on what they heard.
Unusually, the panel felt that there was
a slight HF improvement when the grille
was in position and so the tests were
repeated but no feelings towards the
speakers changed enough to alter the
opinions already made. It was generally
felt that the LSM 50s would be quite
usable as mini reference monitors
although their suitability would depend
on the way that you wished to use them.

compare difference with.
First reaction on full range programme
material was that it sounded far better
than one would expect, with a reasonable
LT -1
amount of top end and a slightly deeper
bass than speaker size would naturally
These were one of the larger speakers in
dictate. The sound was described as
the tests and consequently far more was
pleasant as `a listen' but there was felt
expected of them. It was decided that the
to be less mid range detail and the
only way to mount them was with their
programme had a `smooth wash' over it.
stand and on their side with the HF unit
The centre image was also less solid
being on the outside of the pair. Vertical
although this was considered of
mounting would have led to many
secondary importance as unless the
problems and it was felt that being used
speaker positions were optimised as they close, the vertical distance between
were for the test, then there was
drivers would be too critical a concern in
unlikely to be any real image anyway
the listening position.
except perhaps for the engineer.
The sound was a very much bigger
As we progressed through a choice of
speaker type sound and distinctively
programme material and then into the
even at this size -JBL. There was real
partial mixes, the comment was that the bass or rather relatively real bass
top end was becoming annoying and the
present and the sound was altogether
brightness was `getting in the way'.
smoother, even at low levels. The detail
As the volume level increased there
was good and it was possible to detect
was very little change in the tonal
the stereo ambiance of a crossed stereo
balance except a deepening in the bass
pair. The image was found to only move
response. In fact high and low level
gently when turning the head to one side
listening were very similar.
(unlike other speakers where the centre
The panel were almost uniform in
image was only true at the centre point)
feeling that the Toa was a `good listen'
however the bass response dropped
speaker (nearer small hi -fi than an
steeply when sitting out of the bass
Auratone) although they were less keen
driver axis. This means that a producer
to use it for checking balances during a
might be slightly misled on a bass
mix. In some cases it may be ideal if it is balance at low levels. This is to be off set

JBL

-
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against the fact that at high levels the
bass response was thought to be too
forward and out of balance. These units
seemed to prefer a higher power
amplifier and were able to take a great
deal of level without sounding strained.
The elevation angle of the bracket was
found to be fairly critical to the image
and some care had to be taken to make
sure that both sides were exactly equal.
Generally it was felt that these were
quite good for use as mini monitors
although this may depend on your taste
for the JBL sound. The only other
reservation of the panel was their size
which was thought big enough to have
some effect on the sound that would be
heard from the main monitors if they
were perched on the top of the console as
ours were.

Bose 101
This unit can be horizontally or
vertically mounted. The manufacturers,
however, appear to intend the speaker to
be horizontally mounted. First
impressions were of a larger speaker
sound -or rather larger than the smaller
ones here. It was found that the panel
uniformly disliked the top end, using
such terms as `splashy' and `dry'. On
programme material the response seemed
to fall off quite steeply at both ends
although the treble did sound strange
even at low levels. The situation was
improved quite a lot when the grille
panels were removed from both sides but
still not to the satisfaction of the panel.
The sound was also described as
distant, hard and with very little stereo
image. At higher levels the sound
became quite punchy although the treble
situation was even less happy, with
sibilance being added to vocals and
cymbals splash `wiping out' the top end.
None of the panel were too happy about
using these speakers whilst agreeing
that operating the speakers in a vertical
manner did improve the imaging and the
perceived sound to a degree. Suggestions
were made that these speakers would be
far more suited to a very absorbent
environment rather than sitting over a
mixing console where the front panel
splashback must be increasing the HF
problem. Not necessarily a bad speaker
but not suited for mini reference use.

Teac LS -X7
These speakers are a fairly small two
driver unit. Firstly they were operated in
a vertical position. Initial reaction was
favourable all round the panel. They had
a relative to size, good top end (if
slightly on the bright side) and low end
response. The overall tonal balance was
good and the panel said that they
recognised the balance of their own
programme material. The image
produced was described as fair.

i
At higher levels the sound had a
tendency to become slightly boxy with
the HF becoming splashy on cymbals.
The top treble response tends to beam
slightly in a way that might mean that
the very top end would sound different to
people sitting next to each other.
The overall response to this unit was
favourable and two of the panel said that
for the way they use mini monitors, they
could quite happily consider working
with this unit.
Placing the units on their side with the
HF units outermost removed lot of the
HF beaming effect along the r, idth of the
desk although the vertical height of the
speakers relative to the listener's ears
was then critical. It was decided that on
balance vertical mounting was
preferable.

Professional Boundary
Layer Microphone ...

Visonik David 6000
This is a relatively compact unit with
two drivers and, at the same time is
fairly lightweight and doesn't feel as if it
is full of concrete. Two of the panel were
familiar with this speaker and one uses
it as his reference.
At low levels the sound was
surprisingly good -far more bass
response than one would expect from
such a unit. The detail in programme
material was good, as was the stereo
image. There was a tendency to think
that the 6000 was dull sounding but this
was only in comparison to the other
units tested as when a bright instrument
appeared in the mix, it sounded bright.
During balancing tests with partial
mixes there was a comment that due to
the bass response of the unit being
greater than the average, it would take
some relearning to check the drums
against bass balance if you uee your
mini monitors in that way.
At high levels the sound was
remarkably similar, with the unit taking
a great deal of level without breaking up
or even getting the overload Iight to
flash. There was no treble break up at
levels that would be common within the
studio from small speakers.
There is no doubt that this unit is
something special in the way of small
reference monitors. It should in fairness
be pointed out that it is also the most
expensive unit tested here.

Conclusion
Although we stated that these would be
no conclusion, some of the units have
been found far better than others. For
instance the David 6000 is by far the
most impressive in many ways but on
the other hand it may be too good. As we
stated earlier, mini reference monitors
are used in a wide variety of ways and
the speaker that you use reflects the way
you work, which in turn alters what you
ask of a monitor.
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Technical mixer review by Hugh Ford.

SOUNDTRACS

CM44
The Soundtracs CM4400 mixer
system is a modular system
which has a minimum
configuration of 1/2/2 and a

maximum of 32/12/2 with four
different frame sizes being
available covering 30, 40, 50 or
60 unit widths. In addition to the
optional jackfield which occupies six unit
widths, four other types of module are
available. Each input module occupies a
single unit width with the remaining
INPUT CHANNEL
Microphone input
(Electronically balanced)
Input impedance (with or without pad): 7 kS2.
Maximum input: with pad +30 dBm, before
clipping; without pad 0 dBm.

Input modules

modules each occupying two unit widths.
The basis of the mixer is a fairly
substantial alloy frame partitioned into
ten single -unit width compartments with
the interconnections between modules
being by means of ribbon cables in a
daisy chain format with the modules
being secured at their tops and bottoms
by means of Philips head screws.
A padded arm rest is fitted at the front
of the desk with the sides being trimmed
with wood ends. At the back the meter

Pad attenuation: 30 dB.
for up to ±50 V input.

Mic -Line crosstalk:
SUB GROUP

1

kHz 80 dB,

Slew rate: 10 V/µs.
EIN ref 200 fl, 20 kHz: -127.5 dBm.
Line input
(Electronically balanced)

Tape return
Input impedance balanced: 10 kS2
Maximum input before clipping: +22 dBm.
Aux return
Input impedance balanced: 10 k12.
Input gain trim range: -10 dBm to +20 dBm.
Maximum input before clipping: +30 dBm.
Inject points
Output impedance: 50 S2.
Maximum output +20 dBm: +22 dBm into loads
greater than 2 kS2.
Input impedance balanced: 10 kS2 electronically

10 kHz, M2 50 Hz to

1

kHz, LF 50 Hz.

Outputs
Line and inject sends: (a) output impedance
50 Sl; (b) maximum output +20 dBm.

Inject return electronically balanced: (a) input
impedance 10 kS2; (b) maximum input +22 dBm.
Fader: (a) range +10 dB to infinity; (b)

attenuation 90 dB.
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kHz 85 dB, 10 kHz 80 dB.

.

balanced.

Maximum input level before clipping:
+22 dBm.

Sub -group output

(Transformer balanced option)
Maximum output level: +22 dBm.

Frequency response: 25 Hz to 25 kHz, -2
Output impedance: 50 S2.
Faders
Range: +10 dB tow
Meters (LED) option
.

30- element LED

dB to

MASTER MODULE

10 kHz 70 dB.

Mid frequency filter Q: 1.5.

ref internally adjustable: -10

+10 dBm.

Gain range: +20 dB to +60 dB.
Protection: RFI balanced PI filter network; safe

1

Other than the ALPS fader at the
bottom of the module all front panel
controls are mounted directly on to a
single good quality printed circuit board
which is neatly laid out with clear
component identifications to ease
servicing. In addition all audio
integrated circuits are socketed with a
small `piggy back' board which plugs
into the main board doing the digital
switching of the routing.
Connections to the buses are via
0 dB

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION
Mute attenuation: 90 dB.
General
Crosstalk between channels:

Input impedance: 10 kS2.
Maximum input: +30 dBm before clipping.
Trim range: -10 dB to +20 dB.
Protection: to withstand ±50 V.
Slew rate: 10 V /Ns.
Lowpass filter
Filter -Butterworth lowpass: -12 dB /octave.
Frequency: out 10 Hz, in 50 or 200 Hz, ±5 %.
Equalisation
Gain range: ±15 dB on all four bands.
Break frequency: HF 12 kHz, Ml 500 Hz to

bridge is fitted with illuminated VU
meters. Powering is by a separate 19 in
rack mounting power unit which
connects to the desk via a 5 m length of
cable fitted with good quality connectors.
Each input module has an XLR mic
input socket to the rear with the line
inputs, line outputs and insert points
being available at the jackfield. Other
connections to the outside world are
normally via five 56 -way locking
connectors. One each of these covers
sends and returns to 24 tracks of tape
with a second pair accommodating 24
effects sends and returns. The fifth
connector is the `Master' for two stereo
tape units, a stereo monitor amplifier
feed and six mono auxiliary feeds. These
facilities and others are available at the
patchbay.
The final facility at the rear is an
RS -232 interface connector for use with
an external computer, this being used to
display routing information in
conjunction with the internal Z80
microprocessor which controls all bus
routing and eliminates the conventional
routing switches which take up so much
space on input and group modules in
normal mixers.

meters peak response

Auxiliary outputs
Maximum output level: +22 dBm unbalanced.
Output impedance: 50 0.
Master outputs
Specification as sub -groups outputs.

Oscillator
Range: 50 Hz to 10 kHz in two ranges.
Maximum output: +22 dBm.
Output impedance: 50 0.
Headphones
Output: 100 mW into 8 fl or +22 dBm.
Monitor
Output: +20 dBm, +22 dBm into loads greater
than 2 kll.
Talkback
Mic input socket low impedance.

Meters

As per sub -group.

GENERAL
Distortion: IM and Harmonic less than 0.015 %.
Mix noise: 28 inputs +16 tape returns mixed at
unity gain; -78 dBm ref 20 kHz bandwidth.
0 dBm = 0.775 mV.
18 or 26 VU meter bridge

dB.

adjustable.

set for +4 dBm but

Other options: patch bay.
Manufacturer: Soundout Laboratories Ltd, 91
Ewell Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 6AH, UK.
USA: Soundtracs Inc, 262a Eastern Parkway,
Farmingdale NY 11735.

YES,THE DEFINITIVE KEYBOARD

HAS ARRIVED

KURZWEIL

THE KURZWETL 250 D STRIBUTED BY SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT

SCENIC SOUNDS EQUIPMENT LIMITED

Unit 2,1C William Road, London NW1 3EN
Tel 01-387 1262, 01-734 2812
Te ex:
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27939 SCENIC G
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insulation displacement connectors on
the ribbon cable buses with a pin
connector providing the audio inputs.
The microphone input is balanced with
switched 48 V phantom powering. This is
followed by a 30 dB switched pad and a
phase reverse switch before the input
amplifier which has a gain potentiometer
covering a 40 dB range.
A separate balanced input is used for
the line input which has a screwdriver
operated gain trim with a 35 dB range,

both input amplifiers feeding the
line /mic pushbutton switch which is, like
the other switches, a Schadow switch.
Following down the front panel the
input section is followed by two further
switches which insert a highpass filter
and select its frequency between 50 Hz
and 200 Hz. There follows a 4- section
equaliser which may be switched in /out.
The 50 Hz highpass and 12 kHz lowpass
sections have cut/boost potentiometers
with a centre detent and a ±15 dB range
as with the mid -high and mid -low
sections which have frequency
potentiometers covering 500 Hz to
10 kHz and 50 Hz to 1 kHz respectively.
The insert send/return follows the
equaliser section, the send being
unbalanced and the return balanced. The
latter is monitored for level with a `peak'
indicator and fed to the solo and mute
buttons which have associated warning
LEDs. This signal is fed to the channel
fader and then on to the panpot and the
auxiliary bus section. Auxiliary 1 is
always pre -fade but may be switched pre or post-equalisation, the latter being
after the insert return. Auxiliary 2 is
post -equalisation but may be switched
pre- or post -fade. The two remaining
auxiliary level potentiometers are
similar and may be paired to auxiliary
buses 3 and 4 or 5 and 6 there being six
auxiliary buses available in addition to
the solo bus, the left and right buses and
the 12 sub group /master buses all 14 of
which are fed by the computer controlled
bus switching.

Group modules
Each group module is a double width
module with two printed circuit boards
similar in concept to the input modules.
Each module has two identical channels
each of which can handle two tape
returns.
In the normal group mode of operation
the group bus is buffered and fed
unbalanced to the insert point from
which it returns to a balanced input
followed by the group fader which feeds
the unbalanced group output. The group
output is also fed to the solo switch, the
VU meters and two level potentiometers
which each in turn feed four auxiliary
send potentiometers and a panpot.
Like the input modules the auxiliary
sends feed auxiliary buses 1 and 2 with
the two further potentiometers being
switchable to feed buses 3 and 4 or 5 and
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the latter can be
switched pre /post fade with one panpot
being dedicated to the left and right
buses and the other assignable by the
computer routing.
Either of the auxiliary sections may be
switched to the associated tape return,
one return having HF and LF equalisers
with a ±15 dB range about 10 kHz and
50 Hz respectively with both tape inputs
having a screwdriver operated 35 dB
gain trim.
In the tape mode the feeds to the group
buses and the L/R buses are assigned by
the computer with the auxiliary feeds
and solo functions remaining hard wired.
6. The sends to

Master module
Other than the faders the master module
has five sections. The power section at
the top of the module has six green
LEDs to indicate the presence of the
required power rails from the power
unit. Below this is the monitor section
which may be switched to monitor one of
two pairs of L/R outputs, one of two pairs
of stereo tape returns or the solo bus in
mono.

Switching any module to solo
illuminates a red LED on the master
module and automatically switches
monitoring to solo with pushbutton
switches selecting A/B monitoring of
either of the stereo tape returns. The
monitored signals are permanently fed to
the L/R VU meters before passing to the
15 dB `Dim' switch and a mono/stereo
button.
This is followed by two stereo ganged
potentiometers which feed the L/R
monitor outputs and the stereo
headphone jack on the module.
Opposite the monitor and power supply
sections is the auxiliary master section
having a level potentiometer and an
after fade listen /solo button for each of
the six auxiliary buses.
Within the talkback section is an XLR
socket for a dynamic talkback
microphone and a talkback level
potentiometer. Seven locking
pushbuttons select the talkback
destination between auxiliary buses 1, 2,
3 and 4, 5 and 6, the L/R buses, sub
groups or the talkback output.
Actuation of the press to talk switch
automatically dims the monitor and the
headphone outputs.
The final section of the master module
is the oscillator section which also
contains two locking pushbuttons
associated with the faders. One of these
puts the two pairs of L/R faders in series
to the master output B with the second
button allowing monitoring or the A or
B L/R outputs.
The oscillator itself has two
potentiometers and four locking
pushbuttons, one of which is an on /off
button. One potentiometer sets the
frequency between 50 Hz and 10 kHz in
two ranges controlled by a pushbutton

giving a x10 multiplier on the calibrated
frequency range from 50 Hz to 1 kHz.
The maximum oscillator output is
+22 dBm controlled by the level
potentiometer with the output being fed
to an oscillator output in the patchbay,
all auxiliary buses and/or sub groups.

Microprocessor routing
control
As with any mixer there are sources and
destinations for buses which are
normally interconnected by matrices

employing mechanical switches which
are not the epitome of reliability. The
advantages of replacing these by
digitally controlled analogue switches are
that reliability is increased.
Furthermore panel space may be saved
and the complete system can be very
much more flexible in operation. In this
desk the control unit stores up to 30
complete set ups of the desk routing in
addition to the current set up.
Not mentioned in the description of the
individual modules was that each source
module has a white momentary
pushbutton with an adjacent red LED.
Destination modules have a similar blue
button also with a red LED.
Potential destinations are the group
modules, each module being a stereo pair
as in normal mixers, and the master
module. Potential sources are the input
modules and the pairs of tape returns in
the group modules. All as in
conventional mixers.
In the CM4400 the method of setting
patches is extremely simple. First a
destination button is pressed with its
LED illuminating. The buttons on the
desired sources are then pressed with
their LEDs illuminating until the
complete patch has been determined.
This is set when the next desired source
button is depressed and the routine
continued until all desired patches have
been set.
Once a complete patch is set the
routing in the desk can be very simply
inspected by pressing source or
destination buttons. When a source
button is pressed the LED on all its
destinations are illuminated, and
likewise, when a destination button is
pressed the LEDs on all its sources are
illuminated.
So much for a simple description of the
modus operandi. The microprocessor
section can store and recall 30 set ups
with a battery backed memory which
retains information for up to six months
in the absence of power.
The control section has a keyboard
with keys numbered from zero to nine,
five further control keys and a 2- digit,
7- segment LED display. In addition there
is a reset button with a LED that
illuminates in case of microprocessor or
operator error- pressing reset reverts to
the power on state.
In case of serious control failure a

AKG
acoustics
The AKG
C460B

The Ultimate
Microphone,

for digital

recording.

AKG Acoustics Ltd
The Vale. London
Tel 01-749
Telex 28938

ACOUSTICS LTD.,
THE VALE, LONDON W3

To: AKG
191

Please send full details of
the C460B and capsules
-1 Please send full details of

AKG professional

microphones
Name

Address

The development of the AKG C460B preamplifier used in conjunction with the
new AKG ultra linear capsules, the CK61
(cardioid) or CK62 (omni directional), has
resolved a major problem for producers
and engineers in recording studios

employing digital technology and
equipment - that of the microphone noise
which might be 'lost' in analogue high
quality sound reproduction equipment,
but which is uncomfortably apparent in
digital recording replay. Used in sound
broadcast studios, the C460B provides a
considerable reduction in noise, within
the sound recording sequence - the other
equipment manufacturers have yet to
catch up with us!

Technical Data:
Frequency range of
amplifier: 5 to 30,000 Hz
Bass-cut filter: 12 dB/octave
at all settings Preattenuation 20 dB
Recommended load
impedance:
600 ohms
Weighted noise level: 0.71[V

)

r.m.s. (acc.

to IEC 179-A)

Equivalent noise level:
(measured with CK
capsule) 15 dB SPL (acc. to
IEC 179 -A) Hum
sensitivity. 91íV/5µT at 50
Hz Max. sound pressure
level for 0.5% THD: 140 dB
SPL (from 30 Hz to 20,000
Hz) 150 dB SPL (with 20 dB
attenuation) Total
dynamic range: 125 dB (A1

weighted)

Power
requirement: 9 to 52 volts
phantom powering acc. to
DIN 45 596 Current
consumption: 51 mA
Dimensions: 21 X150 mm
length (0.8 X 5.9 inch) Net

weight:

135 g (4.8 oz).
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recessed slide switch provides an
override function which bypasses the
computer control and connects all sources
to the master outputs-thus the desk
remains in limited service without its
brains.
The zero to nine buttons are used to
select patches (memory locations of
complete desk setups). A `Lock' button
with a warning LED inhibits determined
button pushers from changing stored
routing, it being necessary to press this
button to make changes. If it is left
activated without further action for two
minutes the routing is again
automatically locked out.
To recall patches the desired patch
number is keyed in and `Recall'
depressed. Similarly patches are stored
by pressing `Store'. A further feature is
that patches can be inspected without
action by pressing `Interrogate' or
alternatively changed `on the fly' with
complete silence.
The final control button provides an in
place solo function which inhibits all the
other control functions when in action.
After only a very short learning time
this overall control system was found to
be very easy and simple to use and to be
far more versatile than conventional
systems.
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This consists of 40 miniature jackfields
which are very well identified and
divided into logical groups. So far as the
input modules are concerned the line
input, output and insert points are
available with the groups having the
insert point, output and two tape inputs.
Tape inputs and outputs for 24 tracks
appear in the patchbay in parallel with
the multiways at the rear as do the mix
outputs, stereo tape connections etc. For
test purposes the oscillator output is
always available at the jackfields in
addition to its switched capabilities.

The microphone inputs offered an
impedance of 4.4 k11 balanced with the
impedance remaining constant with the
gain setting and with the insertion of
the 30 dB pad. Common mode rejection
was good but varied from channel to
channel with typical results being shown
in Fig 1.

---=_::::____:::
_-::::__

varied between inputs with typical

FIG.1
SOUNDTRACS CM44O0
CMRR MIC INPUT (3 CHANNELS)

Patchbay

The rack mount power unit has the
minimum of controls with an illuminated
on /off rocker switch at the front and a
multi -purpose IEC plug /tap changer/
20mm fuseholder at the rear.
Whilst this covers the usual European
and US line voltages the identification of
the setting is none too clear! Within the
unit the construction was very tidy with
all major components being fitted with
push connectors for ease of servicing.

powering at a nominal 48 V measured at
45.5 V.
All high level inputs in the mixer
including the line inputs, returns, tape
inputs, etc. were indentical so far as
impedance and levels were concerned.
The balanced input impedance was
9.7 k52 with a maximum input capability
of +30 dBm. Common mode rejection

The attenuation of the pads was
precisely 30 dB with the maximum gain
to the channel outputs being 70 dB
reducing to approximately 33 dB at
minimum microphone input gain. At
maximum gain the input overload
occurred at 12 mV increasing to 650 mV
at minimum gain without the pad which
increased these figures by 30 dB allowing
inputs in excess of +22 dBm. Phantom
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Three leading microphones from Electro Voice
that have become synonymous with the
broadcast industry, all dynamic, and built to
take years of hard work.

635A Dynamic Omnidirectional
is quite simply the most rugged, durable
microphone Electro-Voice manufacture. A slow roll -off
below 200 Hz ( -8 dB at 50 Hz) with a broad rise of several
12,000 Hz results in bright yet natural
dB from 2,000
vocal quality without the low frequency noise pick-up
problems that can plague microphones with flat
low frequency response.

The 635A

-

Stellavox SP 8
Recorder

RE 20 Variable D

The sound of the RE 20 has made it one of the most
coveted, unique microphones in the world, and it is still
one of the few true multi- use studio microphones.

The '14.

lightweig Ïi:ortabIewith
heavyweight features.
* 4.9 kg Total operational weight.
* EBU'SMPTETime -code generator vrrsionava 'able.
* Universal option includes mono neo-pilot compatible, mono synchrctone
stereo synchrotone.

* Optional plug -in 50'60 Hz synchron zer.
* Very low power consumption (90 -1 10 mA).
* 6 Simultaneous inputs: 2 x mike; 2 x variable line: 2 x fixed line.
* Passive big reel adaptor allows up to 2spools to be used. inducing NAb

\/

SidISWITZERLAND

®

TOOLS OF

TRETBADE
However, unlike many condenser microphones, the RE
20's dynamic element provides undistorted output at the
high sound pressure levels found in up -close vocal and
instrument miking (in excess of 160 dB), its Variable -D
design frees it of any bass -boosting proximity effect.

RE 50

2068 Hauterive-Ne,

J/Switzerland.Tel: 038

--`v

Dynamic Cardioid

Telex:35 380.

UK Distributors: FUTURE FILM DEVELOPMENTS, 114 Wardour Street. London W1V 3LP England.
Tel:01-4343344 & 01.4371892. Telex: 21624ALOFFDG .Cables:Allotrope- LondonWl.

Shock-mounted

Dynamic Omnidirectional

33 42 33.

mike was designed expressly for hand -held
newsgathering work. It has the same tailored frequency
response and high output level as the famous 635A. The
RE 50's rubber shock -mount "mike- within -a -mike" design
achieves a degree of shock isolation never before known
in the industry. The
0A ,:,, construction is also
to damage from
highly resistant
mechanical shock.

This

W

Mosses & Mitchell
are the largest
manufacturer of Audio Jacks and
Jackfields in the UK. We are apprcved
suppliers to the BBC, British Telecom, Pye
Telecommunications and mary other major
telecommunication companies throughout the world.
We manufacture a complete range of Audio Jacks &
Jackfields and offer a design and manufacturing
service geared to meet your specific requirements.
For further information and technical data on our
products contact:

MOSSES &
MITCHELL
Mosses & Mitchell Limited

Weydon Lane, Farnham Surrey GU9 8QL
Telephone: Farnham 721236 (STD 0252)
Telex: 858820

RE 50

RE

20

Many Electro-Voice professional product dealers can
arrange hands -on trials at no cost to you. For further
information please contact your E-V dealer or write to:
Shuttlesound Ltd. Unit 15, Osiers Estate, Osiers Road,
London SW18 1 EJ. Telephone: 01 -871 0966
Telex: 27670 Shutso G

SHUTILESO

635 A

FIG.5
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LINE INPUT TO CHANNEL OUTPUT
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results for three inputs being shown in
Fig 2.
In the case of the line input, the only
one with variable gain by means of a
slightly fiddley screwdriver operated
control, the gain to the channel output
could be varied from -0.5 dB to +30 dB
with an input capability of +1 dBm at
maximum gain increasing with
decreasing gain.
The talkback microphone input, which
is intended for dynamic microphones,
had a gain range up to 44.5 dB with a
satisfactory input voltage capability of
Studio Sound, November 1984
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at maximum gain increasing to
330 mV at minimum gain.
All mixer outputs were identical in
performance with an unbalanced output
33 mV

configuration having a 50 S2 source
impedance with a drive capability of
+22 dBm into high impedances or
+21 dBm loaded into 600 S2.

Frequency response
A typical overall frequency response of

the mixer from a line input, through the
input module and a group to the stereo
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output is shown in Fig 3 where the
limits are +0 dB, -2 dB from 20 Hz to
20 kHz reference 1 kHz.
So far as the.input modules are
concerned the performance of the
microphone inputs was as Fig 4
irrespective of gain. A good feature of
these inputs is the very rapid roll off at
100 kHz to avoid radio frequency
interference problems.
Whilst such problems are less likely
with the line inputs, they too are
sensibly rolled off, as shown in Fig 5.
Highpass filtering in the input modules
is at 12 dB /octave as seen in Fig 6 where
the -3 dB point is at 10 Hz with the
filters switched out and at 50 Hz or
200 Hz with the filters switched in.
The performance of the high and low
frequency equalisers is shown in Figs '7
and 8 to be of the shelving type, the
figures showing the maximum ±15 dB
settings and the calibrated ±6 dB
settings, the latter not being particularly
accurate but giving a better control law
than the calibrations at 3 dB intervals
suggest. The equalisers in the group
modules are similar except their
frequencies are 50 Hz and 10 kHz.
I feel that the low frequency equaliser
operates at rather too high a frequency
but this may be compensated with the
mid low equaliser which has a range as

The Stage System 200 is the finest compact
portable sound system available. At Shuttle sound we believe it is one of the best
investments you can make in audio equipment.
The Electro-Voice Stage System 200 takes
small, portable, high power, state -of- the -art
speaker design a bold new step forward.

High Sensitivity & Superb
Power Hand ling Ability
It is a speaker of high sensitivity that can handle 300 watts
constant filtered random noise (a far more rigorous test
than R.M.S. wattage) and peaks of up to 1,200 watts.
These short duration peaks are all in music and this
feature is therefore vital.

HEARING IS
BELIEVING
Solution of the Active Equaliser Story
The Stage System 200 has a unique feature allowing it to
be used either with or without an external equaliser. The
optional equaliser is a small box of electronics permitting
the system to be used at a higher output level with a larger
bandwidth giving more bass response, extending -3dB
to 50 Hz.

A Devastating Foldback Speaker
the 5200 System wi _hout external equaliser and
placing the switch on the back of the S200 enclosure to
"with Eq" you will discover it to be an excellent
vocal /instrument monitor of prodigious output ability.
By using

the next step
The advent of a truly classic instrument
a rare occurrence. The sort of instrument
that revolutionises the musician's art
and leaves it's mark on the music of an era.
The SDS 5, the world's first electronic
drum kit, was such an instrument.
It's successor would have to embody
it's pioneering spirit while taking full
is

in

advantage of relevant advances
technology. The SDS 7 is a system
fully equipped to shoulder

such a responsibility.
The rack can house a maximum of twelve
modules. Each has two independent
sound sources; the analog section which

generates the classic "Simmons sound"
and the digital section which is a recording
of a real drum, stored in memory.
A variable level of either or both of
these sounds can be routed through a
versatile group of filter controls,
providing an incredible range from real
drums, through the classic "Simmons sound"
to outrageous percussive effects.
The "programmer pad" enables
one hundred different "drum kits" to be
compiled giving a total of twelve hundred
user programmable sounds and a choice
of sixteen of these pre -programmed
"drum kits" can be recalled by striking
the appropriate section of
the "selector pad ".
The newly designed drum pads feature
a specially developed, "softened"
playing surface, reaching new heights
in dynamic control.
We started a revolution. Ask your dealer
for demonstration of the next step.

4

Many Electro-Voice Professional Dealers can arrange
hands-on trials at no cost to you. For further information
please contact your E -V dealer or write to:
SHUTTLESOUND LTD, Unit 15 Osiers Estate, Osiers
Road, London SW18 EJ. Telephone: 01 -871 0966
Telex: 27670 Shutso G
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(SIMMONS;
Simmons Electronics Limited
Alban Park, Hatfield Road, St. Albans, Herts AL4 03H
Tel: (0727) 36191 (5 lines) Telex: 291326 HEX DRM G
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TABLE 1 Mic input noise
Band limited 22 Hz to 22 kHz RMS
A- weighted RMS
CCIR- weighted RMS
CCIR- weighted quasi -peak
CCIR -weighted ARM ref 2 kHz

2k

-126.0
-128.5
-119.5
-115.5
-126.2

TABLE 2 Line and equaliser noise
Band limited 22 Hz to 22 kHz
A- weighted RMS
CCIR -weighted RMS
CCIR -weighted quasi -peak
CCIR- weighted ARM ref 2 kHz

Noise
Noise referred to the microphone inputs
terminated with 200 12 was consistent
from one channel to another and varied
in proportion to the gain setting at the
channel output. The results were good
and the figures are shown in Table 1.
Measuring noise referred to the line
inputs at the input channel output gave
an approximately 20 dB variation with a
30 dB variation in gain as shown in
Table 2 which also shows the effect of
inserting the equalisers in their flat
position. In other than flat positions the
noise was as might be predicted.
Noise at either the master outputs or
the group inputs was -83.5 dBm Aweighted with no input allocated
increasing to -78 dBm A- weighted with
any combination of four inputs at unit
gain and pro rata for further inputs.

Distortion
Both harmonic distortion and
intermodulation distortion to the CCIF
twin tone method were measured for the
line and microphone inputs to the input
module output. Measurements were also
made at various gains and levels from
the inputs, through a group module to
the master output.
At any level below a peak equivalent
of +10 dBm output, intermodulation
distortion at frequencies below 200 kHz
94
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Min Gain
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HARMONIC DISTORTION

i

Line
Max gain
Min gain
-95.5 dBm -79.5 dBm
-96.5 dBm -83.5 dBm
-86.0 dBm -78.0 dBm
-85.0 dBm -74.0 dBm
-95.0 dBm -84.0 dBm

shown in Fig 9 or the mid high equaliser
shown in Fig 10.
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was less than 0.01 % -a creditable

achievement.
The worst case harmonic distortion
measured is shown for the second and
third harmonics in Fig 11 for the path
through the complete mixer at unity
gain and +10 dBm level. At lower levels
there was a significant drop in both
harmonics.
The application of squarewaves showed
a complete lack of ringing or overshoot
with the complete mixer path having a
rise time of 0.81.4s and a slew rate of
10 V /µs.

Crosstalk
Crosstalk across the channel mutes was
90 dB at 300 Hz rising at 6 dB /octave
with the solo button offering an
attenuation of 60 dB at 300 Hz also
decreasing at 6 dB/octave.
Crosstalk between adjacent input
modules was measured as 70 dB at 1 kHz
increasing at 6 dB/octave with that
across the mic/line switch being about
6 dB worse -a disagreement here with
the manufacturer's specification, possibly
resulting from the installation of the
optional patchbay. It should however be
noted that this performance was not very
consistent from one channel to another.

Test oscillator and
metering
The illuminated meters were properly
scaled for VU meters and had the correct

_CERE
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20E

rectifier characteristic. It was however
found that the rise and fall times were
very slightly on the slow side -not a
matter for concern.
The test oscillator offered a maximum
output of +18 dBm into 600 52 or +21 dB.
7V into a high impedance with a flatness
better than ±0.1 dB over its full
frequency range from 50 Hz to 10 kHz.
Frequency calibration was rather
arbitrary but generally within 10% with
the second and third harmonic distortion
being 0.025 at 100 Hz, 0.02 /G0.01% at
1 kHz and 0.05/0.02% at 10 kHz.
The variable output level control had
approximately 1.5 dB steps from
+21 dBm down to -10 dBm with the
minimum usable output being -33 dBm;
perhaps a non-detented output level
control would have been better.

Summary
Mechanically the unit was well built
without being excessively bulky and as
daisy chain ribbon cable connections are
used between modules this removes
many mechanical problems.
The individual modules were
particularly well made with servicing
clearly having been a consideration in
their design, the same applying to the
power unit.
In terms of most performance
parameters the complete unit is
excellent and there is little adverse
comment to be made, certainly nothing
serious enough to include in this

summary.
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Low Price

Solid State Micro Technology for Music, Inc. (SSMT) is the
only semiconductor company dedicated to providing
state -of-the -art integrated circuits to the Professional

Uher portable reel -to-reel tape recorders set the
standard for all others. Their new designs allow even
easier operation. Three heads for off-tape
monitoring, shock proof case, two position autorecord level switch for those difficult situations, peak
level meters, multi -powering facilities and many

Audio Industry.

other features.

continually expanding line of devices which
permit unprecedented cost /performance standards for
original equipment manufacturers and studio or broad-

And you'll find it hard to find any other portable reel to -reel recorders to match these low prices:
only 369.00
4000 REPORT AV

cast engineers alike.

4200 REPORT MONITOR (stereo)

We offer

a

f

of production to assure the highest quality and reliability standards, and we pride ourselves in providing excellent
service. Let us prove it to you.

only £419.00

SSMT devices are tested during multiple phases

PLUS!

all these accessories:
Z 124 mains unit charger
Z2 2 lead acid battery

£ 29

f I9
i37
f 39

I

Z2 4 ni -cad battery
Z524 leather carry case
De luxe leather carry case with
I

SSM 2011 -Audio Preamp System (2.6nV/v z) with
excellent slew rate (20V/11s) and independent level detector with L.E.D. drivers.

accessories pouch
M5 I8 microphone with remote pause switch

SSM 2015 -Ultra Low Noise Mic Preamp (1.3nV/VHz)
with a sub -audio 1/f noise corner. Saves
cost and board space over discrete low
noise preamps.
SSM

&4eSeee«4

dynamic range and 0.01% THD.

Avrefitera

SSM 2110 -Level Detection System. 100dB dynamic
range; absolute value, log of absolute value,

The Homesdale Centre, 216 -218 Homesdale Road,
Bromley Kent BRI 2QZ

log of true RMS outputs. Temperature compensated at user's option.
RMS,

Phone 01-464 4157 & 01-460 7299

SSM 2134 -Low Noise Op Amp. Direct replacement
for NE 5534 'A' grade at lower cost.

2200- DynafexT"

S

All prices subject to VAT.

SSM 2014 -Operational Voltage Controlled Element that
can be used as a VCA or VCP. Electronically
selectable from class A to class AB.

SSM

f3

Full guarantee and after-sales service.

2013- Lowest cost full class A VCA available. 106dB

true

156

We supply equipment from all these manufacturers:
Aces ADC AHB AKG Alice Ampex Ashley Audio and Design Audio
Technica Auratone Bandive Bel Beyer BGW Bose Calrec Court
Acoustics Crimson DBX Deltaiab Drawmer Electrovoice EMT Fostex
GBS HH JBL Keepex Lexicon Master Room Milab MXR Nagra Nakamichi
Neumann Orban PEP Quad Rebis Revox Rogers Roland Sennheiser
Shure SME Sony Soundcraft Studer Studiomaster Superscope Tannoy TC
Electronic Teac Tascam Technics Turner Uher Urei Visonic David
Yamaha And many more ..

Noise Reduction System. Single

ended approach that is the first professional quality noise reduction system in I.C.
form.

_ ______
.

Phone us for details

Call, write, or telex us for further information. SSMT-your

audio silicon specialists.

rmT

Solid State.
Micro Technology
for Music, Inc.

20768 Walsh Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95050 U.S.A.
(408) 727-0917 Telex 171189

Authorized Foreign Sales:
Great Britain -HARTECH LTD. (0243) 773511
West Germany -H. C. Jauch (07720) 35708
Italy -S.I.G. E.P. S.r.l. (02)8258053
Japan -Nippon Imex Corporation (03) 321 -4415

- or send this postage -free

coupon today!

To: Michael Stevens & Partners, FREEPOST (no stamp required),
The Homesdale Centre, 216 -218 Homesdale Road, Bromley,
IKent BRI 2UT

I
1

I

Please send me details of your UHER range
Please send me your full equipment list
and current prices

Name

IAddress

_________

Postcode

II

ANNOUNCING THE NEW

-SERIES

HIGH PERFORMANCE POWER AMPLIFIERS

SIMPLY
THE BEST...
We are proud to introduce the superb new `second generation'
MOS -FET professional power amplifiers the X- Series. Innovated by
Mike Harrison and his Research and Development team who produced
the World's first commercial MOS -FET power amplifiers back in 1978,
HIT are now moving well ahead with the X- Series - superior in every
way, smaller size, lighter weight, improved performance, more features, a
wider choice of models, even greater reliability and better looking.
But buying an X- Series is more than good looks, it's about hard
competitive facts. We think when you have checked the X- Series features
and seen the very competitive prices then you will agree - the X- Series are
simply the best price /performance package in the market. Specifically
designed for broadcast, recording, P.A., disco and industrial applications.

-

UK Distributors

X150

75 + 75 Watts stereo
150 Watts mono (1U)

X200

100 + 100 Watts stereo
200 Watts mono (2U)

X500

250 + 250 Watts stereo
500 Watts mono (3U)

X800

400 + 400 Watts stereo
800 Watts mono (3U)

X1200

600 + 600 Watts stereo
1200 Watts mono (4U)

-

Feldon Audio Ltd.,
126 Great Portland Street,
London WIN 5RA
Elliot Brothers,
9 Warren Street,
London WI
01 -380 0511

Audio Services,
Studio House,
High Lane Village,
Near Stockport, Cheshire SK6 8AA.
06632 4244
Audio Visual Systems
Unit 2, West Parade Industrial Estate,
Halifax, W. Yorks. HXI 2TF.
0422-58600/62800

Export Distributors Expotus Ltd.,
95 Gray's Inn Road,
London WCIX 8TX.

EX?EU

01-405 9665

From

Harrison Information Technology
Unit 3, Button End, Harston CambridgeCB2 5NX Telephone 0223 871711
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+ VIDEO EQUIPMENT HIRE

The most comprehensive range of Digital Recording Equipment.

3324 -24 Track Digital Recorder
to the Sony PCM 1610 -2 Track Digital Processor.

Ranging from the Sony

Plus Post Production Digital Editing Facilities.

PCM Digital Recording Equipment

Delay Line /Pitch Shifters /Phase Changers

Reverberation Systems
Compressors /Limiters /Noise Gates
Equalisers Noise Reduction Systems
Mixers Power Amplifiers Microphones
Test Equipment Tape Synchronizers Tape Machines
Video Equipment Ancillary Equipment
Speakers

D158 0 4314

126 Great Portland Street

Telephone

London W1N 5PH Telex: 28668

for details of

Full Range -I- Price List

FELDON AUDIO
The First Name in Sound Equipment Hire
97

Cables from
Connedronics
CONNECTRONICS LIMITED CONNECTRONICS CORPORATION
20 Victoria Road
652 Glenbrook Road
New Barnet Hertfordshire
Stamford
EN4 9PF England
CT. 06906 U.S.A.
Telephone:01-4493663
Telephone: (203) 324 2889
Telex 8955127 SGAL G
Telex: 643678

The rumours are true!
The first console has been in
constant use since installation,
on time, in Sweden.

There is an alternative
The Calrec Music Console
We are sorry that we have no pictures

Audio Design Calrec Ltd

(CALREC)

PO Box 182, Reading RG2 9BA

a Reading (0734) 861088
Telex: 848722 ADR UK

Number

/

Number 3 could be yours!

Audio

ALfrRÉC

If an advertisement
is wrong we're here

HIGH QUALITY
CASSETTE DUPLICATION
AND SPECIALISED LENGTH
BLANK CASSETTES

to put it right.

If you see an advertisement in the press, in print,
on posters or in the cinema which you find
unacceptable, write to us at the address below.

AQholme -audio
Leeholme

Audio

Services

Ltd.,

350-4

Telephone

98

Leebridge
4748

01 -5 ^.i6
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Road,

Layton,

The Advertising Standards Authority.
London,

E10

ASA Ltd, Dept 3 Brook House, Torrington Place, London WC lE 7HN

RECORD II PRESSINGS

The Custom Manufacturing
Service For Studios Only
Short Run Reel Time Cassettes Min...50.

Volume Run Loop Bin Cassettes Min...500.
Record Pressings 7 inch 12 inch Min...500.

All at competitive prices.

Satisfy All Your Pressing
Needs.
Our Package deals, should give you
and your clients all they need,
Sleeves,

Cutting,
Labels,

Artwork,
Inlays, etc.

For more details on all services from Britains Largest
Independent Manufacturing Group plus an up to date
price list for Studios Only.

Call us on 01 446 6767.
A Division of

S R

T Sales Ltd.

Audio
Transformers
Choose from wide variety of types and packages
a

Computer optimized design
100% tested - consistent quality
Low distortion
Wide bandwidth
Minimum transient distortion (overshoot & ringing)

JE-1 6A

Impedance
Ratio
Model

Level,

150-600

1:2

+8

150-3750

1:5

+8

Application

Pri -Sec

Typical THD
Below Saturation
( %)

20Hz
Max
Input

Turns
Ratio
Pri:Sec

Frequency

Band-

Response
(dB ret. 1 kHz)
20 Hz 120 kHz

Width,

0.036/0.003

-0.08/ -0.05

200

0.036/0.003

-0.09/ -0.21

20 Hz

, 1

kHz

Number

20 kHz
Phase
Response

OverShoot
( %)

Noise

Magnetic

Figure

Shield'

(dB)

(dB)

-8

<1

1.7

-30

1

85

-19

<2

2.3

-30

1

1.5

-30

1

-3 dB

kHz Square Wave

2

INPUT TRANSFORMERS AND SPECIAL TYPES

(,:(kHz) (degrees)

PRICES

of

Faraday'
Shields Packages

-19

100 -249

1000

A=1

64.21

B=2

68.86

A=1

64.21

B=2

68.86

42.89
45.99
42.89
45.99

29.60
31.74
29.60
31.74

3

42.03

28.07

21.92

103.47

69.13

47.69

1

MICROPHONE INPUT

t

JE 16 A

t

JE-16-B
JE 13K7 A

Mic in for
990 opamp
Mic in for

1

JE-13K7-B

990 orI-C.

JE-115K-E

Mic in for
I.C. opamp

150-15K

1:10

-6

0.170/0.010

-0.50/+0.10

115

-5

<7

JE-11P-9

Line in

15K-15K

1:1

+ 26

0.025/0.003

-0.03/ -0.30

52

- 28

<3

-30

JE-11P-1

Line in

15K-15K

1:1

+17

0.045/0.003

-0.03/ -0.25

85

- 23

<1

LINE INPUT

JE-6110K-B
Line in
JE-6110K-BB bridging

t

Line in

JE-10KB-C

bridging
Line in/
JE-11 SSP-8M
repeat coil
JE-11SSP-6M

Line in/
repeat coil

4:1

+ 24

0.005/0.002

-0.02/ -0.09

125

-12

<1

4:1

+19

0.033/0.003

-0.11/ -0.08

160

-9

<2

1:1

+ 22

0.035/0.003

- 0.03/ -0.00

120

-9

<3.5

- 30
- 30
- 30
- 30

+17

0.035/0.003

-0.25/ -0.00

160

-5

<3

- 30

1:1

+1

0.050/0.003

-0.16/ -0.13

100

-12

<1

-30

2

3

34.60

23.13

18.06

1:1:1

+2

0.044/0.003

-0.14/ -0.16

100

-12

<1

-30

3

3

60.09

40.15

31.35

1:1:1:1

+ 10

0.050/0.002

-0.10 / -1.00

40

-18

<1

-30

4

1

96.90

64.73

44.66

12:1

+19

0.096/0.005

-0.20/ -0.20

80

-18

<1

-30

2

6

43.57

29.11

22.73

36K-2200
(10 K-600)

30K-1800
(10 K-600)

600/150600/150
600/150600/150

split
1:1

split

3

40.05

26.76

20.90

B=1
BB=2

62.86
71.52

42.01

47.79

30.83
32.97

3

41.56

27.76

19.16

4

151.90

101.47

70.01

5

79.22

52.91

36.51

SPECIAL TYPES

t

JE -MB -C

t

JE -MB -D
JE -MB -E
JE -DB -E

1.

2 -way3

mic split
3 -way3

mic split
4 -way3

mic split
Direct box
for guitar

150 -150

150-150150
150-150150-150

20K -150

(dBu) Max nput level = 1% THD; dBu = dBv ref 0.775 V

1

Model

*

600-600
JE- 123 -BMCF
80% nickel 150-600

1:1

*

Duadfilar 600 -600
JE- 123 -DMCF
80% nickel 150 -600
600 -600
123
JE-BLCF Ouadfilar
150 -600
600 -600
JE- 123 -DLCF Ouadfilar

1:1

150 -600

1:2

JE- 123 -SLCF Ouadfilar

600 -600
150 -600

1:1

Ouadfilar

600 -600
150-600

1:1

*

Ouoadfilar

JE- 112 -LCF

JE- 123 -ALCF Ouadfilar
JE -11S -LCF

Bifilarw/
split pri.

1:2
1:2
1:1

1:2
1:1

1:2
1:2

20 Hz Max Output

(dBu)

Load
across (n) Loss
windings (dB)

+28

2

1.1

+21

2

-1.0

+32

2

-1.1

DC

Resistance
per
Winding

2052
1952

2052

Typical THD
Below Saturation

Frequency
Response

%)
20 Hz/ 1kHz

(dB ret. 1 kHz)
20 Hz/ 20 kHz

- 3 dB

20 kHz
Phase
Response

4, (kHz)

(degrees)

0.02/ -0.02

>450

-2.
-4.

0.004/0.002

-0.02/ -0.00

>450

0.041/0.003

-0.02/ -0.01

>450

0.065/0.003

-0.02/ -0.01

>450

0.088/0.003

-0.03/ -0.01

>450

0.114/0.003

-0.03/ -0.01

>450

-0.04/ +0.06 190
-0.02/ +0.01 >10MHz
155
0.02/ -0.05

0.002/0.002

2

-1.0

1952

2

-1.1

2052

+20.4

2

-1.6
-1.3

2952
852

0.125/0.003

-1.7

6352

0.058/0.002

1:3

+26.5

600 -600
150-600

1:1

+30

3
1

(sec)

6. Multifilar construction has no faraday shield: cannot be used as
input trans ormer. All specifications are for 052 source, 6000 load.
7. Max outpu level = 1% THD; dBu = dBv ref. 0.775 V
8. Source amplifier -3dB @ 100 kHz
9. Output transformers are horizontal channel frame type with wire leads,

vertical channel frames available.

t

IMPROVED PERFORMANCE

w

NEW MODELS

JensenINCORPORATED
transformers
10735 Burbank Blvd- /N. Hollywood, CA 91601
(213) 876-0059 Closed Fridays, visitors by appointment only.
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21/2'

5 = 1W Diam.
6 = 11/4' Diam.

Width

(

+23.5

+27

66.7 -600

1:2

600íE

Level,

x 15/1fi"
x 15/é'
x 13/46"

2= 13/ié' x 13/ié'
3 = 11/2" Diam.
4= 1W x 13/4'

NICKEL CORE OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS6

Nominal
Impedance Turns
Ratio
Ratio
Construction
Pri -Sec
Prl:Sec

W
L
= 13/46'Diam.

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS:

2. With recommended secondary termination
3. Specifications shown are for max. number of secondaries
terminated in 1000 ohm (typical mic preamp)
4. Separate lead supplied for case and for each faraday shield
5. Except as noted, above transformers are cased in 80%
nickel mu -metal cans with wire leads.

H

Band-

160

Package,

<1
<1

<1
<1

-2.5
-1.9
-4.0

170

1.2

245
245
205

-2.5
-1.2
-2.8
-1.2
-3.2
-4.6
+1.1

-4.1

PACKAGE DIMENSIONS:

13/4e"

PRICES

-19

100 -249

1000

7

87.41

44.17

30.47

8

50.71

33.88

23.38

7

61.30

35.79

24.70

1

1

12

230

X

OverShoots
( %)

1

w/solder terminals

x 13/4'

8

39.61

26.45

19.42

<1

9

33.48

22.35

15.43

<1

10

25.48

17.01

12.49

<6

8

42.14

28.15

19.42

<1

8

42.14

28.15

19.42

W

L

H

Mounting Centers

7 = 11/2' X
15/18' X
9 = 11/é' X

25/16"

X
113/46" X

lis/1e

1"/I s"

X

1W

10 = 1/16" X

VAG"

X

13/46"

8=

15/8"

2 /te"

2W
2"
13/4"

These charts include the most popular types which are usually
available from stock. Many other types are available from stock
or custom designs for OEM orders of 100 pieces or more can be
made to order. Certified computer testing is available for OEM
orders. Call or write for applications assistance and /or detailed
data sheets on individual models.
Prices shown are effective 6/ 1 / 84 and are subject to change without notice.
Packing, shipping, and applicable sales taxes additional.
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Theatre Projects Sales 10-16 Mercer Street. London WC2H 9QE Tel:

01 -240 5411

Telex: 27522
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HOW'S YOUR
SINK UNIT?
Fora moment, we were
puzzled, until we realised
that Mike Berry was
referring to our new
I -CON sync unit. As a
musician with his own 16
track studio, he really appreciates
the convenience of an efficient
autolocator. But where does the
sync unit fit into the story?
Well, now our family is
complete. First came the
Spin -Time tape timer, then
the CM50 autolocator and
the -CON complete tape
and now
controller
a sync unit to lock
audio to video
or even audio
to audio.
1

&W
MODEL 808
B

Your reference standard
raised to 120dB

-

-

End of story

- or

Y

maybe just the beginning!

Call Steve Brown for information on all our products.

Applied Microsystems Limited
Town Mill, Bagshot Road, Chobham,
Woking, Surrey GU24 8BZ.

Telephone: Chobham (03905) 6267

STAY IN TOUCH WITH
THE WORLD OF
PROFESSIONAL SOUND
STUDIO SOUND is regarded throughout the world as
number one for news, trends, developments and technical
reviews from a team world renowned for its
uncompromising professional approach to reporting in an
area where standards are of the highest importance.

If you are

professional personally involved in the
international recording industry, you may qualify to
receive STUDIO SOUND free of charge.
a

The new Model 808 -B &W's response to the demand for
higher sound levels.
The same basic sophistication of the 801 F Special now
regarded as the professional standard monitoring loudspeaker
world -wide. BLt incorporating a whole range of new corcepts
and techniques.

-

Five totally new drive units in a three -way system producing
peak recording listening room outputs in the order of 120dB.
Sensitivity double that of 801 F's 85dB: 91 dB for watt input.
Overall frequency linearity, free from colouration and
distortion.
1

Further details and registration card are available from
t:ze:

SUBSCRIPTIONS DEPARTMENT
STUDIO SOUND
LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE
CROYDON CR9 2TA, ENGLAND
TELEPHONE: 01 -686 2599

STUDIO SOUND
number one with professionals.

All the power in hand needed for popular music. The further
reference you've been waiting for.

Full technical information

B&
B&W Loudspeakers Ltd Meadow Road, Worthing,
Tel. (0903) 205611 Telex 87342
t tax

West Sussex BN

1

Distributed in 35 countnes worldwide
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AND BROADCAST ENGINEERING

PRO -AUDIO
DIRECTORY 1984/85

STUDIO
PRO -AUDIO DIRECTORY

From the publishers of Studio Sound and
Broadcast Sound magazines, the world's
leading journals for recording and
broadcast studios, comes the 1984/85 edition
of the Pro -Audio Directory.
Just published, the new edition of this
definitive guide to international audio
products and services provides up-to -theminute information on companies, products
and services throughout the world.
Thoroughly cross- referenced and
indexed, the easy-to -use classified guide
to industry services and products features
everything from Connectors to Consoles.
Extensive address files of distributors and
manufacturers worldwide.
Extensive illustrations.
Don't be without your copy of this important
international reference work.

1984/85 E6

Size A4
152

pages

Soft cover
ISBN 0- 86296-020 -7
ISBN 0266-2248

£61$9 net

Professional Publications Group, Link House Magazines (Croydon) Ltd, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.

Please send me

copies Pro-Audio Directory

1984/85.

I

£7 (UK).

Overseas surface mail £8.50
Over *ins airmail £10.50

USA surface mail $15
USA airmail $18

Includes Postage
and Packing

I enclose a cheque /postal order/International money order
payable to Link House Magazines for the amount

Or debit my credit card

11/SA

al

Credit card No.
0 Credit card holders can order by simply ringing 01- 686 2599,
ext 213, quoting credit card No.

LSlgned
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Name

1

Address

(plaacP print)

Please return the completed order form enclosing full
remittance (including delivery) or giving your credit
card number to Professional Publications Group,
Link House, Magazines PLC, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, CR9 2TA, United Kingdom.
Please allow 28 days delivery in Britain, extra overseas depending on
country and delivery method

J

CLASSIFIEDS
Advertisements for this section must be pre -paid. The rate is 45p per word, minimum £11.25. Box Nos. £2.50 extra. Semi-display rates on
application. Copy and remittance for advertisements in JANUARY issue must reach these offices by 14th NOVEMBER addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. Cheques made payable to Link House Publications
(Croydon) Ltd. Note: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos. should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Studio Sound, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and
the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality. SEX DISCRIMINATION ACT 1975: No job
advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to discriminate on grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting
applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted, unless (1) the job is for the purpose of a private householder or (2) it is in a
business employing less than six persons or (3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act. A statement must be
made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.
The attention of advertisers is drawn to "The Business Advertisements (Disclosure) Order 1977 ", which requires that, from 1st January
1978, all advertisements by persons who seek to sell goods in the course of business must make that fact clear. From the above date
consumers therefore should know whether an advertisement relates to a sale by a trader or a private seller.

micromp
INCLUDED, EVERYTHING you require in

cassette duplication. Hire, sales, consultancy and
training brochure, ADO 01 -761 0178. Also

FAST REPAIR SERVICE
FOR MOST PROFESSIONAL EQUIPMENT
We have an extensive stock of new and
reconditioned amplifiers for sale, hire or emergency
replacement and a range of active monitor
loudspeakers for studio and small pa use.

available freelance producers and engineers.

ST.Chniquus

SERVING THE MUSIC INDUSTRY.

Walham Green Court,
Moore Park Road,
London SW6. 01 -381 0108
129

THE COMPLETE SERVICE. Disc cutting
pressings, sleeves,
and demos),
cassettes, labels. Fixed and mobile recording
TAM STUDIO,
studios. Free brochure.
13a Hamilton Way, London N3. Tel. 01- 3460033
(F)
(masters

A REAL -TIME AUDIO and Data Duplication
service. Plus blank cassettes and blank or printed
labels. Simon Stable, 46 WestEnd, Launton,
(F)
Oxon OX6 ODG. 0869 252831.

MULTI -LINK Stagebox /Multiway
ALRIGHT JACKS instrument, microphone,

cable systems.

speaker leads. SIGNEX ISOPATCH jack panels.
EMO microphone splitters, D.I. boxes. Connectors, cables -MUSICABLE: SLOUGH 821812.

QUALITY HIGH -SPEED and real -time audio

and video cassette copying and processing. Any
quantity. While you wait. 24 -hour, 7-days -a-week
service. Central London W2. GWBB Audiovision.
Tel: 01 -723 5190/1583.

CASSETTES C-0 to C -120 high quality blanks and
casings. Splicing tape, cassette labelling machine.
Duplication, phone for price list. Kar Services
Ltd., Unit U06, Acton Business Centre, School
Road, London NW10. Tel: 01 -965 9960.

DIRECT FROM

01674 5120

EMERGENCY NIGHT SERVICE

MAGNETIC TAPE /FILM HEADS
We manufacture to order, ' 'I. ", h ", 1" and 2" tape heads
and a wide variety of film heads at very competitive prices.
Please specify machine type for an early quotation.
*We also offer a prompt RELAPPING service at standard
prices.

BRANCH & APPLEB\ LTD.
Stonefleld Way, Ruislip, Middx. HA4OYL
Tel. 01- 8641577

Fairview
Services

HEAD RELAPPING from E2.50 for
CASSETTE HEADS to E16.50 for 24

°

TRACK HEADS
HIGH SPEED & REAL TIME CASSETTE
DUPLICATION

-

Are length: AGFA
BLANK CASSETTES
ICM
FERRIC & BASF CHROME TAPE

-

SHELLS.

Contact: FAIRVIEW STUDIOS. WILLERBY. HULL. 0482-653116

01
r.

f
-446

15 Percy Street, London W
Tel 01 -637 8392

I

FOR ALL YOUR RECORDING NEEDS
AMPEX AUDIO AND VIDEO TAPE MAIN DISTRIBUTORS
Spools, boxes, blades, splicing and leader tape. Blank
precision wound cassettes C1 -120, labels, library cases
and cards, C- zeros, pancake, etc. Broadcast Cartridges.

c -zero

SOUND AND VIDEO SERVICES
urea stacks

Free delivery m

Loncon

3M WOLLENSAK SERVICING

Tandberg Main Dealers

Sound Cassette Services Ltd.
P.O. Box 2, South Chard, Somerset

0460 20988

TANDBERG FAST

I

OPIERS

103 Washway Road
Sale, Cheshire M33 1 TY
Tel 061 -905 1127

FOR QUALITY, PRICE AND SERVICE

Phone for Quorannn

PCB WIRING MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY.
Competitive, fast, accurate. We specialize in high
quality assembly to your specification. Send a sample or circuit diagram and receive a firm quote by
return. Larger orders carry lower prices and free
collection and delivery. Hornsby Electronics Ltd.,
Stratford Workshops, Burford Road, London
E15. Tel: 01 -536 0707.

Tandberg cassette fast copiers produce excellent copies
at 16 times normal speed -all day!
Full Service facilities in London, Cambridge and
Somerset. SCS cassettes in bulk. Fast copying service.

3 218

'Mt PLfTVICK STUDIO

PROFESSIONAL BRAND custom cassettes
wound to any length. Top quality tape in screwed

at budget prices. Professional Magnetics
Ltd., Cassette House, 329 Hunslet Road, Leeds
LS10 1NJ. Tel: (0532) 706066.

OUR MODERN
U.K. PRESSING
PLANT
CUTTING PRESSING
TEST PRESSING
LABELS °SLEEVES
CASSETTES
ARTWORK
COMPETITIVE PRICES
MARKET LEADERS

&OUND

A NEW service in London offering
a new solution tc an old p-oblem.
Not only do .roe pick up, repair
and return your equipment, we are
also tan London service pent for
APIS and DRAWMER units.
CALL Alan Cundell now on
01 -586 8303

ERVICII1G
PRO-AUDIO MAINTENANCE

5

Elizabeth Mew,

London NW? 4UH

CLASSIFIEDS
105

Angel Talk Limited

ÌÍ

a

speciality. Rapid service,

HARMANS WATER, BRACKNELL RG12 3NX

SPEEDY

All work carried out on Nakamichi machines to the highest
standard. Normal or chrome tape available.
We also supply blank cassettes wound to length.
AGFA, BASF Chrome and Maxell XLII tape available.

R EVOX

SERVICE

plus collection and delivery
34 Danbury Street, London N18JU

Telephone 01-3599342(24 hours)

J

& VISION
WORKSHOP LIMI ED

THE SOUND

V

RAPER& WAYMAN

QUALITY THAT WORKS!
SAKI Metal and ferrite heads are the finest in the industry. Every
head is dynamically tested and unconditionally guaranteed. This
proven technology can now be added to your recorder, with 2",
24 tk., to Y." stereo replacement heads.

153A VICTORIA STREET
ST. ALBANS, HERTS All 3TA
PHONE: 10727) 58977

SERVICE

SELF ADHESIVE CASSETTE LABELS

Kent ME10 3RN

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE
For super quality Master Discs, Demo Discs and
Pressings. Scully lathe with our latest CR 82/01

Stereo Cutting System.
Also half speed cutting for that very special disc.
Dolby 'A', Dolby 'B' and DBX noise reduction.

Binfield, Bracknell, Barks
RG12 56S
Tel. BRACKNELL (0344) 54935

REVOX
TEAC /TASCAM

Rapid supply of high quality blank bulk cassettes C1 -Cl 20

- no minimum or maximum order.

Phone Dave West 01 -502 2447
West 5 Tapes Ltd, Unit 34, Oakwood Hill
Industrial Estate, Loughton, Essex.

Service Agents

A fast, efficient repair service

Sound
Communication

with collection and

Comprehensive facilities,

delivery available

The complete duplicating service from:

01 -388
72

Rd.,

REAL -TIME CASSETTE DUPLICATION
Reel to reel copying.

Contad Nikki Antoniou on

1974 - 1984
CASSETTE DUPLICATION
' OPEN REEL DUPLICATION
BLANK CASSETTES
BLANK COMPUTER CASSETTES
' PRINT SERVICE
VOICE OVERS

Ltd

We are specialists in self adhesive cassette labels and can
supply them in a wide range of formats. Send or phone for
our price list and samples.
107951 28425 -24 -hour service.
INDUSTRIAL PROCESS -Self- Adhesive Labels SUPERFAST
Unit A4, Smeed -Dean Centre, Sittingbourne,

London

WEST S Tapes Ltd.
5 -screw C -Zero

photo Acoustics

PIusTEAC, NAGRA, UHER, Large spares stock held
Approved REVOX modifications undertaken
A personal service by experienced engineers.

GATEWAY CASSETTE SERVICES
GAUDEN ROAD, LONDON SW4 6LR
TEL: 01 -627 4758

f

LTD
Iudg Street.
092332006.
Entrance in
Tel:
odp, _nell.Te1:0908610625.
58Hih5ueet,N "'

Ring: 0344 425200 for details, evenings and weekends especially, or write toi

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING

ad
and repaired.
Uher,
etc., serviced
1 ers
Revolt, Tandberg,
recorders, atop
Ferrogtaph,
Elf,
Bell & Howell, agents.
alt
Road, Watford,
approved service
255A St. Albans

retord

for high quality, real-time, audio cassette duplication. Small runs 30+
stereo format, cassette or open reel masters.
6 ABBEY CLOSE,

1

Sales & Service
Revox & Uherprojectors, open reel and cassette

5392

37

Eversholt Street, London NW1 1BY

NRA RECORDING
West End, Launton, Oxon.
Telephone 08692 53986

o

efficient repairs available for all types of studio
equipment including Lexicon, Linn, Delta -Lab, DBX, all tape
machines and desks.
24 hour service
Day -0582 412331
Night 0604 406906
Media Services, 50 Cheapside, l uton
Fast,

THE COMPLETE SERVICE

Quotations on request

includes:

FREEPOST:
DEWSBURY, WEST YORKSHIRE
WF13 1BR

-

Bedfordshire LUi 2HN
BLANK CASSETTES (CI - C100 incl. Chrome
HIGH - SPEED LOOP- BIN CASSETTE COPYING
OPEN - REEL COPYING
LABELS &
CASSETTE
INLAY CARDS
EMPTY TAPE
SPOOLS &
TAPE
BOXES
LEADER
TAPE
& SPLICING
TAPE
AMPEX
MAGNETIC
TAPE
)

TAPE DUPLICATING
ENDLESS CASSETTES
INDUSTRY SUPPLIES
EXACT LENGTH CASSETTES
SELECTA SOUND

MARGARET ROAD
ROMFORD,
ESSEX RM2 5SH
Tel. 0402453424

and is available from MEDIATAPE LIMITED

5

The Courtyard, 152 -154 Ewell Road,
Surbiton, Surrey I(T6 6HE England

N.S.F STUDIO FACILITIES
12)

11) Studio Maintenance
(Gremlins -A speciality)
Studio Design & Construction

0789 765186

STRATFORD- UPON-AVON

-399
2476 7
01

REAL TIME CASSETTE COPYING

DUPLICATING:
CASSETTE
GAUSS Loop -Bin / TELEX In- Cassette
High Quality Blanks/ Label Printing

OPEN REEL DUPLICATING
RECORDING
SPEECH
VOICE- OVERS;LANGUAGES;AUDIO-VISUALS)

(ANY SPEED - ALSO TO BROADCAST SPEC.)
(

SPEECH -PLUS RECORDINGS LTD.
UNIT 32, NO.19, PAGES WALK, LONDON, SE1

4SB.

TEL.01 -231 0961

All work carried out by ex BBC Balance/
Recording Engineer with 20 year's experience of
high quality sound.
Silver Sounds Recording Service
449 Queensferry Road, Edinburgh EH4 7NB
Telephone 031 -336 3641

beautifully copied in stereo
(plus VAT)
We can copy from 100 to 5,000 high quality
cassettes on our high speed loop -bin system, load
them precisely into top-class shells. Price includes
library case and all production work from your 'A in
edited master. Any length C-5 to C -90. NOW ALSO
cassettes in GOLD effect finish! Ring for price check.
100 C -60 cassettes

Just £59.50

STUDIO REPUBLIC
47 High Street, Pinner
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01- 8685555

DELTALAB

2in MASTER TAPE
/4in MASTER TAPE

Effectron II 1 sec. d.d.1.
Echotron 4 sec. editing loop
NOW AVAILABLE AGAIN, EX- STOCK.

1

Used, different makes, big sell from studio clearout. For

further information contact:

jbs records
MUSIC -SPEECH -COMPUTER

REAL -TIME or (Slow) HIGH -SPEED Quality Cassette Duplito 1,000 +. Computer printed
cation and Blanks from
Cassette Labels. Studio speech and solo recording /editing
etc. Fast Security Delivery Service.
jbs records -a division of FILTERBOND LTD,
19 Sadlers Way, Hertford SG14 2DZ. 0992-551186.

Felgate Mews. Studland Street
London W6 9JT 01 -749 9009
1

=

GARY on 01 -802 7888

'

1

N.S.F. REVERBERATION
The N.S.F. Mk Ill stereo reverb plate.
Size 3' x 3' x 5 ". Excellent transient response. Low
noise. Adjustable delay to 4 secs. Mobile /static,

FOR SALE-PRIVATE

vert /horizontal working mode. 80- 17kHz ±1.5Db
Price: £795.00

0789 765186 Stratford -upon -Avon

axis audio
Real time cassette duplication via Nakamichi from
Sony PCM -F1 or open reel Dolby A or DBX. Also

fast copying via Graff. Compression, equalisation
and editing facilities.
TEL: 0434 84547

2" MASTER TAPE
Once used by major studio. Guaranteed no joins.

Ampex 406 £25.00; Scotch 226 £25.00; Scotch
250 £25.00; Scotch 206 £20.00 + VAT. Some
1" Tape available. Empty 2" spools £7.50.

Quantity discounts.
FOSOUND & ELECTRO SYSTEMS

cassette production.
Capacity in excess of 50,000 units per week.
Call for a quote
04024 55565 or 01 -502 1736

01 -434 4365

FOR SALE:
Two studio monitors by Court Acoustics
consisting each of 2 xJBL2231A,
1

WHY PAY LONDON RATES?

xJBL2202A, xJBL2405, 1 xJBL2305
with acoustic lens and xJBL3143
crossover module -can be
bi- amped -300H2 active crossover for
white equaliser included.

Phone Brian East 0303 38752. "Suncliffe ", 43
Sandgate Hill, Folkestone, Kent.

SPECTRUM SD.JND

1500 ono.
TEL: 01 -586 7576
£

MCI JH10 16 -TRACK 2" recorder with remote
and auto -locator, Varispeed, 30+ 15 ips, currently working in professional studio, £5,500. Also
Great British Spring (stereo), £140. Tel: 01 -965
9991.

16 -TRACK HEADBLOCK
FOR 3m (m79) £1,000 ono.

K.G. MUSIC
Northern Stockists and Distributors for
RSDISTUDIOMASTER Audio Consoles and Amplifiers.

DISC CUTTING EQUIPMENT and systems
bought, sold, installed and manufactured (under
licence from ORTOFON). TAM /ENGLAND,
13a Hamilton Way, London, N3 IAN.
(X)
Telephone 01-346 0033.

REVERB AKG BX20 1'Y2 years old, £1,200. DBX
208 8 CH simultaneous noise reduction rack mounting as new, £1,150. HAMMOND C3 ORGAN+ LESLIE, £2,000. Contact Kritz Int. Noordlaan 10,
8720 Kuurne, Belgium. Tel: 056/351184.

1

1

Professional Disc Mastering operation offering
top quality with over 20 years experience.

WOLLENSAK 2772 stereo high -speed cassette
duplicator. I to 2. Modified. Excellent condition.
New heads, aligned and serviced before advertised.
£730. 01 -723 1583.

Action Sound

The new name for high speed (loop -bin

TWO NEUMANN VALVE MIKES with power
supply, one Pentagon C 342 stereo copier with
rewinder CW 3 as new. Any offers? Dennis Smith,
Weidestr. 32, 2420 Eutin, West Germany. Tel:
04521/6371.

PHONE 836 4623

DRAWMER
ALL DRAWMER PRODUCTS IN STOCK
AND ON DEMONSTRATION
Large stocks of new and used Recording and Audio

TEAC 244/34/38 discounts and HP and leasing.
(X)
Erricks Bradford 309266 (Julian).

equipment- extensive range of connectors and accessories

-Send large S.A.E. for lists.
18142

Charlotte Street, Wakefield, W. Yorks WF1 10H
Tek

IVIE 30A, 17A, 20B, acoustic and sound analysing system. Complete case manual leads etc., portable, £3,500. Tel: 01- 892 0672. Answering service
day and night.

108241

371788

STUDIO CONSTRUCTION
Studio environments built to the highest standards.

STUDIO INNOVATIONS ANNOUNCE

"THE PRIME -ALPHA ROOM DESIGN"
new geometric shape
less ear fatigue
greater stereo summation
flatter response, without the
use of monitor eq
extended Haas effect

2B stereos disc
Sennheiser MD441U
£170.
microphones, £96 each. AKG CK' Omni capsule
for C451, £33. All as new condition. Bath (0225)

SURREY ELECTRONICS

amplifier,

AND AT FULLY CONSTRUCTED COSTS OF AROUND £12,000

IT'S NEWS!!!
740 6060 & 661 9380

22316.

YOU ARE NEVER FAR FROM A

PARTRIDGE

Our services include:
Fully engineered floating floors, suspended ceilings, high density doors, sound
lock lobbies, concrete and brickwork, double glazing, low frequency absorbers.
attenuated ventilation systems, insulating sealants, acoustic screens, electrical
and electronic installation, equipment sales and commissioning.
U.K. and international projects undertaken.

Planning. design and materiels expon.

Ring RECESSION RECORDINGS
London, England
01 -985 7573

-

STUDIO MONITORING
Specialists in design, supply, installation,
analysing, equalising and trouble shooting.
S. J. COURT & ASSOCIATES LTD.
Tel: 01 -435 0532. Telex: 268279

COMMUNITY
BROADCAST MIXER
Benfleet, Essex SS7 5JN
or 03745 3256 for full details.

56 Fleet Road,

03745 3381

KENNETH SHEARER AND ASSOCIATES
Consultants in acoustics
30 years' experience in the custom design of all kinds of
recording and TV studios, remix, dubbing and viewing suites
new and conversions. Down to 25 Hz.

-

Tel: 0442 54821
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35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON
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MULTITRACK

AUDIO

BRITANNIA
ROW 01226 3377

+ VIDEO EOUIPMENT

HIRE

Digm riot! ,mg lwpment
Ranymg from the Ssay 9324 -24 Trac Digital Decoder
to the Slay. PCM 1610 -2 Trace Digital Processor.
Plus Post Product= Digital Hinny Parkins

The most comprehensive ronge

or

PCM Digital Recording Equipment

Delay Line /Pitch Shifters /Phase Changers

Speakers Reverberation Systems
Compressors /Limiters /Noise Gates
Equalisers Noise Reduction Systems
Mixers Power Amplifiers Microphones
Test Equipment Tape Synchronizers Tape Machines

Birmingham Sound Hire Ltd

Video Equipment

Ancillary Equipment

01.580 4314

0902 751184

126 Great Portland Street

MICRON RADIO MICS
DIVERSITY SYSTEMS
MOTOROLA WALKIE TALKIES
MIXERS, NAGRA 4.2's
4.S /I.S. /S.N. RECORDERS
L.P.S. TRANSFER UNITS

tendon W1N 5PH Telex 28856

Telephone for details of

full Range

-

Pelee

list

U

CFELDON AUDIO
The First Name in Sound Equipment Hire

STUDIO HIRE
Digital effects and
the complete range

BROCHURE AVAILABLE

of Professional
Keyboards and
Drum computers.

N.O.R.T.H.E.R.N. A.U.D.I.O.

The best possible prices and service in the North

West
Part exchange welcome, or we can offer a very
good brokerage service
MIXERS

TridentV.F.M
Soundcraft, Series 200/400
Allen & Heath System 8
TAPE MACHINES
Tascam 32 2 track 7.5/15 imps
Tascam 52 2 Track 7.5/ 15 imps
Tascam 38 ''A" 8 Track 15 imps
Tascam 58 1/2" 8 Track 15 imps
Fostex A8 ''A" 8 Track 15 imps
Foxtex B16 yx" 16 Track 15 imps
Portastudios and cassette decks
C/D Dise players

£1050.00

from £1050.00
£1050.00

£691.00
£1396.00
£1596.00
P O A
£1095.00
£2900.00
P 0 A
from £399.00

MONITORS
J.B.L.
Tannoy (full range in stock)
Rogers (full range in stock)
MICS
Shure, Beyer, A.K.G. all in stock (best prices) (P.O.A.)
EFFECTS
£1250.00
M. X. R. drum machine
E194.00
Great British Spring
E385.00
M.X.R. Dual limiter
PO A
Klark -Teknik DN50
P 0 A
A.K.G. BX25
SPECIAL OFFER
2 ex demo B16's with remotes, price on application

All prices exclusive of V.A.T. and Delivery.
Telephone now for best quote.

Telephone 061483 9563
or write to:
Mr. A. J. Bayley, 4 Cheviot Road, Hazel Grove
STOCKPORT, Cheshire SK7 5BH

FAIRLIGHT WITH operator including transport
or 8 -track studio with: Tannoy, Auratone, A /H,
Fostex, Roland, Drawmer, GBS, MXR. £25 per
hour (minimum three hours). Call Paul 223 5787,
647 8667.

DIGITAL
AUDIO
RENTALS

Phone Paul Tattersall on 640 8487

646 3137

35 BRITANNIA ROW LONDON

SONY 111=1.:......

BRITANNIA

PCM 1610 DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS
5850D/A U -MATIC RECORDERS
DAE 1100 DIGITAL AUDIO EDITOR
PCM Fl DIGITAL AUDIO PROCESSORS
SLF1 BETAMAX RECORDERS

ROW

Studio Sound, November 1984

01226 3377

FULLY EQUIPPED AIR CONDITIONED
DIGITAL EDITING &TRANSFER FACILITY

liIIIRb

HHB Hire & Sales, Unit F New Crescent Works, Nicoll Road,
London N W 10 9A X. Telephone: 01- 9613295. Telex: 923393.

PfiVS 01540 2164
IVideo and audio equipment hire including Sony PCMF1
digital processors, SLF1 video recorders, high and loband U-matic recorders, profeel video monitors and a
range of cameras, AMS digital audio effects, digital
drum machines plus 8-4 and 2 -track analogue recorders,
mixers and monitors.
Repairs, modifications and maintenance services also
available. Design and prototype work carried out.

WANTED: Recording equipment of all ages and
variety. Old microphones, outboard gear etc.
Any condition. IMMEDIATE CASH AVAILABLE. Respond to: Dan Alexander, 965
Hilldale, Berkeley, CA 94708, USA. Phone (415)
441 -8934.

TAPE MACHINE REQUIRED 16T or 24T decent desk also required. Will pay cash or part exchange. Itam 1610 +A&H MOD III. Ring Mike
on 01 -870 3880.
2"
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City of Salford

SITUATIONS VACANT
PART TIME maintance engineer wi :h computer
and logic design experience for studio in central
London. Call or write -Robert Holden, TLO
Ltd., 4th Floor, Middlesex House, 34 Cleveland
Street, London WI. Tel: 01 -636 3002/2400.

MAINTENANCE

SALFORD COLLEGE OF TECHNOLOGY
Departments of Engineering and Humanities
Applications are invited for the following posts with duties to commence as soon as possible.

LECTURER /II IN DIGITAL RECORDING TECHNOLOGY
and
LECTURER IN MUSIC SYNTHESIS AND RECORDING TECHNIQUES
I

I

ENGINEER REQUIRED

to teach on Recording Technology and Music Diploma courses. Applicants should have appropriate
graduate or professional qualifications together with relevant BBC or Recording Studio experience.

Livingston Studios is a go -ahead
expanding studio complex in North
London with 2 x 24 track studios (M.C.I.,
AMEK, Otani, Studer, Dolby, A.M.S. etc).
We need a highly motivated, dedicated
person to run our maintenance dept. with

Salary will be in accordance with the Burnham Scales for Teachers in Establishments of Further
Education, viz:

minimal supervision. There will be some
R &D opportunities. Salary negotiable.

Contact:

JERRY BOYS 01-889 6558

Lecturer Grade 1- £5,649 to £9,735 per annum -under review
or Lecturer Grade 11- £7,215 to £11,568 per annum -under review

with grade and commencing salary dependent on qualifications and experience.
Application forms may be obtained from:

The Principal, Salford College of Technology
Frederick Road, Salford M6 6PU. Telephone 061 -736 6541
to whom completed forms should be returned as soon as possible.

SITUATIONS WANTED

eCETEC INTERNATIONAL LTD.

SERVICE ENGINEER
Required for installation and servicing of High Speed Cassette Duplicating
Systems and other Audio related products. Applicants need only apply if they
have a consuming interest in Audio, are fully conversant with magnetic
recording principles
with some practical experience
and are qualified in
analogue and digital electronic principles to at least C & G Standard.
If you are aged under 25, like to work independently using your own initiative,
presentable and prepared for extensive international travel then apply in
writing with full C.V. to:

-

-

FRANKIE IS JUST 20, musical and enthusiastic
to be employed by professional studio to learn the
art of sound recording. Home studio experience.
Francis, 0695 423652.
MALE AGED 19 seeks employment. Sound studio
recording experience, currently taking course in
Studio Techniques and Production. Box No 910
(X)
c/o Studio Sound.

RICHARD WATTS, Cetec International Ltd., Unit 15, Northfield Industrial
Estate, Beresford Avenue, Wembley, Middx. HAO 1YB.

FOR DETAILS

Senior Sales Engineer

OF HOW TO

Sony Broadcast Limited, one of the world leaders in the professional
sound broadcast and recording industry, markets a complete range of
professional audio e: uipment throughout Europe, the Middle East and
Africa. In addition to -iicrophones, analogue tape machines, mixing
consoles and RF corr munication products, we are also at the forefront
of digital audio technology.
An excellent opporinity has now arisen for a person to join our audio
sales team located at cur international headquarters in North Hampshire.

Applicants should hay e a proven track record in professional audio sales.
a high degree of self n ptivation and the ability to work on their own initiative.
Candidates must be prepared to undertake overseas travel when
necessary.
We offer an attractr.e salary together with first class conditions of
employment and relocation assistance will be given where appropriate.
If you are interested ease write to David Parry, Assistant Personnel
Officer or alternatively 'elephone our 24 -hour answering service on

Basingstoke 59583.

Sony Broadcast Ltd.

SONY®

Broc_ :cast

ADVERTISE
IN THIS

SUCCESSFUL
SECTION

CONTACT
COLETTE

RAMSAY

City Wall House
Basing View, Basingstoke
Hampshire RG21 2LA
United Kingdom
Telephone (0256) 59 5 83

01-686 2599,
ext. 567
---
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OCTOBER 1984 STOCK LIST OF NEW AND USED

EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
"GOING TO PRESS" SEPTEMBER 1984
TAPE MACHINES
Tascam 85 -16B New £7,995. Soundcraft SCM 762 -24B with remote New £11,950
Fostex B16 New £POL Tascam 58 New £2,450. Tascam 58 OB New 2,750. Tascam
48 OB balanced +4db operation SMPTE compatible New £2,200. Soundcraft series 20
1/4" & 1/2" £POA. Tascam 38 New 1,495. Fostex A -8 67A-8 LR New £POL Fostex A -8
s/h 895. Tascam 44 New (lot issue) inc DX44 noise reduction 995. Tascam 52
SMPTE switchable IEC/NAB £1,595. Teac 80 -8 with DX8 £1,400. Tascam 32 £650.
Teac A3440 2 years old £495. Revox PR99 Brand New 925. Revox PR-II £1,050.
Revox B77 MKII special offer New 645. Revox PR99/II 18 months old immac £750.
Teac X -1000M with dbx New £595.

MI1NG CONSOLES
MCI 500C 32/34 Vu Lily automated extra returns superb condition £25,000 Tascam

Model 15B 24/8/18 New £3,750. TAC 16/8/2 as new £2,300. Dynamix 3000 series
New £POA. Soundcraft 200 series 8-4 -8 perfect £795. Soundtracs 16/8/16 New £POA
AHB System 8 1616 Ex- showroom £1,375. Special AHB System 8 184 £795. Last
remaining AHB 16/4/2 £495. Studiomaster 18/8/2 Mint £975. Tascam Model 50
£ 1,495. Soundcraft Series 200,400,800, £POA. Tascam M30 £595. RAM RM 10, RM16
now in stock from £550. Pro -Mark MX -3 £395.

STUDIO PACKAGES (fully inclusive of wiring loom)
Tascam 85 -16B + Tascam Model 15B Brand New £11,700. Fostex B16 with AHB
1616 £4,135. Fostex B16 with AHB 2416 £4,500. Fostex B16 with Studiomaster 16:2
£3,975. Fostex B16 with Soundtracs 16:8:16 £4,895. Tascam 58 £3,750. Tascam 38
+ AHB system 8 168 £2,695. Fostex A-8 + remote + RAM RM10 mixer £1,525.
Tascam 48 OB + Tascam M50 £3,500.

REVERBERATION
AMS RMX -16 £4,680. Ursa -Major Stargate £1,995. MXR 01 £ 1,690. Yamaha R -1000
£430. EMT 240 Gold Foil remote £2,750 Klark Teknik DN50 £275. GBS III £195.
Festei 3180 £294. Tascam RS2OB £295.

EQUALISATION
Formula Sound SE 1 Room Eq £395. Audio & Design 590088 £295. Tascam PE40
£275: Ibanez 0E3101 £195. Ibanez GE1502 £195.

TIME PROCESSORS
with 2 harm, D.G. 2 x 1.6 sec, L.E.S. from stock £5,320.00. Korg SDD
3000 £550. Bel BD80 from £600. Roland SDE 3000 £595. Ibanez DM2000 £345.
Ibanez DM1100 £295. Ibanez DM500 £195. Ibanez HD 1000 (Harmoniser) £286.
Boss DE 200 £245. Yamaha D1500 £436. mark Teknik DN34 £295. Roland SDE1000 £310. KONG SDD -1000 £295.

AMS DMX 1580S

DYNAMIC CONTROL
Audio & Design Ex -press limiter £395. Drawmer DL221 Comp Lim £325. Drawmer
D8201 Dual Gate £275. Drawmer DL231 Comp Lin Exp £450. Drawmer 1960 Valve
Limiter £800. Fostex 3070 Comp Lim Exp Gate £206. Tascam GA4D. Quad Noise Gate
(New Product) £275. Tascam DL20 Comp Lim (New Product) £250.

AMPLIFIERS
Amcron, Yamaha from stock £POA. HIT Northern Distributor full range from stock,
£ P.OA Quad 303/405 Best Prices. Fostex 600, 300W + 300W £375. Special Purchase
of Hill Amplifiers: DX100 -100 W Mono £115. DX 140 2 x 85W £195. DX400 2 x
185W £350. DX700 2 x 300W £450. Studiomaster Mosfet 1000 £499. Mosfet 500
£395. Quad 405 S/H £185.

MONITORS
JBL 4435 £2,395. JBL 4430 £1,895. JBL 4430 Ex -demo £ 1,695. JBL 4411 £795. JBI
4312 £650. JBL 4313 (L96) £525. JBL 4401 £295. JBL L15 £225. JBL J216 £95
Tannoy Super Reds X1000 £ 1,395. Tannoy SRM 15X £995. Tannoy SRM 12X £650.
Tannoy Little Reds SRM 12B £550. Tannoy SRM 10B £495. Tannoy Broadcast BM.8
£315. Tannoy Kits £POL Tannoy "Sync- source" Retro kit's £POA. Auratones £63.

HI -SPEED COPIERS
New Tascam TZ2640 Masters & Slaves now on demo, approximate price £700 Each.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Drum Computers: AHB "Irrpulse One" EMU Drumulator, 64 song £850 Hammond
DPM 48 £595. Keyboards: Yamaha DX7 £1,100. Yamaha PF15 £795. Roland and
Korg Keyboards £POL New KORG digital Drum machines in stock £199. PLUS all
the latest MIDI gear on demo/working in conjunction with the BBC -B Personal
Computer - amazing £POL

MICROPHONES
Neumann New & Second Hand £POA. PZM M.B. Stereo boundry mice, amazing value
at £195. AKG, Shure, Beyer, EDC - Phone for brochures and best prices. Large Beyer
type Boom Stands quantities from £21. S.O.TA Passive D.I. Boxes, £19.95. AKG
C414EB, P48 £350.
WRITE OR TELEPHONE FOR 36 PAGE

COMPREHENSIVE CATALOGUE

06632 -4244

Aces (UK)

APRS
Advanced Music Systems
AKG
Allen & Heath/Brenell
Amek Ltd
Ampex (UK)
Aphex Systems Ltd
Applied Microsystems Ltd
Audio & Design (Recording) Ltd
Audio Kinetics
Audio Ltd
Audio Service Co
B &W Loudspeakers
Cable Technology
Capitol Magnetic Products
CBS Fender
Connectronics
Don Larking Audio

Eardley Electronics
EMT -Franz
Feldon Audio
Future Film Developments Ltd
FWO Bauch Ltd
Hardware House
Harrison
Harrison Information Technology
HHB Hire & Sales
Hill Audio Ltd
ITA

Industrial Acoustics Co Ltd
J.B.L.

Jensen Transformers
John Hornby Skewes & Co. Ltd
Kemble/Yamaha
Klark Teknik Research Ltd
Leeholme Audio Services
Michael Stevens & Partners
Mosses & Mitchell
Music Labs Hire Ltd

Neumann
Neve
Optex

Otari
Pangbourne Musical Distributor
Peter Struven
Point Promotions
Quad Eight
Rebis Audio
SRT
Scenic Sounds

Schalltechnik Dr Schoeps
Shuttlesound
Simmons Electronics
Solid State Logic
Solid State Micro for Music
Sony Broadcast Ltd
Soundcraft Electronics Ltd
Soundout Laboratories
Sowter Ltd, E.A.
Studer
Studio Spares
Surrey Electronics
Syco Systems Ltd
Technical Projects
Theatre Projects Services Ltd
Tickle Them Ivories
TOA Electric Co Ltd
Trad Sales & Services
Trident Audio Developments Ltd
Turnkey

102
6
12

89
35
51, IBC
43
65
103
12, 16, 98
39
20
24, 110
103

50
49
26, 27
98
68, 69
77
6

97
20, 91
23, 25, OBC
10

OBC
96
4, 33
57
15, 17, 19, 21
8

83
100
24
18
61

98
95
91
29
23
59
24
31, 78, 79
8

28
20
71
14

99
73, 87
85
91, 93
93
44, 45
95
41, 67
IFC, 47
75

29
25
22
48, 66
52, 53
81
101

29
16
10
63
7, 9, 11, 13

Studio Sound is available without charge to qualified readers: these are directors, managers, executives and key personnel actively engaged in sound recording in any part of the world. The Publisher reserves the
right to refuse applications considered inappropriate and restrict the number of free copies sent to any one company or organisation. Non -qualifying readers can buy Studio Sound at an annual subscription o
f18.00. All enquiries to: Subscription Department, Link House Publications PLC, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, Great Britain. Phone: 01 -686 2599. Published by the proprietors
Link House Magazines (Croydon) Limited, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA and printed by Lawrence -Allen Ltd., Gloucester Street, Weston-super-Mare, Avon BS23 ITB.
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t'nly

once in a blue moon
does a company with an

established track record, reject
successful design principles and
start again from scratch.
Harrison have. The new 4 series
consoles offer a completely
new concept in console design
combining creativity with

advanced technology and deep
understanding of the music
business.
The major result of this
new concept is a range of mixing
consoles which give the studio
Harrison quality and features at
a price you associate with lesser
consoles.

For details of the range
of MR4 and TV4 Harrison Mixing
consoles contact:
F.W.O. Bauch Limited.

N Harrison

FW.O. Bauch Limited
49 Theobald Street, Boreharn VVood, Hertfordshire WD6 4RZ
Telephone 01- 953 0091, Telex 27502

